






Elaine served as a member of the Fremont Planning Board and dispatched for
the Fremont Fire Department for many years.
Arthur Nadeau Jr.
Arthur was a Lieutenant and active member of the Fremont Volunteer Fire
Department and served as the Town's Heating Inspector up until the time he
died. He had earlier served as the Plumbing Inspector.
Henry E. Turner
Henry was a Deputy Forest Fire Warden, member of the Firemen's Association
and a delegate to the NH Federation of Forest Fire Wardens for many years. He
served on the Zoning Board of Adjustment and was a Supervisor of the Checklist
for many years.
Robert A. Waddell
Bob was active in many facets of community service. At the time of his death he
was a Trustee of Trust Funds and Library Trustee, positions he had held for
many years. Previously he had served as a member of the Board of Selectmen, a
member of the Fremont School Board, and a member of the Planning Board.
On the cover: Boston & Maine Railroad Depot at Fremont NH.
Photo is circa 1910. This depot was built in 1896-1897 and replaced
the first depot that burned in October of 1896.
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OFFICE HOURS AND PHONE NUMBERS
*** EMERGENCY DIAL 9 11 ***
DISPATCH CENTERS
RAYMOND DISPATCH (FIRE, RESCUE AND AMBULANCE) 895-2512
ROCKINGHAM COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT (POLICE) 679-2225
ALL OFFICE HOURS ARE HELD AT THE TOWN HALL AT 2 95 MAIN STREET





Call Rockingham Dispatch at 679-2225
Thursday evenings at Town Hall
Contact Art Richardson at 679-8177
Richard Heselton Days 895-2561
Evenings call Raymond Dispatch at 895-4222
HEALTH OFFICER









Contact Gertrude Butler at 679-8630
Contact Meredith Bolduc at 895-2918
Business Phone 895-2229
Facsimile 895-1116
9:00 am to 12 noon and 1:00 to 3:00 pm
Guerwood Holmes 895-2595
Mon Tues Weds Fri
9:30 am to 12 noon and 1:00 to 4:00 pm
Thurs 1:00 to 4:00 pm





3 6 Abbott Road
Fremont NH 03044
Elizabeth Stanley
Contact Ed Wall at 679-1926
Thursday evening
6:00 to 8:00 pm
Mailing address: 167 Scribner Road
Fremont NH 03 044
Monday and Friday 9:30 to 11:30 am and 2:00 to 4:00 pm
Thursday evening 4:00 to 7:00 pm
NOTES
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Donald W Gates Jr 1999
TOWN CLERK
Elizabeth J Stanley 1997
TAX COLLECTOR
Mary A Anderson 1997
TREASURER
Barbara B Bassett 1997
DEPUTY TOWN CLERK
Ruth F Anderson 1997
ROAD AGENT
Guerwood M Holmes 1997
AUDITOR
Jack C Baker 1997
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
Thomas A Roy 1997
Robert A Waddell (deceased) 1998
Mary T Stiner 1999
LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Barbara D Baker 1997
Jo A Hartford 1998
John Hennelly 1999
MODERATOR
Raymond L Bernier 1998
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Barbara D Baker 1998
Patrick S Golden 2000
Matthew E Thomas 2002
BUDGET COMMITEE
Charles D Kimball 1997
Annmarie Gilligan 1997
Judith Peterson 1998
Thomas A Roy 1998
Marilyn C Baker 1999
Mary T Stiner 1999
Susan D McNulty School Board Representative
































Mary Joanne Dzioba 1999
PLANNING BOARD
Marilyn Baker 1997
John O'Hare, Chairman 1998
Joel Breton 1998
Luis Colom 1999
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Frank Bettencourt December 1997
Meredith Bolduc December 1997
Robert Wines December 1998
Thomas Roy December 1999
Jack C Baker December 1999
Joel Breton, Alternate March 1999
CONSERVATION COMMISSION





Leon F Holmes Sr, Alternate 1997
Marilyn Baker, Alternate 1998




Neal R Janvrin Police Chief
Barbara Bassett Librarian
Marlene Emery Assistant Librarian
Paul Stanley Sub Registrar
Ruth Anderson Deputy Tax Collector
Robert Horsburgh c Representative to SRRDD 53B
Robert Larson Alternate Representative to SRRDD 53B
Edward Wall Alternate Representative to SRRDD 53B
Robert Horsburgh Alternate Representative to SWD 149M
Richard C Heselton Fire Chief
Richard C Heselton Forest Fire Warden
Gordon Copp Forest Fire Deputy Warden
Darrell Turner • Forest Fire Deputy Warden
Lloyd Metevier Forest Fire Deputy Warden
Fred LeClair Forest Fire Deputy Warden
Leon F Holmes, Sr Forest Fire Deputy Warden
Vartan Frank Garbouchian Forest Fire Deputy Warden
Kevin Zukas Forest Fire Deputy Warden
Peter Lamb Police Officer
Clifford Emery, Jr Police Officer
Charles Rand Police Officer
Roger L Anderson Police Officer
Daniel A Whitman Police Officer
G Reese Bassett Police Officer
John Murray Police Officer
Patrick S Golden Detective
Alfred Benedetto Rescue Squad
Kevin Zukas Rescue Squad
William Dunbar Rescue Squad
Richard Clark Rescue Squad
Luke Hassell Rescue Squad
Heidi Carlson Rescue Squad
Neal Janvrin Rescue Squad
Dan Whitman Rescue Squad
Charles Rand Rescue Squad
Roger Anderson Rescue Squad
G Reese Bassett Rescue Squad
Clifford Emery Jr Rescue Squad
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WARRANT FOR THE 1997 ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
FREMONT NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Fremont in the County of
Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
FIRST SESSION FOR VOTING: TUESDAY MARCH 11, 1997 TO BE HELD AT THE
FREMONT TOWN HALL AT 295 MAIN STREET IN FREMONT NEW HAMPSHIRE
TIME: 8:00 AM to 7:00 PM
ARTICLE 1. To choose by ballot all necessary Town Officers for the
ensuing year.
SECOND SESSION: SATURDAY MARCH 15, 1997 TO BE HELD AT THE ELLIS
SCHOOL AT 432 MAIN STREET IN FREMONT NEW HAMPSHIRE
TIME: 5:00 PM
ARTICLE 2: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of nine hundred eighty-four thousand two hundred eighty-seven
dollars ($984,287) (gross budget) for the purpose of constructing and
equipping a new Fire/Police/Rescue/Emergency Management Facility
building, and to authorize the issuance of not more than $984,287 of
bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal
Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33 et seq) and to authorize the Selectmen to
apply for, obtain and accept federal, state or other aid, if any,
which may be available for said project and to comply with all laws
applicable to said project; to authorize the Selectmen to issue and
negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest
thereon and to authorize the withdrawal of $44,000 and all accrued
interest from the Safety Complex Capital Reserve Fund for this
purpose. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this
appropriation. (2/3 ballot vote required, polls open for one hour)
.
ARTICLE 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of one thousand dollars ($1,000) to be added to the Selectmen's
Executive budget for the purpose of publishing a town newsletter.
The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
ARTICLE 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of twelve thousand dollars ($12,000) to purchase a stainless
steel sander for the Highway Department and authorize the withdrawal
of three thousand five hundred dollars ($3,500) and all accumulated
interest from the Capital Reserve Fund created for that purpose. The
balance of approximately eight thousand five hundred dollars to come
from general taxation. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend
this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
.
ARTICLE 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of four hundred forty-three thousand three hundred eighty-two
dollars ($443,382) for the purpose of completing design engineering
work and construction repairs to the Sandown Road Bridge over the
Exeter River. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this
appropriation
.
ARTICLE 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000) for the purpose of
purchasing six (6) Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus units for the
Fremont Volunteer Fire Department. The Selectmen and Budget
Committee recommend this appropriation.
ARTICLE 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of thirty-eight thousand five hundred dollars ($38,500) to be
placed in existing Capital Reserve Funds for the following purposes.
The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
(Majority vote required)
.
a. Fire Truck $12,500
b. Future Revaluation $12,000
c. Police Cruiser $5,000
d. Highway Maintenance Building $5,000
e. Town History of Fremont $4,000
ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) for publication of the Town
History of Fremont and authorize the withdrawal of seventeen thousand
dollars ($17,000) and all accumulated interest from the Capital
Reserve Fund created for that purpose. The balance of approximately
three thousand dollars ($3,000) to come from general taxation. The
Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
(Majority vote required)
ARTICLE 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of fifty-five thousand dollars ($55,000) to pave a one to one and
a half inch overlay on Chester Road from the four corners to the
Chester town line, and to complete shoulder and culvert work on
Chester Road. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this
appropriation
.
ARTICLE 10: To hear the report of the Budget Committee and take any
action the Town deems necessary.
ARTICLE 11; To see if the Tov/n will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of eight hundred sixty-two thousand nine hundred eighty-three
dollars ($862,983) for general municipal operations, exclusive of
other warrant articles.
ARTICLE 12: Shall we modify the elderly exemptions from property tax
in the Town of Fremont, based on assessed value, for qualified
taxpayers, to be as follows: for a person 65 years of age up to 75
years, $25,000; for a person 75 years of age up to 80 years, $35,000;
for a person 80 years of age or older $45,000. To qualify, the
person must have been a New Hampshire resident for at least 5 years,
own the real estate individually or jointly, or if the real estate is
owned by such person's spouse, they must have been married for at
least 5 years. In addition, the taxpayer must have a net income of
not more than $13,400 or, if married, a combined net income of less
than $20,400; and own net assets not in excess of $35,000 excluding
the value of the person's residence.
ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to send a letter to the administrators of every utility
that maintains rights-of-ways within this Town, to request that the
utility rights-of-way within the Town of Fremont be maintained by
cutting of brush and trees, and that there be no applications of
herbicides on utility rights-of-way within the Town of Fremont.
(Submitted by the Fremont Conservation Commission)
.
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will vote to accept deeded title from
R & S Realty Corporation for approximately 800 linear feet of Senter
Circle. The Town to hold a maintenance bond in the amount of five
thousand dollars ($5,000) for two years.
ARTICLE 15: To transact any other business that may legally come
before this meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this Sixth day of February in the Year
of Our Lord Nineteen Hundred and Ninety Seven.
A True Copy Attest:
Selectmen, Town of Fremont, NH
NOTES
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
MS-7
ei SoSpnng St, P.O.Box 1122
ContXKd, NH 03302-1122
(e03) 271-3397
BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 24
OF
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
FREMONT N.H.
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1, 1997 to December 31, ^^^^ or
for Fiscal Year From to .
IMPORTANT: Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1. Use this form to list the entire budget in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area. This means the
operating budget and all special and Individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed on file with the town
derk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address above.
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
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Year 1997 Budget of the Town of FREMONT MS-T
Acct.
No.








TAXES 3CXXX50JXXX xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX
3120 Land Use Change Taxes 4,000 4,637 14.000
3180 Resident Taxes
3185 Yield Taxes 3,000 1,300 3,000
3186 Pa/sent in Lieu of Taxes
3189 Other Taxes
3190 Interest g Penalties on Delinquent Taxes 42,500 45,000 43,200
Inventory Penalties
LICENSES, PERHITS C FEES XXXXXXXJUCX XXXXXXXXXX kxxxxxxxxx
. 3210 Business Licenses 8 Permits
3220 Hotor Vehicle Permit Fees 215,000 240,000 275,000
3230 Building Permits 15,000 15,000 14,000
3290 Other Li censes. Permits & Fees 5,500 5,500 5,300
3311-3319 FRCH FEDERAL GOVERNHENT
FROn STATE ?q?3{acjp(:jacx x?c2acxx?pc XXXXXXXXX
3351 Shared Revenues 35,000 39,884 40,000
3352 Heals S Rooms Tax Distribution
3353 Highway Block Grant 46,126 46,126 51,429
3354 U)(i>eK «Qi)Mfx)w «oontx Bridge Aid 32,000 10,000 398 ,000
3355 H»i»5)fia)5xCRiwiwts»?yxR«wkcipipeKtx Radar 1,275
3356 State S Federal Forest Land Reimbursement 450 175 300
3357 Flood Control Reimbursement
3359 Other (Including Railroad Tax)
ii/V FROI OTHER GOVERNNENTS
CHARGES FOR SERVICES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX
3A01-3406 Income from Departments 25,800 20,381 25,925
3409 Other Charges 59 ,060 40,000 22,500
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX
3501 Sale of Municipal Property 2,000 16,200 12,050
3502 Interest on Investments 14,000 15,000 15,000
3503-3509 Other 9,826 11,425 13,025
IKTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN
1
xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3912 Special Revenue Funds
Page 5 of 6
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Year 1997 Budget of the Town of FREMONT NH MS-7
II
3912 Special Revenue Funds
Acct.
No.
SOURCE OF REVENUE Warr.
Art.*












3915 Capital Reserve Fund 2,4,8 92,968 92,968 64,500
3916 Trust & Agency Funds 1,000 1,000 1,914
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES "jsxxxxxyiMk xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
393A Proc.from Long Term Bonds & Notes 2 940,287
Amounts Voted From "Surplus" xxxxxMxx.





603,230 670,871 2,039 ,430
BUDGET SUNMART SELECTMEN BUDGET COMMITTEE
SUBTOTAL 1 Recoaended (f roa page 4) 862 983 831,180 -|
SUBTOTAL 2 "Individual" warrant
articles (froa page 4) 83 000 83,000
SUBIOTAL 3 Special warrant articles
as defined by law (froa page 4)
1,486 169 1,486,169
TOTAL Appropriations Recoaaenrird 2,432 152 2,400,349
Less: Aaouit of Estiaated Revenues
(Exclusive of Property
Taxes) (froa above)
2 ,039 430 2,039,430
Aaouit of Taxes To Be Raised 392 ,722 360,919
HELPl We ask your assistance in the following: If you have a line item of
appropriations from more than one warrant article, please use the space below to
identify the make-up of the line total for the ensuing year,
Acct. No. W.A. No. Amount Acct .No. W.A. No. Amount
Page 6 of 6
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NOTES
BUDGET COMMITTEE SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE
(RSA 32:18, 19, & 32:21)
VERSION #1 REVISED 1996
Local Govt. Unit: FREMONT NH Fiscal Year Ending: 12/31/97




2. Principle: Long-Term Bonds & Notes
3. Interest: Long-Term Bonds & Notes
4. Capital Outlays Funded From Long-Term
Bonds & Notes per RSA 33:8 & 33:7-b. 984,287
5. Mandatory Assessments
6. TOTAL EXCLUSIONS (Sum of rows 2-5) 984,287
7. AMOUNT RECOMMENDED LESS RECOMMENDED
EXCLUSION AMOUNTS (Line 1 less Line 6) 1,416,062
8. Line 7 times 10% 141,606 1
THIS IS THE MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE INCREASE TO BUDGET COMMITTEES




1997 Town Meeting Warrant Article Narrative
We are trying something new this year to accompany the Town Meeting
Warrant. The following is a narrative, in more "laymen" terms to
detail out the purpose of each warrant article which has been
proposed. The following narrative attempts to explain the purpose
and a little history behind each article.
Article 1 will be voted upon on the second Tuesday in March. This is
the town and school district officials election day. Polls are open
from 8:00 am to 7:00 pm at the Fremont Town Hall at 295 Main Street.
The 1997 ballot will contain all officials running for a position
within the Town or School District. Sample ballots will be posted at
the Town Hall for viewing before the election day.
All remaining articles will be acted upon at the recessed session of
Town Meeting which begins at 5:00 pm on Saturday March 15, 1997.
This part of the meeting is held at the Ellis School at 432 Main
Street, in the gymnasium.
By law, any warrant article requesting funds must be considered by
the Selectmen and Budget Committee, and each must make a
recommendation on the proposed expenditure. This recommendation is
noted at the end of each article.
Article 2 asks for the money needed to fund construction of a new
Fire/Police/Rescue/Emergency Management Facility building. The
building will be sited on the town land at 417 Main Street, at the
intersection of Beede Hill Road. The Building Committee has been
working on the proposal for two years now. This year the proposal
totals $984,287. This amount will be bonded for a period of 15 or 20
years. The bond proceeds will fund construction of the building and
repayment of the loan will not affect the tax rate until fiscal 1998,
when the first payment of interest is due. Monies saved in capital
reserve ($44,000 plus interest) will be withdrawn to offset the
expenditure as well.
Article 3 requests $1,000 for the newsletter committee which has
formed in Fremont. They are a group of volunteers trying to
establish some community unity and find a manner in which to get
information out to residents. The newsletter will contain notices of
public meetings, office hours, and community information among other
items and articles. At this time they have requested $1,000 for
inclusion in the Selectmen's Executive budget to publish ten issues
in 1997.
Article 4 requests funding for a second sander for the Highway
Department. There are two old sanders which are requiring a good
deal of maintenance to sustain. We are planning to trade in the two
old sanders for some residual value toward the cost of a new sander.
In addition there is approximately $3,500 plus interest saved in a
capital reserve fund which will offset the cost. The new sander will
be stainless steel.
15A
Article 5 requests the remaining engineering and construction funds
for the Sandown Road Bridge project. This has been in progress since
summer 1995 when deterioration of the bridge became evident. The
estimated construction cost is $410,000 and an additional $33,382 is
needed for final engineering. The structure will be a single span
precast concrete deck beams with new abutments. Eighty percent of
our costs are to be reimbursed by the State of NH as part of the
Municipal Bridge Aid Program.
Article 6 is year two of a two year plan to update and replace the
existing stock of Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA) units for
the Fremont Volunteer Fire Department. In 1996 six units were
purchased at a total cost of $14,889.
Article 7 requests funding for existing capital reserve accounts.
Capital Reserves are created for capital purchases as a type of
savings account. They allow the town to set aside a portion each
year for some of the larger ticket items. Doing this helps to create
a more balanced effect on the tax rate. The capital reserve amounts
have all been combined into one vote this year in an effort to
simplify the warrant.
Article 8 seeks to appropriate the full sum of money needed to
publish the long-anticipated Town History of Fremont. We have set
aside money in capital reserves (including $4,000 requested in
Article 7) . All of these funds will be withdrawn at the time the
book is published. Matthew Thomas hopes to have the book finished
for Christmas 1997 publication, or by early 1998. All book sale
revenues will be returned to the Town.
Article 9 asks for funds to pave the finish overlay on Chester Road
from the four corners to the Chester town line, and to complete
shoulder and culvert work on Chester Road. The reconstruction of
Chester Road in this area took place in 1994, and the final overlay
of pavement at this time will help preserve that work.
Article 10 is the opportunity for the Budget Committee to make their
report on the 1997 budget process.
Article 11 is the master budget article. This is worded somewhat
differently than in previous years due to the use of a new state
budget form MS-7. The MS-7 can be found in full on pages 8 to 15 of
your Town Report. The appropriation recommended by the Selectmen for
the general operations of the Town is $862,983. This is subtotal 1
on page 4 of the state form MS-7 . This does not include any other of
the warrant articles already voted. The individual and special
warrant articles are listed also on page 4 of the form, and
subtotaled as sections 2 and 3
.
Article 12 has been included due to a statutory changfe in the
administration of elderly exemptions. There is now only one Unified
Elderly Exemption. All residents currently receiving an elderly
exemption will need to reapply (we have new forms from the State) and
check conformance with new standards.
15B
The amount of each exemption will remain the same:
for a person 65 years of age up to 75 years, ($25,000);
for a person 75 years of age up to 80 years, ($35,000);
for a person 80 years of age or older ($45,000)
The net income limits have been changed in accordance with the law
and must now include income from social security or other pensions.
Income limits have been increased for a single person from $10,000 to
$13,400; and for a married couple from $12,000 to $20,400. The asset
limit remains at $35,000 excluding one's home and two acre lot.
Article 13 was submitted by the Selectmen at the request of the
Fremont Conservation Commission to discourage the use of herbicides
to kill growth within utility rights-of-way.
Article 14 seeks for the Town to accept Senter Circle as a town road.
There is a $5,000 maintenance bond in place for two years.
Article 15 is the meeting's closure article, to see if there is any
other business to be transacted that may legally come before the
voters
.
We hope this information is helpful to your understanding of the
issues to be voted upon at the annual town meeting. The meeting is
held at Ellis School in the gymnasium and begins at 5:00 pm on
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SUMMARY OF INVENTORY VALUATION
Land, Improved and Unimproved $73,362,3 50.00
Current Use Land 771,250.00





Elderly Exemptions Allowed 775,000.00
NET VALUATION FOR TAX RATE $158,867,630.00
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES ASSESSED
Net Town Appropriations $426,609.00
Net School Appropriations 2,829,402.00
County Tax 159,643.00
Total Town, School, and County 3,415,654.00
War Service Credits 15,800.00
Property Taxes to be Raised $3,399,854.00
Total Assessment $3,415,654 divided by $158,867,630 Net Assessed Valuation
Equals Total Tax Rate $21.50 per $1,000.00 valuation
SCHOOL: $17.81 TOWN: $2.69 COUNTY: $1.00











1996 TOWN MEETING MINUTES
FREMONT NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Fremont in the County of
Roclcingheun in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
FIRST SESSION FOR VOTING: TUESDAY MARCH 12, 1996 TO BE HELD AT THE
FREMONT TOWN HALL AT 295 MAIN STREET IN FREMONT NEW HAMPSHIRE TIME:
8:00 AM to 7:00 PM
ARTICLE 1. To choose by ballot all necessary Town Officers for the
ensuing year.
The meeting was opened at 8:00 am by Richard Frost, Moderator Pro-Tern
for the Town of Fremont. Mr. Frost proceeded to read the warrant.
Mary Stiner, Moderator Pro-Tem for the School District, read the School
Warrant
.
The Absentee ballots that had been received by 2:00 pm were opened and
one more received by 2:30 pm was opened at that time.
The polls closed at 7 pm and counting commenced,
election were as follows:
The results of the
Town Clerk - 1 year Elizabeth Stanley
Write-ins
Ruth Anderson 3
Elizabeth Stanley declared the winner.















Ruth Anderson declared the winner.
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5 Mary Anderson 9
9 Jane Braley 1
1 Meredith Bolduc 1
1 Patricia Kelly 2
1 Cynthia Royea 1
1 Sheryl Bolduc 1
2 Marlene Emery 2
1 Cheryl Woodman 1
1 Marilyn Baker 1
1 Denise Chasse 1
1 Karen Ellis 1
1 Steve Tomasz 1
1 Robert Salois 1








Donald Gates declared the winner.
Treasurer - 1 year Barbara B
Write-ins
Beth Elliott 1





















Tax Collector - 1 year Mary A. Anderson
Write-ins
Patricia Martel 1 Jane Braley
Phyllis Menard 1 Beth Elliott
Mary A. Anderson declared the winner.
Road Agent - 1 year Guerwood Holmes
Write-ins
Jake Donigian 3 Leon Holmes Jr.
Kevin Bolduc 1
Guerwood Holmes declared the winner.
Auditor - 1 year Jack C. Baker
Jack C. Baker declared the winner.
Trustee of Trust Funds - 3 years Mary T. Stiner
Write-ins
Ann Marie Gilligan 1 Thomas Roy
Jeffrey Philbrick 1
Mary T. Stiner declared the winner.
















John Hennelly declared the winner.































Marilyn L. Baker and Mary Stiner declared the winners.




Judith A. Peterson declared the winner.
Moderator - 2 years Raymond L. Bernier












70 Barbara Baker 12
1 Glenn Taylor 1
5 Roberta Stevens 1
2 Matthew Thomas 2
1 Reese Bassett 1
1 Harold Davies 1
1 Paula Wall 2
4 Robert Waddell 1
1 Terry Sullivan 1
3 Mark Munroe 1
2 Robert Stiner 1
























Supervisor of Checklist - 6 years Matthew Thomas 293
Write-ins
Paula Wall 2 Terry Sullivan 1
Matthew Thomas declared the winner.
SECOND SESSION: SATURDAY MIOtCH 16, 1996 TO BE HELD AT THE ELLIS SCHOOL
AT 432 MAIN STREET IN FREMONT NEW HAMPSHIRE
TIME: 5:00 PM
Ray Bernier, Moderator, called the meeting to order at 5:00 pm. He
reminded all voters to register with the Supervisors of the Checklist.
Mr. Bernier requested a show of hands of non-voters and introduced the
front table.
Ray explained the procedures regarding reconsideration. He asked if the
voters would like to vote that there would be no consideration for
reconsideration on an article. Passed by voice vote.
Mr. Bernier explained the rules of the meeting and also asked if there
were any first-time attenders who needed information or clarification
that they should ask for clarification at any time.
Mr. Bernier explained reconsideration and all those in attendance voted
in the affirmative to not reconsider any article after each vote.
Mr. Bernier proceeded to read the results of the election on town
elections on March 14, 1996.
Mr. Peter Bolduc presented a special presentation to Mrs. Bessie Healey.
Mrs. Ruth Anderson accepted on behalf of her mother, Mrs Bessie Healey
who could not attend due to an illness. Mr. Jon Beaulieu also made a
presentation to Ruth with a special declaration from the House of
Representatives for Bessie Healey.
Gene Cordes made the motion to resequence the articles to the following
order: 2, 5, A, 6 and 2. Mary Anderson seconded.
PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 3: To see if the Town will vote to change the purpose of an
existing Fire Substation (Riverside Drive Area) Capital Reserve Fund to
the Land Acquisition Capital Reserve Fund. (2/3 vote required)
.
-Peter Bolduc moved the article. Gene Cordes seconded.
Gene Cordes reviewed the current departments (fire, police, rescue,
civil defense) and their current facilities.
-Gene explained the purpose of article 3. Discussion on article
followed.
-Motion made to stop discussion. Seconded. PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
-HAND VOTE TAKEN YES-252 NO-38 ARTICLE PASSED BY HAND VOTE.
ARTICLE 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of eighty thousand dollars ($80,000) for the purpose of purchasing
parcel 3-122 located at 417 Main Street in Fremont, and authorize the
withdrawal of eighty thousand dollars ($80,000) from the Land
Acquisition Capital Reserve Fund. The Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation. (Purchase of this lot will provide access
to ten acres of Town-owned land). (If $80,000 is withdrawn for this




-Gene Cordes moved the article. Mary Anderson seconded. Gene Cordes
explained that these funds are reserve funds. Discussion and questions
followed.
-Motion made to stop discussion. Seconded. Passed by voice vote to
stop discussion.
-ARTICLE PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 4: To see if the Town will vote to change the purpose of an
existing Police Department Renovations (Town Hall Modifications) Capital
Reserve Fund to the Safety Complex Capital Reserve Fund. (2/3 vote
required)
.
-Mary Anderson moved the article. Gene Cordes seconded the article. No
discussion.
-ARTICLE PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 6: To see if the Town will vote to change the purpose of an
existing Land Acquisition Capital Reserve Fund (balance of approximately
$20,000) to the Safety Complex Capital Reserve Fund. (2/3 vote
required)
-Mary Anderson moved the article. Elizabeth Stanley seconded. No
discussion.
-ARTICLE PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 2: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of one million seven hundred forty thousand one hundred twenty
dollars ($1,740,120) (gross budget) for the purpose of constructing and
equipping a new Fire/Police/Rescue/Emergency Management Facility
building, and to authorize the issuance of not more than $1,740,120 of
bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal
Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize the Selectmen to issue and
negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest
thereon and to authorize the withdrawal of $3 6,000 and all accrued
interest from the Safety Complex Capital Reserve Fund for this purpose.
The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (2/3
ballot vote required, polls open for one hour)
.
-Mary Anderson moved the article. Elizabeth Stanley seconded the
motion. Motion made to stop the meeting while voting on article.
Seconded. Passed by voice vote to stop the meeting for one hour to vote
on this article.
-Motion made to call the question. Seconded. Defeated by voice vote.
-Discussion followed.
-Gene Cordes introduced Mr. David White, Architect, for the proposed
safety complex. Mr. White gave a brief overview of the process that was
undertaken.
-A discussion and questions followed.
-Motion made and seconded to call for the question. Two residents were
in line to ask questions and it was decided to let these two people
speak before the question was called for.
-After a lengthy presentation by one resident a motion was made and
seconded to call for the question. PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
-THE DISCUSSION ENDED AT 6:45 PM. THE TOWN MEETING WILL BE RECESSED FOR
ONE HOUR FOR VOTING. THE MEETING WILL RESUME AT 7:45 PM.
-7:45 pm the meeting resumed and counting of the ballots on article 2
continued by supervisors of the checklist and town clerk.
-THE RESULTS OF THE VOTE WERE:
418 voters registered. 403 voted on article 2. The results of article
2 were YES-147 NO-256 ARTICLE DEFEATED BY BALLOT VOTE.
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-Mary Anderson made the motion that for this meeting and any future town
meeting that each person be limited to three (3) minutes to speak on an
article until everyone has had a chance to speak on an article. Peter
Bolduc seconded the motion. PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of forty thousand dollars ($40,000) for the purpose of design work
for repair of the Sandown Road Bridge over the Exeter River. The
Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
-Gene Cordes moved the article. Peter Bolduc seconded the motion.
-Gene Cordes explained the article. Question called and second. Passed
by voice vote.
-ARTICLE PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
(RESULTS OF ARTICLE 2 WERE READ—SEE ARTICLE 2) .
ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000) for the purpose of purchasing
six (6) Self-contained Breathing Apparatus units for the Fremont
Volunteer Fire Department. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend
this appropriation.
-Nary Anderson moved the article. Gene Cordes seconded the article.
-Discussion and questions followed.
-ARTICLE PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of eight hundred dollars ($800) to pave a sidewalk entrance in front
of the new playground at the ballfields on Main Street. The Selectmen
and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
-Elizabeth Stanley moved the article. Peter Bolduc seconded the motion.
-NO DISCUSSION.
-ARTICLE PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 10: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of three thousand five hundred dollars ($3,500) to be placed in the
existing capital reserve fund for the purchase of a Highway Department
Sander. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this
appropriation. (Majority vote required)
.
-Mary Anderson moved the article. Gene Cordes seconded the motion.
-No discussion.
-ARTICLE PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of twelve thousand five hundred dollars ($12,500) to be placed in
the existing Capital Reserve Fund for the purchase of a Fire Truck. The
Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority
vote required)
.
-Gene Cordes moved the article. Peter Bolduc seconded the article.
-No discussion.
-ARTICLE PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the establishment
of a Capital Reserve Fund (pursuant to RSA Chapter 35) for the future
revaluation of the town and to raise and appropriate the sum of twelve
thousand dollars ($12,000) toward this purpose. The Selectmen and
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote
required)
.
-Mary Anderson moved the article. Gene Cordes seconded the motion. Joe
Dreyer explained the article. Discussion followed.
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-Motion made and seconded to call for the question. Passed by voice vote
to stop discussion.
-ARTICLE PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) to be placed in the Safety Complex
Capital Reserve Fund (formerly Police Station Renovations Capital
Reserve Fund) for the purpose of a safety complex. The Selectmen and
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote
required)
.
-Gene Cordes made the motion to table this article. Mary Anderson
seconded the motion.
-PASSED BY VOICE VOTE TO TABLE THE ARTICLE.
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000) to be placed in the existing
Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of purchasing a police cruiser.
The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
(Majority vote required)
.
-Elizabeth Stanley moved the article. Mary Anderson seconded the
motion.
Motion made and seconded to call for the question. Passed by voice
vote.
-ARTICLE PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000) to be placed in the existing
Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of a Highway Maintenance Building.
The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
(Majority vote required)
-Mary Anderson moved the article. Gene Cordes seconded the motion.
-No discussion.
-ARTICLE PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of six thousand five hundred dollars ($6,500) to be placed in the
existing Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of the Town History of
Fremont. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this
appropriation. (Majority vote required)
.
-Peter Bolduc moved the article. Joe Dreyer seconded the motion.
-No discussion.
-HAND VOTE - YES-172 NO-34 ARTICLE PASSED BY HAND VOTE.
ARTICLE 17: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of twelve thousand nine hundred sixty-eight dollars ($12,968) to
purchase the 1995 police cruiser and authorize the withdrawal of twelve
thousand nine hundred sixty-eight dollars ($12,968) from the Capital
Reserve Fund for that purpose. The Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
.
-Mary Anderson moved the article. Elizabeth Stanley seconded the
motion. -No discussion.
-ARTICLE PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 18: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of nineteen thousand seven hundred twenty-eight dollars ($19,728) to
purchase and fully equip a 1996 police cruiser. The Selectmen and
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote
required)
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-Elizabeth Stanley moved the article. Gene Cordes seconded the motion.
Discussion followed. Neal Janvrin, Police Chief/ explained the need
for this article.
-Motion made and seconded to call the question. Passed by voice vote.
-ARTICLE PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 19: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of one hundred dollars ($100) in support of the Retired Senior
Volunteer Program (RSVP) , a non-profit organization. The Selectmen and
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
-Mary Anderson moved the article. Gene Cordes seconded the motion.
-ARTICLE PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 20: To hear the report of the Budget Committee and take any
action the Town deems necessary.
-Mary Anderson moved the article. Elizabeth Stanley seconded the
motion.
-GENE CORDES EXPLAINED THAT THE WINTER MAINTENANCE BUDGET FOR THE TOWN
IS IN JEOPARDY DUE TO THE LARGE AMOUNT OF SNOW THIS YEAR, AS A RESULT,
MR. CORDES MADE THE MOTION TO ADD $25,000 INTO THE WINTER MAINTENANCE
(LINE 4312) ACCOUNT. ELIZABETH STANLEY SECONDED THE MOTION.
-PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
-MOTION MADE AND SECONDED TO CALL FOR THE QUESTION. PASSED BY VOICE
VOTE.
-ARTICLE PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 21: To raise such sums of money as may be needed to defray Town
charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations of the same.
-Mary Anderson moved the article. Elizabeth Stanley seconded the
motion.
-GENE CORDES MADE THE MOTION THAT THE TOWN RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM
OF $1,044,018 TO DEFRAY TOWN CHARGES FOR THE ENSUING YEAR. ELIZABETH
STANLEY SECONDED THE MOTION.
-ARTICLE PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 22: To transact any other business that may legally come before
this meeting.
-Mary Anderson moved the article. Elizabeth Stanley seconded.
-Mr. Bernier stated that the Safety Complex Committee deserves a round
of applause for the work that they have completed on the safety complex.
The residents gave a round of applause to the Committee.
-Holly Knowles asked if Article 5 could be reconsidered. Mr. Bernier
stated that at the beginning of the meeting the motion was made and
seconded not to reconsider any article, therefore, this could not be
done.
-Mike O'Keefe asked to recognize Peter Bolduc for his six years on the
Board of the Selectmen. The residents in attendance gave Peter a
standing ovation.







COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS & EXPENDITURES
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1996
APPROPRIATION AMOUNT RECEIPT EXPENDED UNEXP OVER
& REIMB BALANCE DRAFTS
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Executive $58,269.00 .00 57,007.36 1,261.64 .00
Elect, Reg & Vitals 4,498.00 .00 4,405.26 92.74 .00
Financial Administration 20,885.00 .00 15,637.45 5,247.55 .00
Cemeteries 4,000.00 1,437.90 4,680.25 757.65 .00
General Government BIdg 20,300.00 .00 19,419.64 880.36 .00
Personnel Admin 35,766.00 .00 30,578.50 5,187.50 .00
Reappraisal of Property 13,500.00 .00 12,792.75 707.25 .00
Planning and Zoning 12,332.00 9,026.85 8,618.42 12,740.43 .00
Legal Expenses 25,000.00 .00 10,882.10 14,117.90 .00
Insurance 25,400.00 .00 23,596.00 1,804.00 .00
Town Reports 3,900.00 .00 3,245.99 654.01 .00
Advertise & Reg Assoc 3,850.00 .00 3,850.00 .00 .00
PUBLIC SAFETY
Police Department 91,444.00 1,730.50 91,442.94 1,731.56 .00
Special Details 40,000.00 23,350.90 20,404.52 42,946.38 .00
Fire Department 35,620.00 1,860.00 34,694.56 2,785.44 .00
Building Inspection 12,090.00 13,790.00 7,887.19 17,992.81 .00
Emergency Management 1,300.00 12,311.00 13,951.25 .00 340.25
Rescue Squad 4,150.00 .00 4,092.50 57.50 .00
Ambulance 1,000.00 .00 1,000.00 .00 .00
Animal Control 7,353.00 1,415.00 4,606.11 4,161.89 .00
HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES
Highway Maintenance 201,120.00 2,500.00 197,771.33 5,848.67 .00
Bridge Engineering 40,000.00 .00 8,067.99 31,932.01 .00
Street Lighting 2,900.00 .00 2,845.20 54.80 .00
SANITATION
Solid Waste Disposal 58,980.00 1,008.69 56,172.44 3,816.25 .00
Solid Waste Collection 62,408.00 .00 62,407.20 .80 .00
HEALTH & WELFARE
Health 560.00 .00 566.25 .00 6.25
Social Service Agencies 18,238.00 .00 18,238.00 .00 .00
General Assistance 6,500.00 381.87 1,192.84 5,689.03 .00
CULTURE AND RECREATION
Library 11,624.00 .00 11,603.96 20.04 .00
Parks and Recreation 22,415.00 7,035.86 15,728.91 13,721.95 .00
Patriotic Purposes 1,050.00 .00 1,028.60 21.40 .00
Conservation Commission 570.00 .00 570.00 .00 .00
DEBT SERVICE
Interest Exp TAN 24,000.00 16,148.46 18,766.81 21,381.65 .00
CAPITAL OUTLAY
ADA Ballfields 800.00 .00 724.00 76.00 .00
Police Cruisers 32,696.00 12,698.00 32,696.00 19,728.00 .00
Land Purchase 80,000.00 80,000.00 80,000.00 .00 .00
Fire Dept SCBA's 15,000.00 .00 14,889.00 111.00 .00
OPERATING TRANSFER OUT
To Capital Reserves 44,500.00 .00 44,500.00 .00 .00
Total Appropriations $1 ,044,01 8.00 184,695.03 940,561.32 215,528.21 346.50
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BALANCE SHEET DECEMBER 31, 1996
ASSETS
CASH ON HAND, DECEMBER 31, 1996
Checking Account $1,508,895.59
Conservation Commission 3,717.22
Conservation Commission CD 3,539.98
D.C.H. Bond-Taylor Lane 5,680.20
R & S Realty-Phase II 7,590.00
PJP Company 16,532.24
PJP Olson/Guptill Escrow 14,474.58
Florence Hall Realty Trust- Gravel Pit Bond . . 4,000.00
CL and TS Magnusson-Gravel Pit Bond 2,000.00
Meeting House Restoration 964.07
Encumbered funds-Solid Waste 270.00
Encumbered funds-Parks & Recreation 800.00
Encumbered funds-Bridge Engineering 31,932.01














Levy of 1992 1,403.36
UNREDEEMED TAXES
Levy of 1993 1,401.04
UNREDEEMED TAXES
Levy of 1994 37,501.59
UNREDEEMED TAXES
Levy of 1995 136,308.60
UNCOLLECTED TAXES
Levy of 1996 227,824.10




Encumbered Funds-Solid Waste 270.00
Encumbered Funds-Parks & Recreation 800.00
Encumbered Funds-Bridge Engineering 31,932.01
Encumbered Funds-General Government Buildings 1,000.00
Unexpended Conservation Funds 3,717.22
Unexpended Conservation CD 3,539.98
DCH Bond-Taylor Lane 5,680.20
R & S Realty - Phase II 7,590.00
PJP Company Bond 16,532.24
PJP Olson/Guptill Escrow 14,474.58
Florence Hall Realty Trust Gravel Pit Bond 4,000.00
CL & TS Magnusson Gravel Pit Bond 2,000.00
Meeting House Restoration 964.07
Capital Reserve Fund Library 25,243.30
Capital Reserve Fund Safety Complex 44,261.59
Capital Reserve Fund Cruiser 7,578.55
Capital Reserve Fund Plow 808.93
Capital Reserve Fund Highway Shed 22,055.41
Capital Reserve Fund Town History 14,526.28
Capital Reserve Fund Revaluation 25,652.97
Capital Reserve Fund Fire Truck 26,793.63
Capital Reserve Fund Sander 3,626.61
School District Payable 1,541,026.00
Fund Balance 372,308.28
GRAND TOTAL $2,176,381.85
REPORT OF THE TOWN AUDITOR
The Town Audit Report, State form MS-60, has been completed for the Fiscal Year ending
December 31, 1996.






FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31 , 1 996









TAXES COMMITTED TO COLLECTOR:
Property Tax 3,399,704.00 55,025.00
Land Use Change Tax 19,416.50
Yield Taxes 2,396.50
Overpayments 2,313.89
Advertising Costs- -Tax Lien .... 90.00 3,218.00
Interest- Property Taxes 541.25 7,592.93
Interest-Land Use Change 160.00
Returned Check Fees 50.00





Property Taxes 2,942,013.36 315,107.54
Yield Taxes 2,396.50
Land Use Change Tax 19,416.50
Interest-Property Taxes 541.25 7,592.93
Interest-Land Use Change 160.00
Advertising Costs 90.00 3,218.00
Overpayments 2,313.89
Returned Check Fees 50.00




END OF FISCAL YEAR
Property Taxes 227,824.10
TOTAL CREDITS 3,424,672.14 325,918.47
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SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1996
TOWN OF FREMONT, NH
-DR-
1995 1994 1993 1992
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes --
Beginning of Fiscal Year . . 90,721.79 44,193.89 1,403.36




Collected After Tax Lien 7,443.52 12,073.92 16,277.06
TOTAL DEBITS .... 245,000.14 102,795.71 60,470.95 1,403.36
-CR-
REMITTANCES TO TREASURER DURING YEAR:
1995 1994 1993 1992
Redemptions 98,301.54 47,803.75 37,671.64
Interest & Costs
After Lien 7,443.52 12,073.92 16,277.06
Abatements During Year . . . 2,498.54 2,322.16
Deed to Town 2,946.48 2,917.91 2,799.05
Unredeemed Taxes --
End of Year 136,308.60 37,501.59 1,401.04 1,403.36
TOTAL CREDITS .... 245,000.14 102,795.71 60,470.95 1,403.36
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Unredeemed Taxes 1995, 1994, 1993, 1992
Name 1995 1994 1993 1992
Anderson Acquisition Corp.












Brown, Francis & Maria Ann $3,680.59
Coastal Bankers $2,402.81 $2,168.61
Coastal Bankers $842.61 $839.87
Coastal Bankers $347.73 $346.02
Coastal Bankers $855.88 $853.14
Coastal Bankers $841.59 $838.85
Coastal Bankers $721.19 $718.84
D'Eon, Raymond & Laura $1,650.08
Dan, John $2,119.14 $2,096.70
Davis, Michael & Rosa $1,791.60 $1,773.23
Dumont, Rajean & Patricia $3,479.31 $1,389.99
FRAPE $249.80
FRAPE $241.64
Fox, Paul & Pauline $2,048.74
Ganley, James & Marian $440.59
Golaszewski, Cathy $1,699.77






Louretta, Lawrence & Nancy $4,361.38
Lucrezia, Jerry & Judith $1,489.57 $1,475.28 $1,401.04 Tl ,403.36
New England Telephone $57,450.79
NH Pulp & Lumber Co. Inc. $7,076.17 $6,996.72
NH Pulp & Lumber Co. Inc. $1,260.97 $1,248.73
Nicholson, Reta $2,796.68
Pappadopoulos/Szava-Kovats $1,376.30 $1,342.63
R & S Realty Corp. $799.79
Randolph, Bruce $2,817.09 $2,788.52
Rines, Robert & Denise $2,109.11
Robinson, Eric & Joyce $2,396.69
Sandman, Susan $249.80
Sawyer, Steven & Hazel $1,405.90 $1,391.61
Schou, John Jr. & III $71.23 $71.23
Sweeney, Scott $400.82
Toohey, Stephen & Patricia $2,338.53 $1,655.75
Turner, Bruce, Earl & Rose $87.56 $86.54
Turner, Bruce $182.46 $181.44
$37,501.59 $1,401.04 $1,403.36Total $136,308.60
31-Dec-96
/ hereby certify that the above list showing the name and amount due from each deliquent taxpayer,
as of December 31, 1996, on the account of the levies of 1992, 1993, 1994 & 1995, is correct to the





DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
FROM LOCAL TAXES:
Current Year 1996










Property Taxes 1995 . . .' 315,107.54
Interest 7,592.93
Tax Redemptions 98,301.54




























Marriage Licenses 675.00 . -,.
Driveway Permits 100.00
Reinspection Fees 180.00
Electrical Inspection Permits 120.00




Sale of Copies, Regs, Maps, etc 765.81
Bad Check Fees 220.00
Police Reports 395.50
Dog Summons 1,415.00
Fire Dept Reports 10.00
TOTAL $3,638.31
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REVENUES OTHER THAN CURRENT REVENUES
REIMBURSEMENTS
NHMA Refund 5.00
Workmens Comp. Dividend 8,826.42
Compensation Funds 2,54 0.00
Insurance Dividend 8,288.37
Insurance on Blazer 4,875.00
APD Welfare 381.87
AT & T 53.33
Butterworths 240.00








Citizens Bank-Credit for New Checks ... 25.00
Recreation Programs 7,035.86
Rockingham News 25.00
Trustee of Trust Funds -Cemetery . . . . 1,43 7.90
Recycling Grant 653.69
Winter Maintenance - Senter Circle. . . 2,500.00
Rent of Town Hall 248.25
TOTAL $46,962.04




48 Vetter Drive 14,629.91
TOTAL $16,704.90
SPECIAL ACCOUNTS





N E Telephone 601.88



















DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
EXECUTIVE
BUDGET $58,269.00
Town Clerk 7 737 00
Dues Sc Conferences 126 00
Overseer of Poor . . 700 00
AA/Sel Clerk .... 36 461 68
Postage & Envelopes . 1 056 03
Office Supplies . . . 1 815 95
Restore Town Records 1 022 00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 57 007 .36
Deputy Town Clerk . . 100.00
Selectmen 6,500.00
Mileage 118.26
Computer Suppl . . . . 707.00
Advertising 205.44
Ref & Law Books . . . 458.00
ELECTION, REGISTRATION & VITAL STATISTICS
BUDGET $4,498.00
Town Clerk 220.00 Deputy Town Clerk . . . 220.00
Selectmen 660.00 Supervisors 1,141.25
Ballot Clerks 880.00 Ballots Postg & Supl . 611.49
Meals 182.52 Police Officer .... 220.00
Moderator 220.00 Vital Statistics .... 50.00





Recording Fees . .
Mileage
Tax Coll Salary . .
Dep Tax Coll Salary






1 388.00 Postage & Envelopes 819 11
35.00 Office & Comp Supl 2 186 83
499.95 Service Agreements 830 00
598.85 Bank Srvc Charges 458 46
2 000.00 Tax Coll Fees . . 3 564 00
1 250.00 Treasurer Salary . 1 000 00




11 949.00 Utility Updates . 843 75
12 ,792.75
BUDGET $30,000.00

















































Telephone Expense . .
Gas Oil Furnace Rep .
Snow Removal & Mowing
Rep-Town Hall ....





Mower & Repair . . .
Superintendent Salary
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
2 738 29 Electricity .... 5 372 08
4 306 19 Town Hall Custodian 4 280 50
267 57 Custodian Supplies . 409 55
1 178 05 Rep-Meeting House 65 00
478 53 Rep -Town Shed . . •
.
, 120 00

































Clerical Wages .... 10,
Postage
Printing








Unit 2 Maint 1,
TOTAL EXPENDITURES . $91,
SPECIAL DETAILS
BUDGET $40,000.00

















400 00 Telephone Exp . . 1 531 42
239 92 Office Supplies 482 54
537 14 Equipment .... 553 83
585 50 In-Srvc Training . 1 040 78
389 50 Training - New 879 50
394 76 Call Out Wages . . 2 631 01
976 00 Unifrm/Sfty Equip 2 571 51
081 32 Other Equipment 742 86
246 37 Investigation . . 149 98
885 18 Unit 2 Fuel . . . 2 665 45
164 15 Unit 1 Maint . . . 743 04























New Equipment . .



















Plumb & Heating Insp





























Equip Repair & Maint







EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT - FLOOD
BUDGET $0.00
Personnel 1,861.23 Equip Rental
Equip Purchase 565.66 Material . .








Winter Equip Hire .
Plow/Sander Gas/Rep
Summer Labor . . .




















Winter Sand . . ,
Culverts . . . . ,
Summer Equip Hire
Cold Patch . . . ,
Hand Tools . . . ,
Communications .
Sweeping . . . . ,
Painting Lines . ,
Engineering Fees
Bridges . . . . ,
8,350.92
2,535.00










































Kennel Supplies .... 1,100.00 Office Supplies
Firearms Training 87.95 Patrol Wages . ,
Mileage 411.50 Communications
Miscellaneous 101.66







Health Officer Sal . . . 400.00
Memberships & Meeting ... 40.00







Case 1 129.93 Case 2
Case 3 376.41 Case 5
Case 7 63.96
TOTAL EXPENDITURES . . 1,192.84
573.94
48.60
VENDOR PAYMENTS TO SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCIES
BUDGET $18,238.00
Rockingham VNA . . .
Rockingham Cty CAP
Richie McFarland . .
Child & Family Srvcs
Area Homemaker Aide ,
Sex Assault Support ,










Seacoast Ment Health . 500.00
Lamprey Health Care 2,800.00
Rockingham Nutrition . 300.00
A Safe Place 300.00





Field Maintenance . .








Supplies . . . ,






















































Police Cruiser . .
Highway Shed . . .
Fire Truck . . . .
TOTAL EXPENDITURES



















80, 000 . 00
128,309.00
Cruiser Payoff




Total Budgeted Expenditures $940,561.32
Temporary Loans 800,000.00
Refunds & Overpayments 2,904.85
Abatements 4,858.65
Refund of Engineering Bonds 4,000.00
Taxes bought by town 237,556.62
Fremont School District-95/96 1,444,126.00
Fremont School District-96/97 1,328,000.00
Grand Total Paid to School District 2,772,126.00
Meetinghouse Roof (Encumbered from 1995) 5,500.00
Highway Sander Repairs (Encumbered from 1995) 2,862.14
Paid to State of New Hampshire 2,337.00
Paid to Rockingham County 162,158.00
Blazer Repairs (from Insurance) 4,875.00
GRAND TOTAL SELECTMEN'S PAYMENTS $4,939,739.58
REPORT OF THE TREASURER
Cash on hand. Checking Account
January 1, 1996 $1,250,742.67
Cash Received All Sources 5,197,892.50
TOTAL $6,448,635.17
Checking Account Balance
December 31, 1996 1,508,895.59





SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1996
DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY
Town Hall - 295 Main Street
land and buildings 341,750.00
furniture and equipment 18,000.00
Library - 8 Beede Hill Road
land and building 71,900.00
furniture 3,500.00
Police Department - 295 Main Street
equipment 26,600.00






materials and supplies 1,000.00
Parks, commons, and playgrounds 136,050.00
School - 432 Main Street - land, building, equipment .... 2,070,200.00
ALL LAND AND BUILDINGS ACQUIRED BY TAX COLLECTOR'S DEED
a. Pettengill Land, Lot 2-50 34,400.00
b. Kelly Land, Lot 2-38 29,400.00
c. Lot 1-19 1,750.00
d. Lot 2-63 Stevens Property 281,500.00
e. Lot 2-147-1 Torromeo Land 9,400.00
f. Lot 3-121 Ventura Property 21,500.00
g. Lot 4-04 Hamlin Estate 43,400.00
h. Lot 4-16 Hamlin Estate 2,500.00
i. Lot 5-14 Hamlin Estate 18,000.00
j. Lot 7-31.1 Aboia Property 12,750.00
k. Lot 2-73.02 Hilco Property 50,200.00
1. Lot 2-73.03 Hilco Property 104,850.00
m. Lot 4-008 G & P Realty Trust Property 52,950.00
n. Lot 3-018 Former Simpson Property 82,950.00
ALL OTHER PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT
a. Old Meeting House - 464 Main Street 156,550.00
b. Historical Society - 282 Main Street 58,900.00
c. Duston Land, Boggs Bridge Lot 1-36 1,000.00
d. DC Howard Land, Lot 2-22-33-2 11,300.00
e. Village Cemetery, Lot 2-01-3 1,400.00
f. Former Dump Site - 113 Danville Road 187,450.00
g. R & S Land, Lot 2-77-2A 7,750.00
h. R & S Land, Lot 2-77-2B 2,900.00
i. Cemetery, Lot 3-115 000.00
j. Cemetery, Lot 2-128 000.00
k. Society of New Hampshire Forests, Lot 4-09 62,500.00
Lot 4-10 39,500.00
Lot 4-11 18, 000.00
Lot 4-12 33, 500.00
1. Whittier Land, Lot 5-56 31,000.00
m. Leavitt Cemetery, Lot 6-12 000.00
n. Sleeper Cemetery, Lot 6-37 000.00




p. Lot 7-115 33,900.00
q. Lot 7-20 28,900.00
r. Lot 2-156.1-24 Copson Property 40,850.00
s. Lot 3-122 Property at 417 Main Street 196,650.00
TOTAL $4,574,410.00
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THE YEAR IN REVIEW - FREMONT IN 1996
Weather-wise, 1996 was quite a year for Fremont and the region. It started off with the January
8th Blizzard of '96 leaving eleven inches of snow on the ground. That was soon followed by what became
the third snowiest winter on record dating back to 1871, when official records were first kept here in New
Hampshire. Later in the year, July became one of the wettest Julys on record, with August becoming one
of the hottest and driest.
The beautiful fall foliage was interrupted by an unusually heavy rainstorm that began innocently
enough on October 19, and steadily picked up high winds and rain on the 20th and 21st, no thanks to
Hurricane Lili that stalled off the coast of New England. The wind-driven rains thoroughly soaked northern
Massachusetts, southeastern New Hampshire and the coast of Maine, causing severe and unexpected
flooding. Fremont was one of the worst affected towns by the flood in the three state region. Because
of the damage, or the potential threat of damage, that a breaking Turner's Dam might pose, Fremont
unexpectedly found itself the focus of extensive local and New England-wide media coverage. The dam
held, but the region was soon declared a national disaster area. Though the historic New Hampshire
Floods of 1896, 1936 and 1987 were severe, the Flood of 1996 was considerably more damaging to the
town and area than any of its predecessors.
The weather was still determined to leave its mark on the town before the year was out. On
December 6 & 7, two back to back Noreasters slammed into the area with their gusty winds and wet heavy
snows. Due to the unusual amount of moisture in these two storms, an extreme number of trees and
branches fell under the weight of the heavy snows. Trees and limbs fell on homes, cars, roads,
businesses, and powerlines, causing the worst power outage in New Hampshire history. It took up to five
days before power in Fremont was completely restored. Many people had to abandon their homes and
stay with friends or families until heat and electricity could be restored. It certainly was not a dull year
weather-wise for our town.
1 996 also marked another milestone in Fremont's history. This year the population reached 3,000.
In 1971, just twenty-five years ago, the town had reached the 1,000 mark for the first time in its history.
It will be interesting and challenging to see how many more people will discover our town in the next 25
years. The days of Fremont being a sleepy, out-of-the-way little village are fast receding into the past.
In yet another unusual milestone, this once heavily Republican town, named no less after John
Charles Fremont - the first Republican Presidential Candidate in US history, changed its political colors
and voted Democratic for the first time since 1868 in a Presidential Election. President Bill Clinton
received 539 Fremont votes to Robert Dole's 538. A real squeaker.
Attendance at the March 16th Annual Town Meeting was a record breaker for Fremont with 418
voters attending. The reason for the large turnout was primarily due to voters turning out to vote on a
proposed $1.7 million safety complex. 'Voters defeated the complex, but were farsighted enough to
purchase land so that a future complex might be situated upon it. Never before in the town's history have
so many people turned out for a town meeting. Even the 1992 town meeting had only 300 people in
attendance.
On October 19 another significant event occurred when the historic Nathan Merrill Tavern on Main
Street opposite Beede Hill Road was demolished and burned. This historic landmark served as a tavern
from 1771 until 1828. Several town meetings were held here, and it was in this building that Fremont's
first post office was established in 1818. Daniel Webster, the future great American statesman, spent a
night in this tavern while on his way to start school at Phillips Exeter Academy in 1796. Also, New
Hampshire's most notorious colonial criminal - Henry Tufts, spent a "season" at this popular old tavern.
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The well known Vining's Market passed on into history in August when the name of the store was
officially changed to Bosworth's Market. Jim & Lisa Bosworth purchased the store in November 1995.
The store had been known as Vining's since 1962 when Essex Vining purchased Lawler's Store from Ella
Lawler. During the 1970's and early 1980's this store was a very popular meat market with many
customers travelling over 50 miles to purchase specially cut meats.
The first canopied gas pumps in Fremont were erected at the Village Market in early August.
Ramona's Restaurant on Route 107 had a three and one-half month run from March to July. It was later
reopened in November as the Fremont Country Cafe. Copp's Video Shop on Route 107 opened in early
December, replacing Fremont Video which had opened in March. In July, Reverend John Barner replaced
Reverend David Whitford as pastor of the People's United Methodist Church. For the first time since the
early 1970's the Fremont Methodist Church was yoked with another small Methodist Church. This time,
instead of being yoked again with Raymond, the church was yoked to East Kingston, and thus seems to
be thriving once again.
And last but not least, the Fremont Town History being compiled by this author, is progressing
very well. It is hoped that if all continues to go well, the book will be completed in time for Chhstmas 1997




The Flood of 1996
Main Street at
Red Brook Road
^ %.': • «*,
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Destruction at Turner's Mill
on Scribner Road
after the Flood of
March 1936 tore off
a large portion
of the mill building
Photo IS March of 1936.
Thompson Berne's Store - now Bosworth's Market, as it appeared about 1884. In 1934 a fire
destroyed the ell and second floor and the roof was lowered to its present appearance.
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BUILDING INSPECTION REPORT
Permits applied for 97
Permits Issued 96







Renovations & Additions & Sheds 30
Permit Fees Received $14,345.00
Expenditures 7,887.19
Surplus to General Fund 6,457.81





Demolition of the Old Nathan Merrill Tavern 1771-1828 on October 19, 1996,
This was the Town's first Post Office, and was a popular tavern.
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION REPORT
The Conservation Commission has kept very busy throughout the year reviewing dredge and fill
applications from developers, businesses and homeowners as the town continues to grow. Site visits and
recommendations concerning the town's wetlands have all added to the Commission's work load. This
year also commemorates the successful reestablishment of a wetland that had been destroyed along
Whittier Drive
The Conser^'ation Commission spearheaded a joint, informational meeting with the various Town
Boards to discuss the importance of working toward implementation of a Geographical Information System
(GIS) for the town. Implementation of a GIS System for Fremont would facilitate not only reconciling the
tax map with the USGS map for the town but would allow eventual integration of a soils map, wetlands
map, aquifer map and land use map into compatible formats that would permit them to be overlaid. All
participants agreed that the system would provide them with a better means to make more informed
decisions for the town and that the matter should be investigated further.
This year marks the establishment of the Exeter River Advisory Committee which included local
representatives from each of the towns within the Exeter River Watershed. The Committee has been
charged with advising the New Hampshire Division of Environmental Protection in the development of a
management plan for the Exeter River and with increasing awareness of the river system through citizen
education.
In addition, the Commission is pleased to announce the establishment of a conservation easement
that provides public access to the Exeter River in Fremont. Mr Peter Bolduc has graciously worked with
the town to create the easement on his property.
The Conservation Commission meets on the first Monday of each month at 7:30 pm in the Town






1997 will mark my 20th year as Fire Chief and 44 years of service to the Department, and I have
seen a lot of changes, not all for the best. Perhaps one of the most disheartening is the marked decrease
in volunteerism. The increase in required training takes a lot of time away from home and family. In
addition Fremont is one of about four towns in the county that do not receive any type of compensation.
Another thing that does not help the spirit of volunteerism is the budget restraints. The Fire Department
budget has been about the same amount for the past ten years. For the coming year it has been cut
$3,350 and the Town is still growing by leaps and bounds. I understand there are about 200 buildable lots
now available. The paper work has increased unbelievably in the past few years. There are reports,
inspections. Day Care Center inspections, and problems at Ellis School. I asked for five hours per week
of clerical help and only two hours were recommended for funding by the Budget Committee.
The Department has seen a marked increase in carbon monoxide detector calls. As new ones
are purchased by residents they are finding they have carbon monoxide problems. We have yet to go on
a faulty detector call. We have also received many calls about defective power vents, which take the place
of a conventional chimney. They have caused an odor or created black soot on outside walls, or inside
the home. I would very much like to see the Town readopt an ordinance requiring masonry chimneys.
We have seen increased request for portable generators, during power outages, the flood, ice
storms, etc. Due to health care policies we have many people at home on respirators, oxygen, suction,
and IBP machines. We only have one generator mounted on Engine 2. This last threat of an ice storm
I purchased one and would like to get a second one. The Department has been using two that I own
personally.
We still have SPACE problems at the station. We have to drain truck tanks, Indian pumps and
store them in an unheated town shed. Excess hose is stored in the Town Hall where the basement
doesn't flood, i store some things in my place of business and some of the firefighters keep items at home
and in the workshop and garage. I sure hope the station problems can be solved this year. I feel it would
help morale and volunteerism. Remember we would like more people to become involved in fire fighting
and its related activities.
I would like to thank everyone who helped with the demolition of the building we purchased last
year at 417 Main Street. Jon Olson and Leon Holmes Sr donated heavy equipment which made the job
go much easier and quicker. We also can't forget the people who did the back-breaking manual labor and
sat up through the night tending the fire. I also want to thank the men, women, and officers of the
Fremont Fire Department for their hard work, day and night, holidays, hot and cold weather, for their quick




PS - We are getting better, we only broke five side view mirrors on the station doors this year. I think it
was seven last year with the one inch clearance!
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Fremont Fire Department
1996 Calls for Service
Structure Fire 4 Chimney Fire 1
Motor Vehicle Fire 3 Forest/Brush Fire 3
Hazardous Material 4 Motor Vehicle Accident 2
Alarms 24 Investigations 13
Assist Police/Rescue 3 Mutual Aid 7
Public Assist 21 Non Permit Fire 1
Fire Permit 1 Written Warning
Inspections All Other 1
Total Calls Logged 88
Gardner's Corner Store in 1958
Now the Fremont Village Market
At the junction of Routes 107 and 111A
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HEALTH OFFICER REPORT
The big story this past year, of course, was the flooding of the homes in October in the flood plain
on the Exeter River at Tibbs Grove. The individual devastation was great and repair work in the home is
still ongoing. Everyone cooperated to prevent an outbreak of any illness from this disaster. I appreciated
all the help from all Town agencies involved and particularly the superb coordination of all efforts from our
Administrative Assistant Heidi Carlson. She spent hours above and beyond the call of duty to make sure
people affected by the flooding were cared for. Fremont is very fortunate to have an employee of her
caliber.
Because of the makeup of the soils in Fremont, iron and manganese are found in most wells in
town in varying degrees. These minerals are not harmful in drinking water. However, they do cause rust
stains or gray stains in laundry and a film on clean dishes which is annoying. The well digger is not
responsible for these minerals nor the hydrogen sulfide odor which may be produced by their presence
on occasion. The only possible solution at present may be a treatment/filter system which could be very
expensive.
It has been my pleasure to serve as your Health Officer for the past year and may we work




Flooding at Tibbs Grove
October 21 & 22, 1996
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HISTORICAL SOCIETY REPORT
1996 was a very busy and active year for the Fremont Historical Society. In addition to holding
our monthly meetings on the second Tuesday of the month in March, May, September and November,
members of the society undertool< many worthwhile activities throughout the year.
First and foremost, members of the Society extend their thanks and appreciation to Mr & Mrs
Jeremy Lennon of Main Street for generously donating temporary storage space in one of their barns.
This allows the FHS to house large bulky memorabilia on a short-term basis, until we can acquire larger
museum headquarters. Our current museum in the old 1894 Town Library building measures only 16' x
20' and can no longer be opened to the public due to it becoming more storage than exhibit space. It
remains to be seen as to what the Society can do to remedy this space problem. If anyone has any ideas,
we would certainly appreciate their suggestions.
During the year the Society opened the Old Meeting House for public viewing, sponsored an
Election Day Bake Sale, funded the cost or re-erecting the "Welcome to Fremont NH" sign in front of the
Old Meeting House, and erected a sign to designate the site of the circa 1883 Gagnon Graveyard on
Route 107. The FHS thanks Ben & Floyd Kelly and Mrs Helen Seavey respectively, for their kind
assistance in making these two projects possible. Also, the Society continued with its project of updating
burials in the various town cemeteries. The project should be completed in 1997. Also, a photo showing
the old Fremont Band House was included in a major exhibit titles "Bands & Bandstands of New
Hampshire," sponsored by the NH Historical Society in Concord. Fremont has the distinction of being the
only known NH town to have built a Band House solely for the purpose of band practices by the local town
bank. Many towns usually used town halls or other public buildings for that purpose. Thus the reason why
the photo was included in the exhibit.
Also, thanks are extended to an anonymous donor who installed a free light pole behind the Old
Meeting House, as well as to Bob Strople and Dale Turner for donating their time and equipment in
hooking it up.
A generous donation for the long awaited State Historic Marker commemorating the historic 1861
Civil War Riot at Liberty Square (intersection of Sandown Road and Main Street) was thoughtfully donated
for that purpose by Mrs Priscilla Osgood Carroll of Manchester NH. Mrs Carroll is a descendant of the
old Enoch Osgood Family of Fremont which lost three sons in battles during the Civil War between 1861-
1865. The marker is expected to be erected at Liberty Square in the very near future. This 1861 Civil War
Riot was the first of its type to occur in New England and is therefore a rare and major historical event in
New Hampshire history and is finally being recognized as such.
Efforts are currently underway by the Society to assist a Troop 1 Boy Scout in raising funds to
sponsor a professionally produced "Historic & Scenic Fremont NH" videotape that will be made available
for sale later this year. The Boy Scout undertaking this project is trying to earn his Eagle Scout badge.
A Concord NH film company will direct and produce the Fremont videotape. They have extensive
experience producing scenic town & city history videos. The Society sincerely hopes that townspeople
and local businesses alike will enthusiastically and generously support this very worthwhile endeavor.
Again, the FHS is very grateful for the extensive deed and probate research being conducted by
Mr Dave Senter of Fremont. Dave has spent countless hours researching ancient Fremont deeds and
probate records dating back to the 1 720's. Thanks to his diligent efforts, an amazing amount of fascinating
and unknown facts pertaining to the early history of Fremont are finally coming to light. He recently was
able to identify the origin of an old graveyard located northeast of East Evergreen Estates. The Moses
Leavitt Graveyard dates back to about 1760 when the family lived in a house close by. He also was able
to identify several cellar-holes around town and the families that once occupied them as homes. Few can
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truly appreciate the persistence, patience and hard work that it takes to extract some of these small, yet
very important facts. Dave has proven his dedication to these important projects, and the society extends
its thanks and appreciation to him for all that he has done to help preserve Fremont's eventful and colorful
history.
New museum acquisitions this year include: crash debris from the 1959 Spruce Swamp B-52
Bomber plane crash, a complete WWII uniform belonging to the late Fremont native Roscoe Holmes; a
1900 Scribner Road Bridge plaque; a 1953 Diary; a Fremont Grange Treasurer's Book; a Vining's Market
sign; a rare photo of Fremont's third town doctor - Dr William Whittier Brown, 1805-1874; a rare rear-view
photo of the Fremont Railroad Station; old Black Rocks Millsite artifacts; wooden pegs from the recently
demolished Nathan Merrill Tavern; a bean separator machine; and several old Spaulding & Frost
Cooperage items. The society appreciates these recent acquisitions, and encourages anyone who wishes
to donate items to contact a member of the society, or call 895-4032.
I sincerely thank all the members of the society, and various individuals, for their interest, hard





Downtown Fremont Village circa 1904-1906. Left to right; George W Ball's Hall & Restaurant,
Henry Cook's Store and a partial view of Eli Gagnon's Barber Shop, Pool Room & Candy
Store - now the home of Fremont Early Learning Center. The two buildings on the left




Cash on hand December 31, 1995





















Bassett's Mill & Store circa 1895-1900, now the site of Collins Pattern & Mold, formerly Turner's
Woodworking Mill on Scribner Road. The three story building was town down about 1954.
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PARKS & RECREATION COMMISSION REPORT
In 1996 the Fremont Parks & Recreation Commission had another successful year with recreational
programs in the Town of Fremont.
Activities offered throughout the Spring of 1996 included the Annual Pancake Breakfast with the
Easter Bunny, Bike and Doll Carriage Parade in conjunction with the Memorial Day Parade, as well as a
trip to Fenway Park to see the Red Sox wallop the Detroit Tigers. The summer program encompassed
all grades (one through eight) for six weeks. This brought our enrollment to approximately 200 children,
all from the Town of Fremont. During the Fall we had our Annual Halloween Party with a special
appearance from "Elmo" and a training class in CPR was made available to residents. To end the busy
year, Fremont Recreation, the Fremont PTA, and the Fremont Fire Department joined together to invite
the children of Fremont to visit with Santa, do the Christmas Limbo, and make a Christmas card for
someone special at a very successful Christmas Party held at the Ellis School.
This past Sphng, a walkway was constructed into the playground, which is located at the Joe Bonis
Memorial Park. Its purpose is to improve handicapped accessibility to the playground. Also, after a long
time being absent, there is a new Joe Bonis Memorial Park sign, which is located in front of the
playground. At this time, the Recreation Department would like to thank Norman Martineau for donating
his time to make this sign. The final project of 1996 was to cover over the dugouts at the pony field and
construct a swing gate at the entrance to the fields. Because of contractor scheduling, the work will be
completed in the Spring of 1997.
Upcoming projects for 1997 will include improved field maintenance, some adult classes, sporting
events (Red Sox & New England Revolution Trips), a Seniors Foliage Trip with lunch, teen dance, portable
benches for the Pony League Field, which will be used duhng soccer, and a self-defense class.
At this time I would like to thank all members of the Commission for their time and dedication
throughout the year. Thank you to the Fremont Athletic Association, Ellis School, local businesses.
Selectmen and Town Office Staff for your continued support. We would also like to thank the Friends of
Fremont for their years of service to the Parks & Recreation Commission. This year brought closure to
the Friends, due to decreasing membership.
Lastly, I would like to recognize Kim Martineau for her years of service and dedication to the Fremont
Parks & Recreation Commission. Kim has served as Chairperson for several years and worked very hard
to meet the growing needs of our town. She will be leaving Recreation when her term expires in March.
Her presence on the Parks & Recreation Commission will surely be missed. On behalf of the Parks &




Margaret (Peg) Pinkham, Secretary
Mary Jo Dzioba, Member at Large
Amy Welch, Member at Large
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PLANNING BOARD REPORT
The printing of the Town's Annual Report is not only a requirement but an important document due
to its content and intended purpose. It can be the only source of information for many residents, it is
required reading before the annual town meeting and is a great reference should a controversial situation
arise in town. There is another function of the report that may be overlooked. The forecasting of the
budgeting needs for the town by the various boards or critical departments.
The Planning Board functions using the same forecasting techniques, and makes unbiased decisions
based on regulations and factual information. At time the decisions are very difficult and may not seem
to be in the best interest of the town, but they are based on regulations enacted by the townspeople and
state law They must be legally dependable.
In 1996 the Planning Board adopted amendments to rules and regulations as required by the State
of New Hampshire and in response to the growing needs of the community. They are as follows:
1 A plat that required septic review must be approved by the State of New Hampshire first.
2. Any modification to a plat following approval must be forwarded to the State.
3. Minor lot line adjustments may be made at a regular meeting following notification to the public.
4. Persons with professional seals that appear on a plan or plat must be part of the notification
process.
5. If a design review is required then a bond must be posted by the applicant to cover the cost.
6. The Planning Board's fee structure was amended to reflect the actual cost of a review, processing
and acceptance/rejection of an application.
In 1996 the Board saw the departure of valued members Mrs Cindy Ouellet and Mr Cornelius O'Brien,
but gained Mr Luis Colom and Mr Joel Breton. The individuals that devote their time and effort must be
commended The Board is blessed with excellent recordkeeping, organization and response.
This year, besides working with Rockingham Planning Commission toward emending chapters of the
Master Plan and holding several informational sessions with citizens of the town relative to regulations as
they pertain to the individual, the Planning Board reviewed and/or acted upon eleven Site Plan Review
applications which included six new business, four expansions to existing businesses and one expansion
still pending; eleven Subdivision applications including five completed with a total of 58 new building lots
with six applications still pending; three Lot Line Adjustments; two Scenic Road applications; and
renewed seven Excavation Permits
The Board anticipates that it will finalize the amendments to the Master Plan, develop a draft growth
ordinance, and work closely with the School Board in the new year. Your Planning Board is well aware
of the problems in our community and can only respond in a sound and legal manner. If you have any
input or concerns that you think will benefit the Planning Board or your community please feel free to






In 1996 the Fremont Police Department responded to 1593 calls for service, and 239 animal
control complaints. We did 3733 vacant house checks and 2612 business checks. We stopped 1417 cars
and made 66 arrests.
I have listed by category the type and number of reportable offenses that the Fremont Police
Department responded to in 1996.
Burglary 19 Motor Vehicle Arrests 22
Juvenile 22 Motor Vehicle Summons 227
Theft 24 Motor Vehicle Accidents 46
Assaults 2 Towed Motor Vehicles 6
Fraud 12 Assist Other Departments 90
Stolen Property 6 Animal Control 129
Vandalism 19 911 Hang Up Calls 57
Drug Offenses 5 Assist Fire/Ambulance 90
Sex Offenses 2 Vacant House Checks 92
Domestic 40 OHRV Complaints 8
D Wl 7 All Other Except Traffic 90
Liquor Laws 2 Town Offenses 11
Alarms 37 Harassing Phone Calls 25
Police Information 13
Since I became Police Chief in 1989 we have seen considerable changes in Fremont. The number
of roads has increased, 254 new dwelling units have been constructed, patrol hours have increased from
eight per day to 16 per day. Over this time period I have seen a dramatic increase in both calls for service
and the patrol activity. Our number of reports has risen 64% since 1992, and our patrol activity went up
28% in just one year. These changes are causing ever-increasing demands on all town services.
We still need your help as there continue to be problems with locating addresses because of the
lack of a visible number. Your street number should be on both sides of your mailbox, and on the outside
of the building next to the front door. The numbers should be of sufficient size and with enough color
contrast to be easily seen from the street.
The Town of Fremont has adopted an ordinance concerning the use of alarm systems. This
ordinance helps us identify where the alarms are located and it also gives us the necessary information
that is needed in the event of an emergency. If you have an alarm system in your home or business it
is required that it be registered with the Police Department. This is done at no cost to you. Stop at the
Police Station or call the business office at 895-2229 for a registration form.
We again urge all of our residents to become more aware of your neighborhood. If you see a
problem or you think something is not right, please call us by calling the Rockingham County Dispatch
Center at 679-2225. If you are going to be away, arrange with a neighbor to pick up your mail and
newspapers. Call or come in to the Police Station, fill out a request for a vacant house check and we will
put you on our House Check List.
With the financial support of many of our businesses and private citizens, and with the cooperation
of the Fremont School Board, the staff at Ellis School, the Rockingham County Sheriff's Department and
Deputy James Szeliga, who is the Instructor, and the dedication of Barbara Baker, we were able to
complete a D A R E (Drug Abuse Resistance Education) Program in 1996. This program is taught for 17
weeks at the Ellis School by a certified DARE Instructor. We were able to again offer this program for
the 1996-97 school year.
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The Fremont Police Department Explorer Post #249 has completed its second full year. The
commitment of the cadets and the advisors to the explorer program has been outstanding. The Daniel
Webster Council honored the Fremont Police Post by choosing them the State of New Hampshire "Rookie
Post of the Year". The Cadets have proven themselves to be a valuable asset to the Fremont Police
Department and the Tovi/n of Fremont
I wish to thank the residents of Fremont for your continued cooperation and support. I also wish
to thank the Board of Selectmen, Town Office Staff, the members of the Fire Department, Rescue Squad,
Highway Department and each member of the Police Department: Barbara Baker, Lieutenant Peter Lamb,
Sergeant Clifford Emery Jr, Officers Charles Rand, Roger Anderson, Daniel Whitman, Reese Bassett, John




World War II Fremont Veterans posing together near the Town Hall
on Memorial Day 1946
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RESCUE SQUAD REPORT
1996 was a normal year for calls in Fremont. There were periods without calls; but when called,
we were getting several calls daily for days. Calls varied from minor cuts, motor vehicle accidents and
the like, to the more serious heart-related calls. The Squad kept within budget and used surplus savings
to further upgrade the rescue truck, 20M1. Fitted with a weather-tight rear body cover and some interior
upgrades, the truck is more functional.
As usual we had some members come and go while maintaining 12 members new and old. All
members have used the training budget and kept or advanced in their level of emergency medical training.
Late in 1996 the Squad purchased a Viva Link Automated External Defibrillator. This is a valuable
machine currently used by all hospital and ambulance personnel to save heart attack victims. Squad
members have been trained and certified on the machine. The Viva Link will be programmed and ready
for use early in 1997.
We would like to thank all residents and town departments who have contributed and assisted us
this year on a regular basis. Anyone interested in joining the Squad should call Benny at 895-9327 or
Kevin at 895-3099 for more information.
Heidi Carlson is currently our only female Squad member and has provided the warmth and
comradeship that the Rescue Squad lacks with its mostly male roster. In 1984 Lisa Anderson and some
of her female friends asked me to help raise the hopes of trying to start a rescue squad for Fremonters.
I watched her fight her way through the waysayers and town officials and make this Rescue Squad. I
watched her determination turn into reality as with most great ideas. I've not seen this strength and loyalty
to the Rescue and Fremont residents since those early days. Everybody is so busy today, there just
doesn't seem to be time enough to give. I hope to see more females join the Rescue to try and recapture
the enthusiasm and excitement we once had. I'll always cherish the memories acquired during those early
rescue days. Thank you Lisa Anderson, Al & Patty Martel, Joan & Chuck Poole, Shawn Hill, Carol Gould
and others for founding this Rescue Squad in 1984.
I've been on the Rescue since day one and continue to serve Fremonters as much as I can. Over
the years I have seen the Fire and Police Departments on many of our calls and have come to realize the
Rescue is totally different in many ways. We see the older residents who we've all come to know
personally and love very much. We know we may be the one by their side in their last moments of life
and this has always brought sorrow upon us. We've had members leave the squad because this personal
involvement in life and death situations is very heavy on our hearts. To commit yourself to the rescue is
to totally involve yourself in the people. We know who is sick with what illness, who may be next to fall,
and prepare ourselves for the day we are called, hoping we can comfort and assist these people. I
decided to share this moment with Fremont residents to let you know we are involved, we care, and are
always ready to give our all for you. I hope there are other people out there with the time and commitment
to join us and help serve Fremont residents and friends.
Respectfully yours,
Alfred P Benedetto Jr
President
RESCUE SQUAD MEMBERS
Alfred Benedetto President Luke Hassell Charles Rand
Kevin Zukas Vice President Heidi Carlson Roger Anderson
William Dunbar Neal Janvrin Reese Bassett
Richard Clark Dan Whitman Cliff Emery Jr
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ROAD AGENT'S REPORT
Major projects for 1997 are to overlay Chester Road with one and one-half inches of hottop from
Sandown Road to the Chester town line; to overlay Poplin Drive with one inch of hottop. After replacing
one culvert and lifting a 200 foot section, Beede Hill Road will be overlayed with one and one-half inches
of hottop from Shirkin Road to the Epping town line. Bean Road is to be paved after some reconstruction
work from the edge of now-existing hottop to the Danville town line.
During 1996 several projects were undertaken successfully. We caught up on some of the
roadside mowing and brush cutting. Overlays were done on Louise Lane, Rogers and Leavitt Roads.
Pond Lane was repaved following more reconstruction work than had been anticipated. A large drainage
project was completed at the intersection of Beede Hill and Shirkin Roads which has helped to alleviate
a water problem there.
I wish to thank all of the Townspeople for their support and cooperation. Thanks to ail of the town
Departments for their cooperation as well. A very special thanks to all of the men who work with me,




Demolition of the Old Nathan Merrill Tavern in October 1996.
Several Town Meetings occurred here early in it's history.
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BOARD OF SELECTMEN'S REPORT
With the severe weather and planning of upcoming projects, coupled with the day to day
administration of Fremont, the past year has been full of activity.
The Sandown Road Bridge is currently being engineered and funds are requested as part of the
1997 budget for reconstruction. The consultant review process took the summer months to complete, and
in September we signed a contract with Bettigole Andrews & Clark Inc of Concord NH. Funding in the
amount of $443,382 is planned for reconstruction and final engineering of the bridge which we plan for the
upcoming construction season. Of that, we have budgeted 80% will be returned to the Town as part of
the NH Municipal Bridge Aid program.
A tremendous amount of time, energy, and dedication was allocated to the community and
residents during the flood in October. Public safety services were pushed to the limit in an effort that
brought many aspects of the community together in a time of crisis. As a result of the flood, and a
subsequent extreme weather incident in early December, we are again working on an emergency
management contingency plan. Forces organized quickly and efficiently during both of these incidents and
brought our attention to issues which need to be addressed further, such as preparations for emergency
shelter and food.
The 1997 Town Meeting Warrant contains a scaled down proposal for a safety building to be
located on the Town property at 417 Main Street The proposal contains space for fire, police, rescue,
and emergency management services. The total cost of the proposed project is $984,287 which is
approximately 57% of the proposal presented in 1996. Committee members. Selectmen and public service
agencies have spent a good deal of time on the proposal. We hope you will review it carefully.
We are already looking ahead to 1998 when the final landfill closure construction will take place.
The 1997 budget contains $34,500 for engineering, water sampling and testing, and preparation of
preliminary and final closure plans We are hoping to identify low interest loans for use when the closing
is to occur,
A heartfelt thanks is offered to all of the Town's volunteers, contractors and staff. Without all of
whom, the Town would not function. Your time, efforts and dedication do not go unnoticed.
We were saddened with the loss of several members of the community in the past year. Of those
who were town officials, three were actively serving the Town of Fremont up until their death.
Citizen input is important to the Board and the public is always welcome at our meetings on
Thursday evenings at the Town Hall. The Selectmen's Office is open daily 9:30 am to 12 noon and 1:00




Donald W Gates Jr
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A rear view of the old Blacksmith Shop
that stood on Sandown Road
where the Phillip Pratt Memorial Park
is now,
and the Sandown Road Bridge
as they appeared
about 1912-1914.
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SOLID WASTE COMMITTEE REPORT
As the Selectmen are satisfied with the performance of Carl Hussey of Brentwood as hauler of
trash and recycled goods, his contract was renewed for the year 1997, subject to a mutually agreeable
percentage increase in the charges.
As usual, there were two collections of bulky goods, one in May and one in October. These
collections are accomplished at very small cost to the town, thanks in large part to the all-volunteer Solid
Waste Committee and to the many workers who show up on collection days.
After a promising start, the trend of recycling continues to be downhill. About 85% of our
households have recycling bins, yet recycling seems to be "going out of style." In order to meet the state
mandate (as yet not enforced) that 15% of all solid waste be recycled, it may be necessary for Fremont
to resort to pay-per-bag trash disposal, or to mandatory recycling.
During the past year the Solid Waste Committee has been studying the question of setting up a
waste oil recovery station in Fremont. We have concluded that it is not practical at the present time, since




Committee Members: Marilyn Baker, Sue Gaudet, Robert Horsburgh, David Knowles
Robert Larson, Kevin Murnane, Paula Wall
Flooding on Route 107 at Red Brook Road during the October flood event
Looking South on Route 107
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STATE REPRESENTATIVE REPORT
The 1996 session of the New Hampshire Legislature began on January 2 and ran through June
13, the final session day.
The Executive Department and Administration Committee of which I am a member, reviewed and
reported on 89 bills. This large number of bills necessitated long hours of public debate and discussion.
Bills needing extra work were put into study, which required that subcommittees met well into the fall.
This past year I sponsored four bills that were heard by various committees.
HB #1484 dealt with the problems of unfunded mandates, which is in violation of our constitution,
which state agencies continue to pile onto the cities and towns. This bill was heard by the House
Legislative Administration Committee, rereferred to a study committee, which never met and was killed by
a motion inexpedient to legislate. This bill with slight changes has been resubmitted for the 1997 session.
HB #1295 dealt with the problems associated with the reformulated gasoline that we are forced
to use. The state was asked to exempt all the counties from the requirement to use reformulated gasoline
and to conduct a study to show the effect on motor vehicles, machinery and small gas engines. This bill
was referred to the committee on Science, Technology and Energy. This committee did not feel that there
were any problems and voted inexpedient to legislate.
HB #1 230 was to delete the authority of the Boxing and Wrestling Commission to oversee amateur
boxing and wrestling. The Commission would retain it's authority over professional boxing and wrestling.
This was a result of the passage of HB #105 in 1995 which required the Commission to cooperate with
USA Boxing. The bill was heard by the Executive Department and Administration Committee which
rereferred the bill to 1997 to allow extra time for compliance by the Commission.
HB #1239 revises the regulatory authority and duties of the Board of Auctioneers and establishes
professional standards for auctioneers. It would increase public protection. This bill was heard by the
Executive Department and Administration, and voted out of committee ought to pass. The bill was passed
by the whole House and forwarded to the Senate. The Senate found the bill inexpedient to legislate after
the New Hampshire Auctioneers Association utilized a lobbyist to ensure that the bill would be defeated.
New legislation to deal with the problems that exist has been filed for the 1997 session.
On November 5th the voters of Rockingham County District 10 (Chester & Fremont) gave me their
support for another two years as their Representative to the General court in Concord. I thank you for this
honor and will continue those conservative policies which I have practiced in my previous two terms as
your representative.
My job is made easier when you are willing to share your thoughts and ideas with me.










STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT of RESOURCES and ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
DIVISION of FORESTS and LANDS





REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST
RANGER
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Ranger,
contact your local Warden or Fire Department to fmd out if a permit is required before
doing any open burning. Violations of RSA 227-L:17, the fire permit law and the
other burning laws of the State of New Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by
fines of up to $2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all fire
suppression costs.
There are ten Forest Rangers who work for the N.H. Division of Forests and
Lands, Forest Protection Bureau. State Forest Rangers are available to assist
communities with forest fire suppression, prevention and training programs as well as
the enforcement of forest fire and timber harvest laws. If you have any questions
regarding forest fire or timber harvest laws please call our office at 271-2217.
The State of New Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols and 3
contract aircraft patrols. This early detection and reports from citizens aid in the quick
response from local fire departments.
1996 FIRE STATISTICS
(Cost Shared)
FIRES REPORTED BY COUNTY CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED
Belknap 06 Smoking 05
Carroll 07 Debris Burning 34
Cheshire 13 Campfire 16
Coos 10 Power Line 04
Grafton 12 Railroad 02
Hillsborough 19 Equipment Use 01
Merrimack 14 Lightning 02
Rockingham 15 Children 22
Strafford 05 OHRV 01
Sullivan 06 Miscellaneous 20
TOTAL FIRES 107
"REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES!"
John R. Dodge
Forest Ranger
Forest Protection (603) 271-2217
Forest Management (603) 271-3456
Forest Fire Warden
TDD ACCESS: RELAY NH 1-800-735-2964
DIVISION OF FORESTS AND LANDS 603-271-2214
Land Management (603) 271-3456
Information & Planning (603) 271-3457
recycled paper
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REPORT OF ROCKINGHAM COMMUNITY ACTION
Rockingham Community Action (RCA) is a private, non-profit corporation. Our mission is to serve the multitude of needs
of Rockingham County's low-income residents by assisting them in coping with the hardships of poverty, giving them the
tools to lift themselves out of poverty and seeking to eradicate the root causes of poverty. RCA has been addressing
these needs for over thirty years.
Greater Raymond Community Action Center is an outreach office of RCA that serves residents of Fremont and 12 other
communities, and as such acts as Fremont's central resource for information regarding all available human services. RCA
also offers intake, clinic and distribution sites in over half of the county's thirty-seven communities for the application and
provision of various Community Action services.
Community Action provides a wide range of services that are unduplicated elsewhere in the county. Most of these
services meet immediate, critical needs and all have a direct and positive impact on people's lives. The following services
were provided by Community Action to eligible residents of Fremont from July 1, 1995 through June 30, 1996:
38 households received one of a group of Fuel Assistance Programs, services that provide financial grants of up to $585
to income eligible households to assist with energy-related expenses through the Fuel Assistance Program (some
households also receive furnace cleaning and budget and energy counseling services), or grants of up to $250 for fuel and
utility emergencies for households not eligible for the Fuel Assistance Program through the Neighbor Helping Neighbor
and the Senior Energy Assistance Service.
6 homes were weatherized through the Weatherization or Energy Management Services Programs, which provide high
quality energy conservation materials and skilled labor to weatherize homes of income-eligible and high energy-using
households in order to reduce heating costs and conserve energy, and provides major repairs or replacement of heating
systems for low-income homeowners.
1 household received help through the H.O.M.E. Program, which provides major rehabilitation of single family, owner-
occupied homes, emphasizing health and safety repairs, including water and septic systems, structural, roofing, electrical,
and heating system work.
26 children and day care providers participated in the Family Day Care Program, which provides training and technical
assistance to day care providers and sponsorship of the USDA Child and Adult Care Food Program.
16 child care referrals were an-anged through the Child Care Resource and Referral Program, which compiles current data
on all available child care options, provides child care referrals to employees of participating companies as well as to the
general public, and expands the supply of quality child care by recnjiting, training and assisting new child care providers.
6 individuals received services through Family Support Programs, which provide support services, transportation and
protective child care to support and stabilize families at risk of child abuse through the Accompanied Transportation and
Family Resource & Support Programs.
48 women, infants and children received help through the WIC or Commodity Supplemental Food Programs; WIC offers
supplemental nutritious foods, nutrition education, breast-feeding support and health care screening/referrals to pregnant
women, nursing mothers, infants and children up to the age of five; the Commodity Supplemental Food Program provides
monthly allotments of commodity foods and nutrition education materials to senior citizens, postpartum women and 5 year
old children.
3 children were enrolled in Head Start, a comprehensive early childhood development program that provides education,
health, nutrition and family support services to income eligible pre-school children and their families.
22 individuals received food through the Emergency Food Assistance Program, which distributes USDA surplus food to
emergency food pantries, soup kitchens and shelters throughout Rockingham County.
1 household received Crisis Services, programs that provide emergency grants to income eligible households for the
payment of rent, mortgage, electricity, fuel or other basic necessities for those facing evictions, foreclosures, utility
terminations, lack of fuel or other emergencies.
im
1 household was enrolled in the Emergency Response System, a program that
provides immediate twenty-four hour
access to community medical responders for disabled individuals in order to
ensure their safety and maintain their
independence and quality of life.
In addition to these major programs, much of our staff time is devoted to working with people who come to us
seeking
help During the past year, we logged 186 calls or visits from Fremont residents, many of which were crisis calls involving
fuel or utility problems, the lack of food or clothing, or general financial needs.
By working closely together with local and
state welfare administrators, fuel and utility companies, other human service agencies and interested clergy and civic
groups, we are able to link those in need with the services available to them.
The services provided by our staff, together with the programs provided by our agency, have a direct and significant effect
on Fremont's welfare budget. If our services were decreased due to lack of funding, the town would experience a resulting
increase in requests for local welfare assistance.
Since the services we provide greatly relieve the towns we serve of the full financial burden of providing for the needs of
their low-income residents, we ask every community we serve to make a financial contribution to our agency based upon
the level of service we have provided to its residents. The amount we request equals 5% of the total dollar value of
services we provided during the previous fiscal year, which means that we request $5.00 for every $100.00 we provided in
direct services.
From July 1, 1995 through June 30, 1996, Community Action provided $115,055 in services to Fremont residents. We are
therefore requesting the town of Fremont to contribute 5% of this amount, or $5,753. The town of Fremont has contributed
to our agency for many years, and we extend our appreciation to you for your continued support.
Cordially,
Daniel Reidy, Outreach Center Director
Greater Raymond Community Action Center
Rockingham Community Action
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Southeast Regional Refuse Disposal District 53-B
86 Lafayette Road, P.O. Box 830
North Hampton, NH 03862
(603) 964-7116
* Brentwood * Fremont * Hampton * Hampton Falls * Kensing^ton * New CaiStle
North Hampton * Rye * Sandown * South Hampton
This Annual Report covers the period December 1995 to December 1996 in accordance with
Section 2.7 of the District Agreement, which states that the District Committee shall hold
an Annual Meeting on the first Tuesday of December each year to receive reports, choose
officers, and appoint members to the Operating Committee.
The District Agreement states that the District's fiscal year shall commence on April 1 and
shall end on March 31 of each year. The District Budget covers this fiscal period.
At the Public Hearing and Annual
Meeting on December 6, 1995, the District
elected the following Officers to serve













COMMITTEES 1995 - 1996
OPERATING COMMITTEE
Virginia Raub, Hampton, Chair





Virginia Raub, Hampton, Chair
Henry Mixter, North Hampton
Winthrop Comley, Hampton Falls
Joseph A. Melville, Hampton Falls
RECYCLING/HHW




Joseph Melville, Hampton Falls
Alfred Felch, Kensington
Walter Hill, South Hampton
FROM DECEMBER 1995 - DECEMBER 1996
This was the fifth year the District has
conducted the Household Hazardous
Waste program for the member towns.
We held two collections - in Hampton in
the Spring and Sandown in the Fall.
The coUection in Hampton was held on
May 13, 1996. A total of 364 cars
attended the collection representing 390
households. The collection in Sandown
was held on October 5, 1996. A total of
112 cars attended representing 123
households. At our first collection in
1992, 81% of the participants had never
been to a HHW collection before. This
year A5% had never been to a collection.
The total cost for both collections was
$26,102. A grant from the State of New
Hampshire, based on the population of
the District member towns, in the amount
of $8,616. helped to offset the costs.
The remainder was psiid out of District
funds which had been set aside for this
purpose. The per car cost for the
Hampton collection was $50.87; and the
per car cost for the Sandown collection
was $68.17.
Based on the positive response we
receive to these collections, the
committee feels they are a very
important function of the District and
sliould continue. Citizens in our member
municipalities continue to become more
educated about household hazardous
waste, have become familiar with the






participate. The District has budgeted
funds in the 1997/1998 Budget to hold
collections in the Spring and Fall of
1997.
The District continued its Recycling
Grant Program for education and public
relations. Fremont, North Hampton and
South Hampton received grants totaling
$4,088. The Recycling Committees of
these towns wiU be producing
educational materials to aid in their
recycling efforts. $5,000 has again been
budgeted to continue this program in
1997-1998.
IN THE UPCOMINC. YKAR
The Administrative portion of the
District will continue to be a part-time
operation. The present office location
will be maintained and the Administrative
Assistant's hours will remain at twenty
hours per week. The contract with
Waste Management will continue to be
administered by the District office.
The Administrative Assistant and
members of the District Committee
attended several State level conferences
during the year.
The Landfill portion of the District
continues to be the management of the
long-term contract with the Turnkey
Landfill in Rochester. Brentwood,
Fremont, Hampton, New Castle, North
Hampton, Rye and Sandown are currently
shipping to Turnkey. In July, the
current tipping fee of $46.14 will be
adjusted by the CPI at January 1, 1997.
In addition to this increase, beginning
July 1, 1997 the tipping fee will also be
increased $.G5 per ton due to a host
community fee that Turnkey must pay to
the City of Rochester. This host
community fee is provided for in RSA
149-M:13,V.
The Septage Committee and Waste-to-
Energy Committee continue to be
inactive.
The sixth annual Household Hazardous
Waste Collections will be organized for
the Spring and Fall.
Recycling education grants will again be
awarded to District member towns.
We will continue to keep abreast of all
refuse disposal and recycling methods,
and we are always available to assist
and/or answer questions from member
towns and citizens. We will also
continue to attend State level
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BIRTHS RECORDED IN FREMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1996
DATE NAME OF CHILD
02/06/96 Benjamin Grant Ouellette
02/07/96 Alec Mcvay Czepiel
02/13/96 Ryan James Lavelle
02/1 9/96 KIncaid Russell Pearson
03/04/96 Joyce Lynn Hamel
04/08/96 Lauren Mary Romano
04/23/96 Samuel Dalton Arnold
05/10/96 Jillian Lynn Walker
05/1 3/96 Brandon Joseph Arriel
05/20/96 Christopher Jeffrey Brunetti
06/02/96 Kyle Stuart Gellna
06/04/96 Morgan Marie Daly
06/30/96 Nicholas James Pettis
07/08/96 Hayley Ruth Martin
07/12/96 Jamie Nicole Haas
07/1 9/96 Mackenzie Ryan Hatfield
07/21/96 Jamie Nicole Hill
08/20/96 Zachary Jacob Lundgren
08/30/96 Julianna Rose Andersen
09/04/96 Samantha Lynn Baker
09/26/96 Emily Katherine Richard
10/10/96 Jason Michael Henson
10/26/96 William Edwin Prey
1 1/08/96 Colin Yuen-Lim Cooper
11/22/96 Jessica Lynn Gregor
12/03/96 Martin John Thomas
























































Cindy lou Stedman Butzien
ADDITIONS FOR 1995 and reported late
08/21/95 Samantha Petterson
Graham


































MARRIAGES RECORDED IN FREMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1996
DATE GROOM RESIDENCE BRIDE RESIDENCE
01/07/96 Frank M. Sclafani Wakefield, Ma. Jackie L. Hopkins Gary, Ind.
05/11/96 Ian Cronan McPhee Kingston, NH Catherine E. O'Brien Fremont, NH
05/31/96 Harvey R. Gove Fremont, NH Mary Jane Schmidt Epping, NH
06/08/96 Steven Paul Yanak Fremont, NH Caroline T. Pierce Fremont, NH
06/09/96 Nicholas D. Casarano Kingston, NH Laurie M. Hamilton Fremont, NH
06/22/96 Francis R. Gay Fremont, NH Dianne A. Dutra Randolph, Ma
06/29/96 Matthew Carroll Fremont, NH Michelle Renee Carey Fremont, NH
07/20/96 Stephen Mark Webb Salem, Ma Paula Marie Nee Salem, Ma.
08/17/96 Jason Leavitt Grant Raymond, NH Staci Beth Lauletta Fremont, NH
08/24/96 Matthew T. Bonagura Fremont, NH Tanya Feenstra Fremont, NH
09/13/96 Donald Omer Vezina Fremont, NH Linda L. Dane Fremont, NH
09/14/96 Stephen Burke Fremont, NH Deborah Ann Woods Fremont, NH
10/12/96 Michael F.Menard Fremont, NH Jennifer A. Gonzales Fremont, NH
10/18/96 Rory Todd Kaiser Fremont, NH Stacy Corteii White Fremont, NH
10/26/96 Jesus Zayas, Jr. Derry, NH Dawn Melanie Porter Fremont, NH
DEATHS RECORDED IN FREMONT, NEW HAMPSI
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1996
IRE
DATE NAME OF DECEASED
01/16/96 Kenneth J. McWilliams
02/26/96 Grace Blanchard Mitchell
03/01/96 Henry E. Turner
03/15/96 John Alden Palmer
04/04/96 Sanuel Edward Pratt,Sr.
04/08/96 Arthur E. Nadeau, Jr.
04/09/96 James Vincent Ganley
04/29/96 Russell Eugene Philbrick
05/23/96 Madeline V. Conley
06/12/96 Robert A. Waddell
06/26/96 Margaret Plante
07/22/96 Marion Page
07/31/96 William Henry Byron
08/03/96 Elaine Heselton
08/14/96 Eunice M. Peterson
08/16/96 Florence R. Marshall
09/11/96 Florence Evelyn Lepage
09/16/96 Louis Irwin Leonard
09/23/96 Irene Catherine Pratte
09/23/96 Florence Elizabeth Leonard
10/08/96 Lillian F. Drowne
11/01/96 Virginia White
12/01/96 Violet R. Elliott




Walter R. Turner, Sr.
Albert DeForest Palmer
Percy Dana Pratt
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AARONIAN, SUSAN HARIE 52,750 ADAMS, PAUL C 141,650
ALOONIS, EDWARD i ISABEL 140,400 ALLAIN. MICHAEL D 4 TASCA 8 165,950
ALLEN, THOMAS S i LAURA C 170,250 ALLORE, ROBERT F 4 MICHELLE M 151,700
ALPER, ALLEN I i KAREN A 121,950 ALPER, MICHAEL D 86,100
ALTOTT, JOSEPH R 4 IRENE N 66,200 AMATO, DAVID R 4 TAMMI M 106.200
AHERO SR, JOHN G 143,250 AMICO. DAVID A 4 MICHELLE M 147.500
ANDERSON, HJALHER A 4 CHRISTINE 129,350 ANDERSON, RUTH F 116,850
ANDERSON ACQUISITION CORP 571,700 ANGELINI NOMINEE TRUST, WILLIAM P 42,600
ANGELINI NOMINEE TRUST, WILLIAM P 66,250 ANGELINI NOMINEE TRUST, WILLIAM P 42,600
ANGELINI NOMINEE TRUST, WILLIAM P 42,600 ANGELINI NOMINEE TRUST, WILLIAM P 42,600
ANGELINI NOMINEE TRUST, WILLIAM P 42,600 ANGWIN JR. CHARLES E 116,600
ANNIS, SCOTT M 4 RUTH ANN 65,200 ARNOLD, JAMES L 4 DEBRA A 146.000
ARNOLD, STEPHEN K 107,750 ARNOLD III. ENDS H 175,050
ARRIEL, STEVEN C 4 CAROL E 135,050 ARSENAULT, STEVEN D 4 KATHERINE 139,750
ARSENAULT III, JOSEPH W 182,150 ASDOT. RICHARD 4 JUDITH 159,500
ASDOT, RICHARD AND JUDITH 4,300 AUSTIN, MICHAEL A 4 TRACY Z 117,350
AYER, RICHARD A 104,650 AYER, RICHARD A 8,800
BABCOCK, KEITH W 37,000 BABCOCK, WILLIAM S 160,150
BACON, DONALD 4 LOUISE 199,650 BAGLIO, MICHAEL G 4 JULI 214.550
BAKAS, MICHAEL A 4 CATALINA M 152,600 BAKER, BARBARA D 144.650
BAKER, JACK C 4 MARILYN L 152,850 BAKER JR, DAVID C 96.100
BANNISTER, CORY JAMES 106,400 8ARAN0WSKI, CECILE R 147,450
BARCLAY, DONNA M 148,200 BARKER, JUDITH D 126.000
BARR, MICHAEL P 4 KIMBERLY A 144.650 BARTHELEMY, BRENDA P 4 SCOTT 205.600
BARTHOLOMEW, JAMIE 160,150 BARTLETT JR, WILLIAM S 42,850
BARTLETT JR, WILLIAM S 43,050 BARTLETT JR, WILLIAM S 43.000
BARTLEY, ROBERT F 4 MARY KATE 181,200 BASS, RICHARD H 4 SUZANNE J 152.350
BASSETT, BARBARA B 181,700 BASSETT, NELLIE P 150
BASSETT, NELLIE P 550 BASSETT, NELLIE P 350
BASSETT, NELLIE P 22,050 BASSETT, NELLIE P 850
BASSETT, NELLIE P 2,400 BASSETT. NELLIE P 1,150
BASSETT, NELLIE P 5,450 BASSETT, NELLIE P 27.900
BASSETT, NELLIE P 10,300 BASSETT, NELLIE P 159.000
BATRYN, GARY K 4 TRACY E 181,300 BAUER. THOMAS F 4 CAROL A 183,100
BEACH, WILLIAM P 4 EDNA G 220,550 BEAL. BRIAN P 4 KERRIE M 93,500
BEAM, DOROTHY GUCKERT 107,900 BEAN. JANET E TAYLOR 133,150
BEAN JR, DONALD C 121,550 BEAUCHAMP, J SCOTT 4 PAMELA J 146.800
BEAULIEU, RUSSELL 122,300 BEAUPRE. ARTHUR E 85.250
BECK (BANKRUPTCY TRUST), RICHARD 134,500 BEECROFT, CHRISTIAN 92.850
BEEDE, NEAL LLOYD 83,650 BEEDE. NEAL LLOYD 106.050
BEEDE ESTATE, GLADYS 250 BEEDE ESTATE. GLADYS 7,000
BEEDE ESTATE, GLADYS 1,900 BEEDE ESTATE, GLADYS 13,700
BEEDE ESTATE, GLADYS 8,550 BELANGER, MADELINE T 76,050
BELKOVICZ, WALTER A 4 NELLIE 1,150 BENEDETTO JR. ALFRED P 208,650
BENEDETTO JR, ALFRED P 1,750 BENHAM, WAYNE T 4 BARBARA T 183,800
BENISHIN, GEORGE 4 CYNTHIA 4,400 BENISHIN, GEORGE 4 CYNTHIA 4,750
BENISHIN, GEORGE P 4 CYNTHIA 5,600 BENSON, JON E 4 EVELYN A 79.000
BENTLEY, DONALD S 4 MARILYN F 135,750 BERENSON, SANDRA 42.600
BERGERON, DAVID A 4 HEIDI A 142.300 BERGERON JR, DAVID R 219.600
BERNARD, MARK J 96.900 BERNIER, MICHAEL 4 JUDY 123.100
BERNIER, RAYMOND L 205.550 BERTRAM. GARY E 21,500
BEST HOMES INC 34,700 BETTENCOURT, FRANK 4 PATRICIA 226,850
8IBB0, RONALD P 4 DONNA J 140,800 BIEDERMAN, FREDERIC J 173.350
BISHOP, LLOYD 4 NORMA 83,300 BISHOP ESTATE, HERMAN F 750
BLACK, CAROL A 46.350 BLACK, CAROL A WEISMAN 272.900
BLACK, HAROLD J 4 MURIEL L 126.950 BLACKWELL, CAROL EBERT 150,150
BLADES, DONALD H 4 DOROTHY H 122,250 BLADES, DOUGLAS 119.550
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BLAISOELL, RICHARD C 4 CONSTANCE 61,250 BLAKE, ELIZABETH
45,600
BLAKE, ELIZABETH 142,950 BLEY, THOMAS
84,500
BLOK, ALBERT E 64,250 BLOOMQUIST, ELIZABETH
140,800
232,800 BOOEN, WILLIAM 4 ROSE M 147,850
BOETTI, ERNEST F i LILLY 136,650 BOIVIN, BARRY J 96,100
BOLDUC, BETTY 38,650 BOLDUC, CHARLES 4 CARLENE 116,050
BOLOUC, CHARLES 4 CARLENE 186,250 BOLOUC, CHARLES 4 CARLENE 54,600
BOLDUC, CHARLES J CARLENE 59,800 BOLDUC, CHARLES 4 CARLENE 6,000
BOLDUC, CHARLES N 99,500 BOLDUC, CHARLES N 4 CARLENE H
BOLDUC, EPHRAM 4 GEORGIA 110,200 BOLDUC, JERRY 4 CHERYL 144,500
BOLDUC, JESSE J 4 HEREOITH A 232,150 BOLDUC, JESSE J 4 MEREDITH A 6,700
BOLDUC, JOHN K 4 SHERYL A 86,600 BOLOUC, PETER B 4 DIANNE 228,900
BOLOUC, TY S 4 SHELBY D 134,250 BOLOUC JR, JOSEPH G 87,300
BOLDUC JR, JOSEPH G 147,850 BOLDUC JR, JOSEPH G 128,200
BOLTON, CHRISTOPHER 133,400 BONAGURA, MATTHEW T
BONAGURA, SUSAN 4,250 BONAGURA, SUSAN T 650
BONAGURA, SUSAN T 184,700 BOND, EBEN B 4 LAURIE 102,000
BONIS, LILA 111,300 BOOMHOWER, MICHAEL S 4 JANIS L 154,450
BOREHI, ANTHONY P 4 NANCY E 113,750 BORIN, JOSEPH 4 LORAINE 209,000
BOSS, DONALD L 4 ELOISE 122,750 BOSWORTH, JAMES D 4 LISA M 146,200
BOTTAI, DEAN S 82,500 BOUCHARD, THOMAS 4 ALICE 4,200
BOUCHER, JOHN M 130,050 BOUCHER, LEON A 4 DIANE P 115,150
BOURNE, ESTATE OF LOVINA H 87,400 BOUROUE, JAY A 4 LINOA M 87,600
BOWERING, JANET H 750 BOWLES, KEVIN M 4 AVIS 132,350
BOYD, MORRIS 4 NANCY 151,100 BOYLAN, DEAN 7,750
BOYLE JR, PHILIP T 146,250 BOYNTON, MAUREEN 96,850
BRACKETT, BONNIE L 4 SUSAN L 69,250 BRADFORD, JIMMIE 4 EMMA 6,600
BRALEY, JANE E 4 BROOKS V 121,400 BRALEY, NANCY L 49,050
BRESNAHAN, JAMES M 4 GAIL R 124,700 BRESNAN, JOANNE M DU8E 144,800
BRETON, JOEL M 4 SUSAN F 206,000 BRETON, JOEL M 4 SUSAN F 7,000
BRETT, NICHOLAS W 4 NANCY 296,500 BRIGGS, WALTER H 4 BARBARA L 205,100
BROUN, FRANCIS R 4 MARIA ANN 195,000 BROWN, JOHN 140,100
BROWN, ROBERT L 4 PATRICIA E 155,500 BROUN, STEVEN 4 DIANE 159,700
BROWN FAMILY TRUST, NATHANIEL K 7,850 BROUN FAMILY TRUST, NATHANIEL K 9,900
BROWN FAMILY TRUST, NATHANIEL K 1,400 BROWN FAMILY TRUST, NATHANIEL K 850
BROWN FAMILY TRUST, NATHANIEL K 1,500 BROUN FAMILY TRUST, NATHANIEL K 203,550
BRUNAULT, KEVIN P 4 GAIL M 161,450 BRUNETTI, KENNETH B 4 JENNIFER B 149,200
BRYANT, ROBERT A 122,150 BUCHANAN, DONALD S 4 SANDRA D 152,000
BUHRMAN, CHARLES S 4 MAUREEN 185,800 BUHRMAN, CHARLES S 4 MAUREEN 25,000
BUMFORD, DONALD 135,050 BUONOPANE JR, MICHAEL W 190,950
BURG, ETHEL 43,150 BURKE, EDWARD J 4 BETSY P 209,500
BURKE, STEPHEN J 146,250 BURLEIGH, WILLIAM 4 BARBARA 110,650
BURLEY FAMILY TRUST, H B 1,400 BURTON, ALFRED J 202,250
BURTON, BRUCE A 113,150 BUTEAU, DENNIS 4 CATHERINE 171,650
BUTLER, GERTRUDE I 144,800 BUTLER, GERTRUDE I 3,100
BUTLER, MELVIN S 4 LISA H 135,500 BUTLER, MICHAEL 4 MILDRED 152,550
BUTLER, RICHARD 4 KIRSTEN L 164,650 BUTRUCCIO, JOHN F 4 JULIE A 55,500
BUTT, DAVID B 118,600 BUTIRICK, TODD A 4 VICTORIA L 143,700
BUXTON, WILLIAM G 33,300 CABRAL, FRANK 4 BARBARA 12,100
CACCIOLA, PAUL J 141,350 CALL, JULIA C 1,000
CALLAHAN, JOHN J 191,300 CAMPSIE, RITA RAE E 170,800
CAPLAN, NEAL M 4 ELIZABETH A 179,400 CAPSALIS, PAUL J 4 NANCY A 125,300
CAPUTO, MICHAEL A 4 DEBORAH A 111,600 CARDER, STEPHEN J 4 ELIZABETH 253,400
CAREY, DONALD R 4 MICHELE M 137,150 CARI5TI, PAUL D 220,150
CARLETON, BRUCE T 4 FRANCES J 103,600 CARNEY SR, JAMES E 79,850
CARR, JOHN E 4 CAROLYN F 177,700 CARRICO, ADOLPH R 4 MARJORIE 109,700
CARROLL, DAVID F 4 EMILY R 176,000 CARROLL, MATTHEW 10,150
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CARROLL, MATTHEW 81,250
CARTIER, JOSEPH i KRISTIN 195,850
CASINO, MICHAEL N 225,950
CAUX, DAVID M 164,600
CELLCO PARTNERSHIP 100,900
CHAMPAGNE, MICHAEL J i KAREN M 130,450
CHASE INTERVIVOS TRUST, FRANCES 8 94,300
CHASSE, MARK J i A DEMISE 186,250
CIARAMELLA, JOHN E 4 ROSEMARY 50,100
CLARK, RICHARD i EMELIA 123,050
CLEARY, WARREN i JUDITH 122,850
CLEMENTS, WILLIAM L i CANOACE D 153,200
CLOUTIER, GARY J 4 TANICE A 167,400
COASTAL BANKERS CREDIT CO 15,900
COASTAL BANKERS CREDIT CO 39,250
COASTAL BANKERS CREDOT CO 39,300
COISH, DAVID 218,400
COLE TRUSTEE, DEBORAH 80,400
COLLINS, JANET F 155,550
COLLINS, NANCY 22,250
COLON, LUIS P 4 LISA A 143,350
COMEFORD, JON A 4 ANNE M 209,350
CONNOLLY, SCOTT J 182,800
CONNORS, WILLIAM J 4 KARIN E 96,750
COOMBS, HOWARD R 4 SHEILA A 134,200
COPENHAVER, HOWARD U 4 LOUISE 73,850
COPP, ALLEN E 204,350
COPP, WAYNE 4 SUSAN 63,950
COPP, WAYNE AND SUSAN 52,500
COPP FAMILY TRUST 148,000
COPP JR, PHILLIP R 119,050
CORDES, EUGENE W 154,850
COSTELLO, ERNEST E 4 GLENYCE M 59,050
COTE, LINDA J 137,850
COUTURE, SHAWN 4 SHARON 137,900
CRANOALL, NORMAN D 4 KATHALEEN M 136,250
CROSS, JAY M 4 DEBRA P 177,350
CUMMINGS, MARGARET E 49,050
CURRIER, THOMAS L 4 TRACEY A 162,050
CUVELLIER, DAVID F 4 JULIE E 42,600
D'EON, RAYMOND A 4 LAURA J 135,200
DAIGNEAULT, BRIAN L 4 JODI L 42,000
DAKOTA REALTY TRUST 2,750
DALY JR, JOHN F 122,550
DANE, LINDA I 88,000
DAVIE5, HAROLD A 4 ELIZABETH R 96,600
DAVIS, DANIEL J 4 LORI-ANN G 137,500
DAVIS AHERN, JEANNE S 233.350
DEAN, JAMES F 4 ELLEN L 122,250
DECLERCQ, RONALD 4 DOREEN 128,900
OEKORNE, FRANCINE R 148,700
DELGRECO, JOHN M 131,300
DELONG, MARK 4 JANET 115,500
DEMARCO, ALLEN F 4 SHARON A 148,650
OEMERITT, PENELOPE S 81,450
DEMOS, CHARLES A 4 MARGARET T 111,300
DE5MARAI5, WILLIAM A 4 SHELLY 136,950
CARRUBBA, PHILIP 4 CINDY L 132,650
CA5AZZA, CHARLES F 4 GAIL L 139,600
CATE, DOROTHY 122,200
CAVALLARO, JOHN J 4 DIANA L 210,650
CHABOT, STEVEN W 87,650
CHARBONNEAU JR, JOSEPH 4 BARBARA 173,200
CHASSE, JOHN T 4 MICHELLE M 128,900
CHRISTIE JR, WILLIAM 141,600
CLARK, DANA M 123,950
CLAY, RONALD T 4 DEMISE L 123,700
CLEMENT, THOMAS R 4 KATHRYN M 108,050
CLIVIO, THOMAS A 113,150
COASTAL BANKERS CREDIT CO 111,850
COASTAL BANKERS CREDIT CO 39,900
COASTAL BANKERS CREDIT CO 33,550
COCO, KEVIN N 4 SUSAN T 15,750
COLE, HARLOW 3,550
COLLATOS, KATHLEEN A 170,750
COLLINS, KEVIN J 150,550
COLLINS, ROBERT A 155,050
CQMEAU-GELINA, DEMISE E 165,350
CONNERS, EDWARD 4 LORRAINE 135,100
CONNORS, MICHAEL P 4 NANCY E 150,550
CONROY, MARGARET 61,950
COOPER, MICHAEL H 4 CAROL A 131,050
COPP, ALICE 4 WAYNE E 135,050
COPP, GORDON D 121,850
COPP, WAYNE 4 SUSAN 7,400
COPP, WAYNE E 136,200
COPP FAMILY TRUST 164,100
CORCORAN, STUART S 4 BARBARA J 154,050
CORHICK SR, CLINTON W 128,400
COTE, J E 214,850
COURTEAU, ARTHUR 4 MARY 95,250
COWIE, DOUGLAS M 4 LINDA M 8,200
CROSS, DAVID A 4 JEAN M 116,850
CROTEAU, DENNIS J 4 CYNTHIA L 177,550
CUNNINGHAM, BRUCE J 4 LORI A 134,300
CURTIS, CHARLES C 4 DOREEN M 192,150
CZEPIEL, PETER M 179,700
DAIGLE, MARK E 152,900
DAIGNEAULT, KEVIN R 4 KIMBERLY A 147,700
DAKOTA REALTY TRUST 9,650
DAN JR, JOHN 97,500
DANJOU JR, LEO J 108,250
DAVIE5, PEARL M 23,600
DAVIS, MICHAEL 4 ROSA 82,150
DBL LAND CORPORATION 77,450
OECESARE, ANTHONY J 3,850
DEGEN, GARY P 4 BARBARA D 201,450
DELAHUNTY, JOSEPH L 4 JEANNINE 143,500
DELLAPENNA, JON E 4 KATHLEEN M 173,300
DEHARAIS, THOMAS A 4 ANNE T 102,400
DEMERIT!, GEORGE L 4 KAY 700
OEHERS, DAVID H 4 MARIANNE M 163,300
DENNEY, DONALD 4 GWEN 120,900
DESTEFANO, LEONARD J 4 MARY B 130,450
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OEVARNEY, ROBERT i AVIS 48,200 DEVINE, FLORENCE 131,950
DEYARMONO, HICHAEL C i CHERYL A 52,500 DIAMONTOPOULOS, LOUIS 4 RAELENE 114,150
OIANGELO, ROBERT A 131,600 DIHANNA, MARK 4 DAWN E 132,950
DIME SAVINGS BANK OF NY 63,900 DION, ROBERT N 4 MARGARET A 218,900
DIONNE, OENISE H 4 JANES A 118,450 OIPALERMO, JOSEPH A 121,500
OISCHINO, ANGELO i SUSAN 95,200 DOMBROSKI ESTATE, WM/DORIS R FOLLA 2,100
OOHINGS, ERNEST A 110,000 DONIGIAN, JACOB A 3,650
DONIGIAN, JACOB A 150 DONIGIAN, JACOB A 278,200
OONIGIAN, JACOB A 15,300 DONIGIAN, JACOB A 367,950
DONIGIAN, JACOB A 365,850 DONIGIAN, JACOB A 108,350
DONIGIAN, JACOB A 357,000 DONIGIAN, JACOB A 174,000
DONIGIAN, JACOB A 124,750 DONIGIAN, JACOB A 115,750
DORE, KENNETH R 4 ARLENE 150,050 DOUCETTE, DAVID A 4 DEBORAH A 171,750
DOUCETTE, DONALD R 84,800 DOUGHTY, RICHARD C 157,700
DOUGLASS, GLENN M 205,450 DOUGLASS, JEFFREY A 4 KATHY J 133,750
DOW, CHARLES 140,650 DOULING, LAWRENCE 4 BARBARA 101,850
DOWNING, DAVID 4 WENDY 86,350 DOWNING, JOHN D 4 LORRAINE 188,750
DOYLE, DAVID A 4 JEANETTE C 127,500 DREYER, JOSEPH R 4 HELENA Z 152,050
DROWNE, ALBERT I 1,700 DROWNE, ALBERT I 250
DUBE, FRANCIS P 3,800 DUBOIS, ANDREW J 4 KRISTIN 157,900
DUBOIS, CLIFFORD J 4 SHEILA A 102,900 DUKETTE, JANE MARIE 101,000
DUMONT, PATRICIA 162,700 DUNBAR, CHARLES 4 VIOLET 163,600
DUNBAR III, CHARLES W 217,250 DUNN, HICHAEL W 4 CHRISTINA 148,600
DWELLEY, CHARLES M 4 JEAN 114,650 DZIOBA, GARY 4 MARY 125,200
EAMES, JEFFREY C 4 RACHEL 1,500 EAMES, JEFFREY C 4 RACHEL D 1,500
EARNSHAW, LEONARD H 178,300 EASSON, MARIE A 165,850
EASTWOOD, PHILIP H 4 KELLY A 114,300 EBERHARDT, GLEN J 4 CHRISTIE 137,450
EDDY, STEPHEN T 4 DONNA M 136,700 EDMUNDS REVOC. INTER. TRUST 51,850
EDMUNDS REVOC. INTER. TRUST 33,550 EDMUNDS REVOC. INTER. TRUST 42,650
EIOELL, ROBERT L 4 CAROLYN 92,650 ELLIOTT, JAMES 4 BETH 116,850
ELLIS, ARTHUR L 4 SANDRA M 120,800 ELLIS, FREDERICK L 135,100
ELLIS, JAMES 4 DARLENE 220,350 EMERSON, NORINE 68,300
EMERSON III, FREDERICK G 149,800 EMERY, LEONARD M 4 JANICE D 150,700
EMERY, LESLIE 4 ELEANOR 162,700 ENAIRE, HENRY J 114,600
ENGLERT, STEPHEN F 4 JUNE C 154,200 ERINNA JR, HECTOR 4 OLGA P 164,300
ESSELMAN, FRANK J 4 JOAN P 157,600 ESTABROOK, PHILIP H 4 ALETA L 17,500
ESTABROOK, PHILIP H 4 ALETA L 172,200 F R A P E REALTY TRUST 10,150
F R A P E REALTY TRUST 9,800 FARIA, JOSE L 4 ANA M 183,550
FARRIS, BRUCE K 4 WENDY L 111,900 FAULSTICH, KENDALL P 4 SARAH N 187,600
FAUSTINO, RICKY L 164,300 FAZZI 4 KELLY REVOC TRUST, PAUL F 234,100
FEDERAL NATL MORTGAGE ASN 104,900 FEDERAL NATL MORTGAGE ASN 103,600
FEOERICO, SUSAN M 127,550 FENOERSON, STEVEN J 145,600
FERRARA, BARRY R 4 KIMBERLEE J 203,200 FERRO, NICHOLAS 4 PATRICIA 138,550
FIFFICK, WENDY D 82,700 FINNISS TRUSTEES, DONALD R 4 CAROL 113,650
FINNISS TRUSTEES, DONALD R 4 CAROL 900 FIORVANTE, MARK A 125,050
FISH, ROBERT E 4 LINDA A 97,800 FITZPATRICK, THOMAS B 118.700
FLAGG FAMILY TRUST 96,050 FLEMING, WILLIAM 4 CHARLENE 49.100
FLIBOTTE JR, RICHARD F 144,600 FLOOD, LEONARD W 4 JEAN.
A
132,800
FOLEY, MARIA Y 146,950 FONTAINE, DONALD B 4 GLENNA L 159,350
FORSYTHE, CHARLES A 4 LINDA S 123,250 FORSYTHE, RONALD J 4 MILDRED H 130,000
F0R5YTHE, RONALD J 4 MILDRED H 8,050 FORTUNA, MICHAEL W 4 MARY B 179,250
FOX, PAULINE G 94,150 FOYE, JOHN T 4 JUDITH A 208,550
FRALICK, ALAN G 131,650 FRANCIS, DANIEL G 4 DOLORES 168,050
FRANCIS, EDDY M 158,500 FRASER, BARBARA
ERASER, COLLEEN FRASER, JAMES
ERASER, MICHAEL FRASER, WAYNE
FREEMAN, BONITA 350 FREEMAN, BONITA 112,000
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FREHONT MOTOR SALES 129,450 FREMONT PARK ASSOC L L C 110,500
FREMONT REALTY TRUST 450 FREMONT REALTY TRUST 283,600
FREMONT REALTY TRUST 50 FREMONT SCHOOL DISTRICT 2,014,200
FREMONT'S CHOICE INC 33,950 FREY, JAMES E 4 JACQUELINE 196,800
FROST, BRIAN C i LAURIE J 800 FROTON. RANDOLF C 4 JEANNE M 116,650
FULLER, DONALD E i THERESA A 52,650 FULLER, NORMAN 4 GAIL A 74,700
FULLER, RICHARD W i RUTH L 75,550 FYLER, STEPHEN F 4 KIMBERLY 109,300
GABLOSKY, PATRICK J J IRENE 43,500 GADDIS, WALTER 4 PATRICIA 172,600
GAGNE, DIANA L GRACE 101,850 GAGNON, PHILIP 1,150
GAGNON JR, ARTHUR 91,050 GALLANT, KENNETH R 4 BEVERLY 150,200
GALLOWAY, JOHN 67,550 GALLOWAY, JOHN A 2,550
GANLEY, JAMES T 4 MARIAN R 114,600 GANON, GERARD R 4 CLAIRE M 133,200
GARBOUCHIAN, VARTAN FRANK 111,150 GARGAS, JAMES 195,150
GARRISON, VICTOR A i DONNA 2,850 GATES, ELEANOR 143,800
GATES JR, DONALD 199,850 GAUDET, JOHN C 4 DOROTHY 129,750
GAUDET, JOHN C 4 DOROTHY B 62,750 GAUTREAU,. ROBERT J 4 JANET F 141,200
GEHALO, KENNETH M i KAREN I 163,650 GELINAS, THERESA M 128,550
GELINAS, TIMOTHY P 4 CYNTHIA 124,900 GENTHNER, CHRISTIAN S 57,400
GEOGERIAN, GEORGE H 15,000 GEORGE, MARK A 117,850
GIANPA, MICHAEL F 81,450 GIAMPIETRO, MICHAEL 11,200
GIBBS, BERTINA 52,050 GIBBS, EDWARD F 105,400
GIGUERE, JOHN i JOAN 145,700 GILLEN JR, JOHN 94,100
GILLIGAN, JOHN M 4 ANNEHARIE 159,850 GILLINGHAM, STEPHEN A 166,150
GILLINGHAM, STEPHEN A 4 BRUCE C 126,750 GILMAN, KEVIN B 148,650
GISTMILL LLC 3,650 GLEASON, DONNA R 161,400
GLEED III, WILLIAM H 92,700 GLEN OAKES INC 3,700
GLEN OAKES INC 6,100 GLEN OAKES INC 1,000
GLEN OAKES INC 50 GLEN OAKES INC 5,900
GLEN OAKES INC 33,600 GLEN OAKES INC 28,800
GLOVER, BERNARD 4 LAN 155,550 GLYNN, STEPHEN R 4 YUN CHA 148,750
GOLASZEWSKI, CATHY 77,900 GOLDEN, ALTON 4 SUSAN A 184,850
GONOIS, ANDREW J 2,300 GONOIS, ANDREW J 75,000
GORDON, DAVID 4 JOANNE 53,150 GORDON, SANDRA J 122,750
GOSLIN, CHRISTOPHER 4 ANNE 180,200 GOSSELIN, ALAN M 4 LYNNE P 138,700
GOULD, MICHAEL F 4 SHELLY 180,550 G0U5LIN, ROBERT M 106,150
GOVE, HARVEY R 109,400 GOYETTE, EDWARD E 4 MARY E 185,300
GRANITE STATE TELEPHONE 7,300 GRANT, RICHARD A 4 KATRIN L 145,550
GRASSO, RANDY B 126,700 GRAVEL, DANIEL G 4 CAROL A 174,350
GRAVES, MALCOLM J 4 JULIE I 154,500 GRAY, GLENN A 4 KIM A 34,550
GRAY, TINA M 168,800 GRIFFIN, STEVEN J 4 SARAH H 158,750
GRISTMILL LLC 61,450 GROTENHUIS, NEAL P 4 VERLIE A 154,550
GROVER, FREDERICK H 4 LAURA E 68,800 GROWER, KEVIN C 4 TERRI L 106,450
GRULKE, PETER E 191,550 GUAY, ANDREW J 111,100
GUIOD JR, JOSEPH C 97,200 HAAS, THOMAS A 4 LYNDA A 135,450
HAGGERTY, REX 4 LUANN 68,500 HAGGETT JR, EDWARD G 117,500
HALL ESTATE, CORA B 107,950 HALL REALTY TRUST, FLORENCE 180,250
HAMEL, MICHAEL P 101,250 HAMEL, PAUL B 4 BRENDA L 198,350
HAMILTON, BRIAN T 137,350 HAMILTON, CHRISTOPHER E 111,650
HAMILTON, LAURIE M 128,350 HAMILTON, ROBERT A 4 LYN C 173,250
HAMMOND, PROCTOR N 129,900 HAMOR, CHARLES R 4 MARY A 50,050
HARDY, JOAN 154,350 HARGROVE, WILLIAM S 115,750
HARMS, DAVID J 4 DALE A 142,350 HARMS, STEVEN W 4 LINDA L 132,350
HARRINGTON, KEVIN M 4 DENISE H 57,000 HARRINGTON, KEVIN M 4 DENISE H 154,200
HARRIS, THOMAS E 4 BARBARA J 68,150 HART, VALERIE 130,150
HART, VALERIE 42,500 HARTFORD, HOWARD 4 OLIVIA 700
HARTFORD, HOWARD E 4 OLIVIA F 60,400 HARVEY, ELAINE J 850
HARVEY, ELAINE J 2,550 HATEM, PATRICIA C 158,450
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HAWKES, ARTHUR B i LAUREEN L 67,500 HAY, ROBERT D 4 KAREN M
233,200
HAYWARD, ANN C 147,350 HEALEY, NORMAN 4 OLIVER 58,500
HEALEY, RICHARD A 4 EUNICE P 47,100 HEATH, FRED M 4 CAROLE J
127,500
HEATON, HICHAEL H 1,000 HEBERT, KENDRA L 4 JOCELYN G 133,700
130,900 HENNESSEY JR, WILLIAM E 145,800
HENSON, ALBERT G 4 KAREN A 137,650 HENSON, ALBERT J 86,550
HERR, FREDERICK J J SUSAN J 142,800 HERRMANN, KEVIN T 4 CATHERINE I 198,350
HERSOM, LEWIS E i DIANE E 116,100 HESELTON, ESTATE OF F CARROLL 200
HESELTON, ESTATE OF F CARROLL 127,900 HESELTON, RICHARD C 109,750
HESELTON, STEPHEN H 113,850 HILL, RONALD S 4 MARIE Y 127,250
HILL, SHAWN W J CHARLENE R 136,850 HILLIARD, CLINTON H 4 EUNICE P 17,750
HITCHCOCK, IRENE 117,550 HOBBS TRUST 2,700
HOCHENOONER, DAVID L J BARBARA 150.000 HOEGEN JR, WILLIAM J 220,000
HOGAN, GEORGE F i JEAN M 125,650 HOITT, EDNA 4,400
HOITT, EDNA 650 HOLMES, GUERWOOD 150,650
HOLMES JR, LEON F 157,000 HOLMES SR, LEON F 105,150
HOLT HEIRS, FRANK J 750 HOLT HEIRS, FRANK J 900
HOLTON DICROCE, A CAMILLE 185,200 HOOD, ROBERT L 4 BARBARA A 111,000
HOPKINS, JERRY L i SHERYL A 166,800 HOPPER, STEPHEN H 4 ANN M 98,750
HORNIG, CARL 160,200 HORSBURGH, ELLEN L 6,100
HORSBURGH, ELLEN L 133,350 HORSBURGH, ELLEN L 5,100
HOWARD, RAYMOND J i LUCILLE J 270,000 HOWARD CONSTRUCTION INC, D C 39,650
HOXIE, PENNY 117,200 HOYT, DAVID H 19,000
HULKE, LAURENCE J JEAN 134,200 HULSE, PAUL S 4 JEANNE F 142,350
HUSSEY JR, ROBERT E 109,100 HUTCHINS, GLEN E 4 JACQUELINE 233,850
HUTCHINSON, NORMA INGALLS, GARY W 4 DIANE L 103,850
lOVANNI, BARRY F 216,050 IRON WHEEL INC 5,700
IRON WHEEL INC 49,150 IRVIN, JOHN P 139,100
ITSE, DANIEL C 4 LISA H 217,650 J J REALTY TRUST 182,650
J J REALTY TRUST 66,100 JACOBELLIS, VICTOR 4 MARGARET 140,800
JAFFARIAN, CHARLES A 4 CARMEN M 169,850 JALBERT, JERLENE 89,850
JANVRIN, CLYDE R 4 LYNNE A 194,750 JANVRIN, NEAL R 4 CAROLE A 175,650
JANVRIN, STEVEN H 4 DENISE J 121,900 JANVRIN SR, ROBERT W 188,700
JANZEGERS, REMI C 129,750 JARMAN, DAVID 175,300
JARZOHBEK, PAUL D 4 STASIA M 111,650 JENNELL, JAY G 4 CHRISTINE M 147,900
JENSEN, RICHARD A 4 MARY M 6,950 JETT, LEWIS R 4 PATRICIA M 86,850
JMZ LIMITED PARTNERSHIP 194,250 JOHANSON, NANCY
JOHNSON, FAYE 950 JOHNSON, FAYE 1,800
JOHNSON, GEORGE H 4 ORRIS F 137,150 JOHNSON, HARK R 4 CAROLYN L 170,750
JOHNSON, RICHARD P 4 PATRICIA 187,900 JOHNSON, SANDRA J 140,050
JOHNSON, WILLIAM 4 NOREEN M 130,300 JOHNSTON, HARK E 4 LOIS A 135,550
JOHNSTONE, EUGENE T 4 ELEANOR 108,300 JOHNSTONE, MICHAEL R 101,650
JOHNSTONE, ROBERT J 4 SHARON L 91,000 JONES, ROBERT G 4 MELODY K 105,350
JOSSELYN, ROBERT F 4 FLORENCE 127,950 KACH, JAMES M 4 NANCY L 500
KAISER, RORY T 142,400 KAKOURIS, lOANNIS 4 MARIGOULA 215,600
KAKOURIS, lOANNIS 4 MARIGOULA 135,950 KAKOURIS, lOANNIS 4 MARIGOULA 76,900
KALIL, DAVID 4 DAWN 110,250 KARAHOURTOPOULOS, PETER J 318,100
KARCZ, JOHN A 4 LINDA J 151,500 KASKIEMICZ, STEPHEN R 4 BARBARA 113,950
KAVANAUGH, RACHEL LYNN 2,900 KAVANAUGH, RACHEL LYNN 89,400
KDRM LLL 1,900 KDRM LLC 1,250
KEANE, THOMAS P 4 IDA L 180,200 KEARNEY, PHILLIP 2,450
KECSKEMETY, STEPHEN C 206,200 KEEFE, WINIFRED M 4 FR JAMES 110,950
KEELER, SCOTT L 134,850 KEENEY, JOHN 4 REBEKAH A 214,600
KEHL, CONSTANCE 123,900 KELLEY, JAMES 4 LISA 108,450
KELLIHER, JOSEPH F 4 MARY E 6,100 KELLIHER, JOSEPH F 4 MARY E 1,100
KELLIHER, JOSEPH F 4 MARY E 5,150 KELLY, FLOYD M 4 PATRICIA L 106,050
KELLY, ROBERT P 4 BARBARA J 109,050 KELLY, STEPHEN A 127,050
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KENERSON JR, FRANK B 167,250 KENNEDY, FRANCIS R 4 MARYBETH 145,900
KENNETT, GARY P 103,850 KENNEWAY, MICHAEL 4 CHRISTINE 140,600
KERAGHAN SR, JOHN E 153,700 KIMBALL, CHARLES 118,800
KIMBALL, ROLAND 99,700 KING, SEREANO F 30,900
KINNEY, DAVID B 9,700 KIRK JR, ROGER H 172,000
KIVLEY, KEVIN S SYLVIA 129,150 KNIGHT, DONALD C 52,750
KNOPE, KENTON U 122,100 KNOHLES, DAVID R 4 HOLLY C 185,450
KNOX JR, ROBERT F 205,850 KOSMES, GEORGE 4 RANDI L 108,550
KOTYK, WALTER J ALICE 26,350 KOTYK, WALTER 4 ALICE 10.150
KOWALSKI, RUDOLPH W 4 BETTY N 222,000 KRAS, KRZYSZTOF J 144,800
KREITNER, RICHARD G i DEBORAH C 4,850 LABBE, LIESELOTTE 4 PATRICK 146,950
LACROIX FAMILY TRUST 183,200 LADD REVOC LIVING TRUST 50
LADD REVOC LIVING TRUST 200 LAOD REVOC LIVING TRUST 300
LADD REVOC LIVING TRUST 400 LADD REVOC LIVING TRUST 1,150
LADD REVOC LIVING TRUST 200 LAOD REVOC LIVING TRUST 146,950
LAOD REVOC LIVING TRUST 1,250 LADD REVOC LIVING TRUST 150
LAOD REVOC LIVING TRUST 1,550 LAMB, PETER R 4 BEATRICE 101,450
LAMBERT, ROLAND S JOAN 188,200 LANG, KENNETH G 4 LAVERNE M 69,300
LANTELME, JOHN R 67,850 LANZI, PAUL W 4 JAYNE Y 170,950
LAPIERRE, THOMAS U 4 MICHELLE 115,200 LAPOSTA, VINCENT R 4 LOUISE M 52,750
LAROCCA, CARMINE J 4 MARIA D 134,900 LAROCHE, KATHY 122,600
LARSON, KRISTA M 145,250 LARSON, ROBERT C 4 MARILYN 191,300
LASCOLA, YVETTE R 54,500 LASKOWSKI, PAUL M 4 JILL E 178,650
LASZLO, PHELPS 71,800 LAULETTA, ANTHONY R 4 LAURIE A 98,100
LAVELLE, TIMOTHY P 4 BARBARA L 137,350 LAVERY, EUGENE M 92,100
LAVERY, JOHN J 83,150 LAWRENCE, SCOTT M 4 KIMARIE K 133,650
LAWRY, CRAIG E 119,500 LE, TUAN 4 LAN V 183,350
LEAVEY JR, EARL C 110,050 LEBLANC, JEFFREY J 150,500
LE8LANC, HATHEW R 4 JOYCE A 111,250 LEBLANC, WILLIAM J 4 ELEANOR J 28,300
LEBLANC, WILLIAM J 4 ELEANOR J 159,600 LECLAIR, FRED M 4 JOYCE I 50
LECLAIR, FRED H 4 JOYCE I 50 LECLAIR, FRED M 4 JOYCE I 79,000
LECLAIR, FRED M 4 JOYCE I 800 LECLAIR, FRED M 4 JOYCE I 1,100
LECLAIR, FRED M 4 JOYCE I 7,500 LECLAIR, FRED M 4 JOYCE I 2,000
LECLAIR, FRED M 4 JOYCE I 151,100 LECLAIR, FRED SCOTT 136,750
LECLAIR, MICHAEL S 141,850 LECLAIR, ROWENA 53,350
LEE, BARBARA BRITTEN 111,550 LEE, ROBERT E 40,900
LEFLEUR, ALAN L 134,600 LEGERE, MICHAEL B 121,150
LEITH SR, WILLIAM J 118,650 LENNON, JEREMY 4 AMANDA 117,150
LENNON, JEREMY D 137,000 LENNON, JOEL B 4 LISE L 140,700
LEO, MARIE E 2,850 LEONCELLO, ALBERT 4 CONCETTA 62,800
LEONE, HARK A 174,300 LEPORE, LELANO C 4 SUSAN 115,200
LEVA, JOHN W 4 JOAN M 123,050 LEVA5SEUR, HERBERT 4 MILDRED 128,900
LEWIS BUILDERS 6,350 LEWIS LILLIAN REV TRUST 23,000
LEWIS LILLIAN REV TRUST 40,450 LEWIS LILLIAN REV TRUST 44,600
LEWIS LILLIAN REV TRUST 45,550 LEWIS LILLIAN REV TRUST 30,350
LEWIS LILLIAN REV TRUST 22,650 LEWIS LILLIAN REV TRUST 22,650
LEWIS LILLIAN REV TRUST 26,850 LEWIS LILLIAN REV TRUST 26,350
LIHBERIS, GEORGINA M 176,450 LINSCOTT, KEITH A 153,700
LINSCOTT, HARCI ANN 91,000 LOCH, STEPHEN A 151,050
LODGE, LENA 35,800 LOFGREN, ERIC C 4 DIANE R 179,500
LOTHIAN, RICHARD H 74,450 LOTHIAN, RICHARD HARRY 145,550
LOURETTE, LAWRENCE L 4 NANCY 212,450 LOVELY, JOHN R 4 MARY K 73,900
LUCAS, WALTER 4 DIANE J 171,650 LUFKIN, GEORGE A 4 BARBARA 12,200
LUFKIN, GEORGE A 4 BARBARA 17,100 LUFKIN, JAMES F 188,450
LUTES, KENNETH 13,250 LUTES, KENNETH 3,250
LYFORD, LAWRENCE 3,150 LYFORD, SIDNEY J 4 SHEILA E 2,450
LYFORD HEIRS, JOHN 700 LYNCH, BRIAN R 140,850
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LYONS, EDWARD G 104,300 LYONS, JEROME J 4 MAUREEN F 8,400
MACAULAY, DELHAR P i ELSIE (EST) 36,650 HACIEJOWSKI, PETER E 143,300
MACNEILLY, WILLIAH D 184,300 MAGNUSSON, GLENN 136,700
HAGNUSSON, KEVIN J J LISA L 177.750 MAGNUSSON, THEODORE S 4 CONRAD 4,850
MAGOON, CARRIE 68,850 MAHER, ROBERT 4 MARILYN 97,850
MAHON, THOMAS 112,300 MAHONEY, ARIELA H 103,100
MAHONEY, WILLIAM i ANGELICA 98,800 HAKAR JR, FRANK B 144,200
MAKHOUL, GEORGE 4 LORRAINE 3 201,150 HAKIN, LYNNE P 87,050
MALCHANOFF, STEVEN J KATHERINE 191,900 MALEK, ALBERT H 4 DIANE R 182,700
MALONE, JOSEPH 4 LINDA 179,250 MALONEY, DANIEL T 4 KATHLEEN 9,250
MALOOF, MARY SUZANNE 144,850 MALOOF , MARY SUZANNE 142,500
MALOOF, RICHARD G 164,700 MARCOUX, DAVID J 4 KIMBERLY S 152,650
MARQUIS, GEORGE E 4 LINDA E 2,900 MARQUIS, GEORGE E 4 LINDA E 194,800
MARRONE, ALFRED J 4 DIANE M 180,050 MARSTON, SHAUN A 4 DEBORAH 152,600
MARTEL, ALFRED 4 PATRICIA J 98,000 HARTELL, MICHAEL J 4 LISA A 168,600
MARTIN, ABRAHAM M 116,400 MARTIN, ELEANOR JEAN 109,300
MARTINEAU, EUGENE D 4 ROSEMARY E 159,500 MARTINEAU JR, NORMAN J 142,500
MARTINELLO, PAUL J 4 CHRISTINE 180,850 MASCIARELLI, DAVID P 45,500
MASCIULLI, ROBERT J 4 VINCENT J 134,850 MASLOWSKI, ROBERT D 141,850
MASLOWSKI, ROBERT W 4 DEBORAH A 170,400 MATTHEWS, KAREN R 122,900
MATTIA, RALPH D 148,100 MAYNARD, JOSEPH M 4 CAROL A 145,800
MAYNARD REVOCABLE TRUST, NANCY J 8,250 MAYOTTE, MAUREEN C 33,000
MCALLISTER, THOMAS 5 161,050 MCDONALD, LISA A 116,450
MCDONNELL, JOHN J 4 ELIZABETH 89,650 MCFARLAND ESTATE, HERBERT 1,400
MCFARLAND JR, KENNETH J 265,250 MCGAHEY, MICHAEL 4 ELEANOR J 114,950
MCGALL ESTATE, VERTA 1,900 MCGEE, STEPHEN 4 NANCY 186,900
MCGEORGE, TIMOTHY 4 JANET 91,650 MCGRAVEY, ROBERT V 4 JOYCE A 112,100
MCINTOSH, GEOFFREY 201,100 MCINTOSH, GEORGE W 93,100
MCKAY, DANIEL W 4 PATRICIA I 209,650 MCKAY SR, DANIEL 21,050
MCLAIN, PAUL K 140,000 MCLAUGHLIN JR, GEORGE 116,450
MCLEOD, WARREN L 4 LINDA R 185,300 MCMURRAY, BARBRE L 171,350
MCNULTY, BRIAN A 4 SUSAN D 166,550 MCRAE, CYNTHIA C 26,150
MCRAE, CYNTHIA C 186,450 MCREA, DIANE 112,800
MEANEY, EDWARD F 4 SHARON 148,000 MELANSON, DOUGLAS A 4 CAROL A 130,300
MELNICK, VICTOR D 4 BERNICE 124,000 MENARD, ROBERT Y 4 LYNDA A 125,550
MENARD SR, STEPHEN H 136,500 MENTER FAMILY TRUST 136,750
MERCIER, ALBERT J 4 SANDRA 119,250 MERCIER, RONALD M 4 CAROL A 126,900
MERRICK, KEVIN M 4 JENNIFER L 133,900 MERRIFIELD JR, KENNETH L 118,750
MERRILL REVOCABLE TRUST, JOHN 210,550 MESSINA, SANTO J 4 DEBRA L 179,150
METEVIER, LLOYD 4 BETTY 91,650 MEUSE, STASIA
HEY, JOHN E 95,700 HICCILE, JOSEPH F 4 KAIHY A 150,800
MIKOLYSKI, THEODORE J 4 VERONICA 109,400 MILLER, DAVID A 4 ELIZABETH A 143,050
MILLER, DONALD R 4 GAIL A 124,100 MILLER, MICHAEL 4 SUSAN 134,250
MILLER, MICHAEL B 172,950 MILLER, WELDON A 4 SALLY A 70,100
MILLS, KENNETH 193,650 MILOT, ROCKHOOD P 4 PAMELA J 173,850
MINNON, RICHARD J DEBRA R 189,550 MISSION, GLENN A 4 JOANN M 147,750
MONAHAN, RICHARD J 4 CONSTANCE 153,750 MONOVICZ, WILLIAM 4 PAULINE 82,950
MONTY, PETER 4 ELENI 124,950 MOORE, ROBERT A 4 LEE ANN 130,550
MOORE, RONALD B 4 FAITH 205,500 MORAN REVOCABLE LIVING TR, DAVID E 253,300
MORRIS, DEMISE M 133,150 MORRIS, JOHN E 4 CLARIBEL L 143,500
MORRIS, LEWIS R 4 KATHRYN 173,700 MORRISSETTE, GARY 200,650
M0RRIS5ETTE, PAULINE 224,100 MOSSON, JOSEPH A 128,950
MOTOMIDLAK, DAVID R 162,700 MUCCI, GARY A 4 ELSIE M 182,500
MUHLHAUSER TRUST OF 1993 127,600 MULDOWNEY, JOSEPH W 4 CHERYL 115,750
MULLEN, JOHN A 171,050 MULLEN, JOHN A
MUNROE, MICHAEL P 4 PAULA M 135,850 HUNSEY, DAVID 4 BARBARA 209,650
MURNANE, KEVIN P 93,100 MURPHY, BERNARD W 160,450
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HURPHY, DOUGLAS H J MARY E 150,750 HURRAY, JOHN R 4 PAMELA B 125,450
MYRICK, DANIEL F J JULIA R 159,900 NACHMAN, FRANK D 4 STACY J 150,900
NAILOR, JACK R 4 MARGARET J 101,350 NARDONE, ANTHONY F 4 PATRICIA 137,450
NASH, JAMES R i MYRTLE M 124,450 NEDEAU SR, RUSSELL W 117,300
NELSON, JOHN 165,550 NELSON, ROBERT A 4 FRANCIS J 131,450
NELSON, SCOTT 155,600 NELSON REVOCABLE TRUST, CHRISTINE 234,150
NEWTON, JUDITH NEWTON, LINDA 4 ALAN 130,100
NH ELECTRIC COOP INC 311,350 NH PULP 4 LUMBER CO INC 59,050
NH PULP J LUMBER CO INC 234,850 NICHOLS, LEONARD R 4 DEBRA G 154,550
NICHOLSON, RETA M 135,300 NIC0LAI5EN SR REV TRUST, CHESTER E 7,200
NICOLAZZI, JOSEPH A 178,250 NIGRO, MARTHA LEE 128,550
NOBLE, WENDY S GAUOET- 82,050 NOON, DONALD R 4 PAMELA A 85,300
NORRIS, ROBERT K 4 JUDITH J 169,200 NORRIS, ROBERT K 4 JUDITH J 5,700
NORTHRUP, ERIC J 90,900 NYNEX/NE TELEPHONE CO 14,350
O'BRIEN, JAMES J 4 ELAINE G 173,250 O'BRIEN, JOHN F 4 CORNELIUS 141,700
O'BRIEN, SHAWN 180,300 O'BRIEN II, ROBERT E 122,050
O'CONNELL, JAMES M 4 CECELIA L 165,050 O'DONNELL, BRIAN D 232,650
O'HARE, JOHN P 4 ELLEN H 97,100 O'KEEFE, MICHAEL J 4 ELLEN H 111,150
O'NEIL, GERARD J 4 CAROLANN L 194,350 ORDWAY, CATHY L 4 MICHAEL J 169,050
OROZIE, THOMAS J 1,450 OUELLET, JAMES H 4 CYNTHIA J 139,050
OUELLETTE, MICHAEL A 4 HELEN P 165,650 OUELLETTE, MICHAEL A 4 HELEN P 42,600
OUELLETTE, MICHAEL A 4 HELEN P 24,650 OUELLETTE, MICHAEL A 4 HELEN P 5,700
OUELLETTE, RICHARD P 4 YVONNE F 148,300 OVENS JR, JAMES G 132,400
PAGE, DOUGLAS H 189,000 PAGE, JAMES L 4 LISA A 179,350
PAGE LIVING TRUST, HOWARD B 108,100 PAIGE JR, WALTER JOHN 180,250
PAINT MINE HILLS INC 300 PAINT MINE HILLS INC 90,550
PAINT MINE HILLS INC 29,500 PAINT MINE HILLS INC 1,950
PAINT MINE HILLS INC 700 PAIS, ROBERT 4 DENI5E 49,000
PALMER, MICHAEL J 12,100 PALMER, MICHAEL J 79,550
PALMER, TIMOTHY P 119,050 PAPPADOPOULOS, GEORGE J 4 SYLVIA A 62,650
PARADIS, EDWARD R 4 TERRY A 85,900 PARKER, THOMAS 421,350
PARKER HEIRS, GERALD L 12,750 PATNAUDE, LILLIAN A 7,550
PATNAUDE, LILLIAN A 300 PATNAUDE, LILLIAN A 141,200
PATNAUDE, VIRGINIA 108,900 PECK, RICHARD A 91,650
PECKHAM, WILLIAM 4 KELLY 195,250 PELLERIN, JOANNA JOHNSON 1,950
PEPPER, JOHN R 111,150 PERKINS, ARTHUR W 64,600
PERKINS, DAVID R 4 JENNIFER E 150,850 PERKINS, STEPHEN D 4 JEANNIE M 136,500
PERRIER, KEVIN M 144,850 PERRY, PAUL E 4 JUDITH 157,100
PERRY, SHAWN M 4 NANETTE L 112,000 PERRY SR, PAUL G 181,950
PETERSON, ALBERT W 4 JUDITH 14,100 PETERSON, ALBERT W 4 JUDITH A 178,750
PETERSON, DAVID A 4 DANIELLE M 123,500 PETERSON, PHILIP E 4 VIRGINIA 15,550
PETERSON, PHILIP E 4 VIRGINIA 140,700 PETERSON. PHILIP E 4 VIRGINIA 13,150
PETERSON, PHILIP E 4 VIRGINIA 300 PETERSON, PHILIP E 4 VIRGINIA 2,450
PETTIS, JEFFREY W 4 SANDRA J 154,400 PEVEAR OSBORNE, PENNY B 100,550
PHILBRICK, KAREN 150,450 PHILBRICK, KAREN L 155,950
PHILBRICK, RUSSELL E 4 KAREN L 1,343,450 PHILLIPS EXETER ACADEMY 550
PHILLIPS EXETER ACADEMY 9,800 PHILLIPS EXETER ACADEMY 17,300
PHILLIPS EXETER ACADEMY 1,100 PHILLIPS II, PAUL T 156,600
PIAZZA, LEONARD 155,950 PICARD, ERNEST R 92,650
PICONE, RICHARD F 4 KATHLEEN 141,650 PIERCE, MATTHEW G 130,750
PIERCE, RICHARD A 4 LYNETTE J 4,600 PIKE, STEPHEN D 93,550
PINDER, CHARLOTTE 126,100 PINKHAM, CHRISTOPHER 4 MARGARET 232,900
PITKIN, KENNETH F 4 VERONICA 207,350 PITKIN, MARK 125,450
PITKIN, MATTHEW K 136,800 PITKIN, RONALD R 4 CHERYL 155,800
PJP INCORPORATED 44,750 PLACIDO, CHARLES W 55,550
PLANTE, BRIAN J 4 KELLI J 151,750 PLANTE JR, EMIL J 180,600
PLANTE JR, EMIL J 9,900 PLANTE JR, EMIL J 4,150
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PLANTE JR, EMIL J 1,400
POLK, ANTHONY L 4 LINDA A 87,950
POLLINGER, ROBERT J 125,350
64,400
PORETSKY REVOCABLE TRUST, CURTIS I 117,450
PORTER, ROSEANNA I 53,500
POTTER, CARL 6,400
PRATT, LILLIAN B 113,750
PROULX, DONNA H 19,600
PROVOST, MICHAEL A 121,200
PURINGTON ESTATE, DOROTHY 91,500
QUALITY FLAME 365,000
QUINN JR, JOHN F 113,400
R J S REALTY CORP 192,650
RAFFERTY, CHRISTOPHER J 127,050
RAGONESE. JEAN F 1,500
RAGONESE, JEAN F 206,350
RANO, RICHARD E i ELIZABETH 82,450
RANDALL, ROY P 4 DONNA M 1,550
RANFOS, ROBERT 52,550
RAY, BARBARA J 3,100
REID, MICHAEL J 4 KATHERYN T 156,050
REINHOLD, LAUREL L 112,700
REYNOLDS, BRUCE JOHN 4 JOOY A 176,250
REYNOLDS, STEPHEN S 117,300
RICE, CHARLES F 4 GLADYS E 158,900
RICH, TODD C 4 DEBORAH J 122,150
RICHARDS, STEVEN U 122,800
RICHARDSON, ARTEMAS 4 FREDERICA 27,450
RIDLEY, KIM 4 RANDOLPH 79,000
RISLOVE, ALLAN R 206,050
RISLOVE, MICHAEL 138,950
RIZZOTTI, RICHARD R 4 GIUSEPPA 145,500
ROBERTS, ERIC M4 DAWN L 109,900
ROBIE, CARROLL G 139,800
ROBINSON, GERALD W 4 JANET H 189,050
ROBINSON, MAURICE L 4 BARBARA 122,450
ROE, KEVIN 4 ANGELA 140,600
ROGERS, RICHARD M 4 SHARON A 169,450
ROSEN, JOEL B 12,200
ROUFF, WILLIAM F 144,300
ROUSE, DANIEL H 122,900
ROWE REVOCABLE TRUST, CHARLES K 50
ROWE REVOCABLE TRUST, CHARLES K 37,450
ROWE REVOCABLE TRUST, CHARLES K 28,150
ROWE TRUSTEE, CHARLES K 117,400
ROWE TRUSTEE, CHARLES K 44,400
ROWE TRUSTEE, LOUISE M 69,350
ROWE TRUSTEE, LOUISE M 8,250
ROWE TRUSTEE, LOUISE M 57,400
ROWE TRUSTEE, LOUISE M 55,050
ROWE TRUSTEE, LOUISE M 56,500
ROWE TRUSTEE, LOUISE H 9,250
ROY, ANDREW P 1 LISA VEK05 39,100
ROY, DENNIS J 238,750
ROY, THOMAS A 4 SANDRA L 161,150
ROYEA, MICHAEL F 4 CYNTHIA 177,650
PLOURDE, FRANCIS J 4 JUDITH A 176,750
POLLINGER, ROBERT G 4 CONSTANCE 153,650
POPLIN PROPERTY MGHT CORP 149,150
POPOLOSKI JR, ALBERT 3,100
PORTER, RICHARD 4 JANET 121,900
POSHPECK, RICHARD J 4 SUSAN M 164,550
POTTER, CARL 83,800
PRESCOTT, BRIAN P 4 BRENDA J 124,600
PROUT, JOHN C 4 MARGARET A 173,350
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF NH 3,956,150
PUTNAM, STANLEY W 4 DIANE 2,000
QUALITY FLAME 52,350
R 4 S REALTY CORP 35,650
RADIGAN, WILLIAM J 4 TINA N 23,650
RAGONESE, JEAN 50
RAGONESE, JEAN F 500
RAGONESE, JEAN F 161,200
RANDALL, ROY P 4 DONNA M 107,400
RANDOLPH, BRUCE K 130,100
RANKIN, DAVID A 4 EMMA J 146,100
REED, MICHAEL J 4 SHIRLEY A 153,500
REINERT, ROBERT 4 DIANE 91,950
REPCZYNSKI, THOMAS J 4 GRACE F 212,200
REYNOLDS, ELEANOR 59.450
RICCI, DAVID A 4 DIANA 101,300
RICH, ALAN J 4 ETHEL M 249,550
RICHARD, DAVID J 4 KATHERINE K 137,300
RICHARDSON, ARTEMAS 4 FREDERICA 192,350
RICHMOND, WILLIAM W 4 PATRICIA 213,250
RINES, ROBERT 4 DENISE 98,300
RISLOVE, ALLAN R 4 MARJORIE 173,700
RISLOVE, MICHAEL A 157,550
ROBERTIE, WILLIAM D 4 PATRICIA 126,700
ROBERTS, NANCY L 201,850
ROBINSON, ERIC L 4 JOYCE M 114,350
ROBINSON, JANET H 192,900
ROBLES, FELIX P 4 TERESA A 107,300
ROGERS, JAMES P 4 JANET M 112,800
ROMANO, MICHAEL A 4 ERICA A 195,000
ROSSI, WILLIAM J 4 DIANE M 93,250
R0UL5T0N, GEORGE E 4 CAROLINE 69,400
ROWE, STEVEN M 4 LESLIE S 187,850
ROWE REVOCABLE TRUST, CHARLES K 58,950
ROWE REVOCABLE TRUST, CHARLES K 178,400
ROWE TRUSTEE, CHARLES K 50
ROWE TRUSTEE, CHARLES K 56,500
ROWE TRUSTEE, CHARLES K 750
ROWE TRUSTEE, LOUISE M 67,600
ROWE TRUSTEE, LOUISE M 8,700
ROWE TRUSTEE, LOUISE M 66,600
ROWE TRUSTEE, LOUISE M 53,650
ROWE TRUSTEE, LOUISE M 8,150
ROUE TRUSTEE, LOUISE M 52,900
ROY, DANIEL G 4 JOAN V 185,430
ROY, JOHN F 4 NILSA MONTIJO 143,700
ROY, URBAIN E 106,400
ROYER, BRIAN P 4 BREEOA L 173,450
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RUGGIERO, DANIEL J i ANNE 190,600 RUNCIE, EDWARD J 4 MARION E 124,450
RUSSELL, RICHARD H i MARYANNE 168,550 RUSSELL, STEPHAN H 31,100
RUSSO, JAMES M i CAROL A 140,500 RYAN, DONALD J 4 PHYLLIS I 101,300
RYAN, ROGER D J CINDY M 140,850 RYDEEN, ROBERT J 4 KAREN ANN 170,850
SABIN, LORRAINE E 148,400 SALOIS, ROBERT E 4 CYNTHIA R 125,550
SALOVITCH, EUGENE i BRENDA J 97,000 SANDMAN, SUSAN ALFORD 10,150
SAVARO, DAVID J 4 CYNTHIA 226,850 SAWYER, STEVEN 4 HAZEL 49,150
SAWYER, STEVEN D J HAZEL R 64,750 SAXTON JR, DAVID 202,200
SCALESE, JOHN P 136,600 SCALLY, STEVEN T 4 LISA H 148,800
SCHINDLER, DENI5E i KURT 83,700 SCHOLES, WILLIAM G 4 KATHLEEN 214,050
SCH0LE5, WILLIAM G i KATHLEEN 45,600 SCHOLES, WILLIAM G 4 KATHLEEN 239,950
SCHOU, JOHN T JR 4 JOHN T II 1,750 SCHRAMM, ELMER A 121,350
SCHREIBER, ERIC ROLAND 4 CAROL 133,850 SCHREIBER, ROLAND 4 EVA ALBERTA 157,600
SCHREIBER JR, ERIC R 94,550 SCHWARZENBERG, ARTHUR G 121,350
SCIACCA, CHARLES G 4 THERESE M 163,850 SCRIBNER RD REALTY TRUST 23,400
SEAVEY, HELEN P 107,250 SEC. HOUSING 4 URBAN DEV. 127,400
SEERY, JOSEPH 4 CHRISTINE 186,700 SENTER, DAVID B 140,950
SEVIGNY, GERARD L 93,400 SHAHEEN, PHILIP H 147,500
SHARRIO, DON C 4 PAMELA A 125,450 SHAW, DAVID W 4 E LORRAINE 148,450
SHAW, ELIZABETH D 155,250 SHAW, RICHARD W 4 MARLENE F 105,600
SHELDON, HAROLD 90,250 SHERMAN, HAROLD R 4 NANCY 199,350
SHERMAN CORP, H R 110,250 SHERMAN CORP, H R 1,400
SHERMAN CORP, H R 73,600 SHERMAN CORP, H R 81,300
SHERWIN III, GORDON A 220,800 SHIELDS SHILL, STACY M 173,700
SHIPULA, PETER A 108,900 SHUBERT REALTY TRUST 63,450
SHUTE, VERA 97,850 SIATKOWSKI, THADDEUS 101,650
SILVER, KEVIN 60,300 SIM, KUKCHIN 145,000
SIMON, ALAN H 4 DIANE J 116,050 SIMONEAU, BRADLEY E 4 NICOLE D 123,250
SIMONS, LORETTE 39,300 SIMPSON, RONALD S 104,800
SINOWSKI, MARK S 165,550 SIROIS, ROGER J 450
SLEEPER, GORDON W 200 SLOAN, ANNE R 1,600
SLOAN, ROGER P 4 DORIS A 3,150 SLOSSER, PAUL J 188,150
SMALL, HAROLD E 4 ANNA 184,150 SHELTZER, JAMES H 4 JOYCE A 112,600
SMITH, CHRISTOPHER M 181,900 SMITH, DONNA S 76,950
SMITH, JAMES G 4 CINDY L 138,700 SMITH, NORTON 4 GWENDOLYN 84,450
SMITH, PAUL W 4 SUSAN L 113,800 SMITH, ROBERT 4 RICHARD 2,100
SMITH, ROBERT 4 RICHARD 3,300 SMITH, ROBERT B 130,650
SMITH, ROBERT J 93,500 SOIETT, BLAIR S 4 LISA M 141,800
SORAK, STEPHEN 4 JANICE 244,950 SOUTHMAYD, JOHN R 4 JULIE A 133,550
SPARKS, KATHLEEN A 52,750 SPAULDING, RONALD 4 BETTY 125,450
SPINALE, CAROL M 190,450 SPINNEY, ROBERT 4 MONICA 135,550
SPOOR, ARCHIBALD R 4 CAROL G 68,350 ST JOHN. LILLIAN 64,700
STACEY ESTATE, LILLIAN 3,250 STACHULSKI, THEODORE 60,900
STACKPOLE, ROBERT F 4 ANN M 160,600 STANTON, KEITH J 4 LINDA F 157,250
STANWOOD, ALLAN L 4 PAMELA A 131,050 STARKEY, PAUL 4 NORA 165,400
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 11,150 STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 27,650
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 69,250 STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 14,200
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 58,250 STE MARIE, JOHN P 4 JANET M 160,250
STEELE, GEORGE L 4 LENA E 114,500 STEVENS, DAVID 4 KRISTINE 16,650
STEVENS, DAVID L 4 REBECCA G 87,900 STEVENS, ROBERTA E 136,250
STEWARD JR, RICHARD J 131,400 STILSON, KEVIN H 4 TINA M 113,400
STILWELL, LARRY 4 LINDA 137,100 STINER, ROBERT N 194,500
STONE, LEE P 122,000 STORER, LOIS J 144,200
STRENGTH, PHILLIP B 4 CAMILLA 5,800 STROPLE, BARBARA W 124,150
STROPLE, BARBARA W 5,000 STROUT, NATHAN M 93,500
SUGHRUE, KENNETH R 4 KATHLEEN M 175,750 SULLIVAN, CHARLES M 4 JEAN S 195,800
SULLIVAN, CHARLES H 4 JEAN G 800 SULLIVAN, MICHAEL E 4 TERRY L 193,700
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SULLIVAN, ROBERT W J PATRICIA 130,250 SULLIVAN, SCOTT A 4 JOANNE H
151,350
SUMMERS SONIA, KATHERINE F 136,750 SWANTON, DAVID R i LAURA J 153,600
SWEENEY, SCOTT 17,300 SWIEZYNSKI, STEPHEN J 4 DORIS 157,500
SWINDELL, ERIC W J ELIZABETH A 134,400 SWIRKA, THOMAS R 4 JOANNE F 119,200
TALENT, RUTH 15,500 TANGNEY, ROBERT B 4 LINDA L 128,650
TAYLOR, GLENN P 126,450 TEMPLE, JOHN T 105,450
TEWELL JR, ROY A 136,200 THAYER, CHARLES L 900
THAYER, CHARLES L 100 THAYER, CHARLES L 11,000
THAYER, CHARLES L 1,900 THAYER, CHARLES L 650
THAYER, CHARLES L 50 THAYER, CHARLES L 1,100
THAYER, CHARLES L 1,400 THAYER, CHARLES L 800
THAYER, CHARLES L 3,100 THAYER, CHARLES L 1,450
THAYER, CHARLES L 1,150 THAYER, KATHERINE WINN 1,600
THAYER, KATHERINE WINN 450 THAYER JR, CHARLES L 700
THAYER JR, JERRY 1,150 THAYER JR, JERRY 350
THEORI, STYLANOS i SUZANNE J 170,600 THERRIEN, JOSEPH U 4 TERESA M 124,250
THOMAS, BRENOA A 116,900 THOMAS, MATTHEW 4 SHARON 93,600
THOMAS, PHILLIP E J CAROL A 113,350 THOMAS, WILLIAM C 4 RENEE Y 123,200
THOMPSON, DAVID i RENE 101,800 THOMPSON, MARK E 4,250
THORNTON, JOHN F S BRIDGET A 53,750 TIBBETTS, MARY E 67,150
TI8ERI0, DANTE B 226,600 TIOD, CHARLES E 139,750
TILLEY, GERALDINE 103,350 TINGLEY, STEVEN J 4 LAURA A 131,750
TOMASZ, STEVEN S MAUREEN M 97,150 TONAS, COSTAS L 4 SHARON J 5,100
TOOHEY, STEPHEN E i PATRICIA H 113,650 TORROMEO, HENRY 89,050
TORTOLINI, JOHN, GERALD i PETER 10,250 TOTH, RHONDA L 112,250
TOWLE, GEORGE U i JEANNETTE 115,800 TOWN OF FREMONT 12,750
TOWN OF FREMONT 52,950 TOWN OF FREMONT 43,400
TOWN OF FREMONT 2,500 TOWN OF FREMONT 9,400
TOWN OF FREMONT 65,200 TOWN OF FREMONT 1,750
TOWN OF FREMONT 21,500 TOWN OF FREMONT 196,650
TOWN OF FREMONT 50,200 TOWN OF FREMONT 104,850
TOWN OF FREMONT 18,000 TOWN OF FREMONT 341,750
TOWN OF FREMONT 187,450 TOWN OF FREMONT 33,900
TOWN OF FREMONT 28,900 TOWN OF FREMONT 29,400
TOWN OF FREMONT 34,400 TOWN OF FREMONT 125,800
TOWN OF FREMONT 400 TOWN OF FREMONT 17,350
TOWN OF FREMONT 71,900 TOWN OF FREMONT 50,800
TOWN OF FREMONT 156,550 TOWN OF FREMONT 58,900
TOWN OF FREMONT 1,000 TOWN OF FREMONT 11,300
TOWN OF FREMONT 7,750 TOWN OF FREMONT 2,900
TOWN OF FREMONT 62,500 TOWN OF FREMONT 39,500
TOWN OF FREMONT 18,000 TOWN OF FREMONT 33,500
TOWN OF FREMONT 31,000 TOWN OF FREMONT 10,750
TOWN OF FREMONT 6,500 TOWN OF FREMONT 10,100
TOWN OF FREMONT 10,950 TOWN OF FREMONT
TOWN OF FREMONT TOWN OF FREMONT 40,850
TOWN OF FREMONT TOWN OF FREMONT
TOWN OF FREMONT TOWN OF FREMONT 82,950
TRAMMELL, GLEN A i MAUREEN S 123,500 TROY, WILLIAM H 4 LAURA V 72,800
TUCK, DEBORAH A PICKARO 116,600 TUCK, GARY L 4 MARY K 164,050
TUCK, GILBERT i JOAN 44,800 TURCO, JOSEPH C 4 KATHLEEN C 187,250
TURCOTTE, STEPHEN R 4 MICHELLE J 135,150 TURNER, BRUCE 4 EARL 2,500
TURNER, BRUCE R 7,000 TURNER, DALE E 4 PATRICIA A 144,600
TURNER, FLORENCE 2,100 TURNER, PHYLLIS 148,250
TURNER REVOCABLE TRUST, BERNICE L 125,000 TUSCANO, FRANK 4 MARIE 87,600
TUSCANO, MICHAEL J JUDY A 153,650 TUTTLE SR, DWIGHT 156,050
TWOMBLY, ERNEST A 68,150 ULIANO JR, EHIL R 159,050
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UNITED METHODIST CHURCH 239.000 UNITED METHODIST CHURCH 123,800
US DEPT OF H U D 80,650 UTTER, PHILIP H 4 CHRISTINE 117,300
VAHEY, JOHN E i CRISTAL D 167,400 VAILLANCOURT, PAULINE A 60,550
VANAUKEN, WALLACE J 131,200 VANZANT, DAVID P 4 JUDITH L 218,900
VARG, DAVID R 113,200 VARNEY, DEREK R 4 AMIE M 140.200
VENI, FAROUCHE P 134,850 VERMONT FEDERAL BANK FSB 255,300
VERREAULT, RICHARD R 4 MARY R 169,850 VISELLI JR, ROBERT P 132,450
VITALE, DEREK R 99,900 WAODELL, ESTATE OF ROBERT A 137,100
WALKER, BRUCE 4 NANCY 158,450 WALKER, BYRON 4 BETTY 180,500
WALKER, BYRON 4 BETTY 7,600 WALKER, GREGG T 4 DIANA L 125,050
WALKER, KENT 129,200 WALKER, PHILIP A 4 TRACEY L 167,700
WALL REVOCABLE TRUST, EDWARD 156,200 WALLACE, THOMAS M 4 LINDA E 184,700
WARD, LESLIE J 4 DEAN 63,450 WARE, BEN HARRISON 96,200
WARNER, KAREN E 178,850 WARREN, KELLY 136,800
WARZOCHA, ROBERT L 4 BARBARA 17,500 WASON, SCOTT C 106,800
WATERS, GENE F 4 DOROTHY JEAN 152,100 WATKINS, DAVID F 131,050
WEBB, FORREST H 4 JANET R 285,600 WEBER, JEFFREY C 161,100
WEBER, JEFFREY C 18,750 WEBER, JUDITH 5,600
WEEKS, SUSAN E, DEBORAH E, DANIEL 2,000 WELCH III, EUGENE E 140,050
WELCH JR, RICHARD 98,850 WELLMAN, MARK C 4 SANDRA N 138,500
WELLS, JOHN L 152,750 WENTWORTH, SCOTT A 4 DEBRA L 185,150
WEST, STEVEN A 4 IRENE A 127,050 WEST, WILFRED W 4 DORMA E 252,700
WEST, WILFRED W 4 DORMA E 13,000 WETHER8EE, MALCOM E 117,650
WHEELER, JANICE 101,700 WHEELER, LYNETTE
'
122,700
WHEELOCK, MARY E DUTTON 135,750 WHITE, DAVID T 4 OENISE A 83,800
WHITE, ROBERT 4 LINDA 186,550 WHITESIDE, JOHN A 4 HOLLY W 145,050
WILDER, HAROLD S 4 YVONNE C 153,850 WILEY JR, FRANCIS E 161,050
WILKINS, TERENCE M 4 VICKIE E 138,450 WILLEY, KEVIN RYAN 24,750
WILLEY, RYAN 1,700 WILLIAMS, CLIFFORD J 141,750
WILLIAMS, MARC A 166,600 WILLIAMS, VERNON F 4 CLAIRE H 180,950
WILSON, JEFFREY J 123,750 WILSON, MICHAEL C 4 JANE P 135,050
WILSON, STEPHEN R 4 DIANE C 127,800 WINES, ROBERT G 4 CYNTHIA T 103,300
WITHAM, ALBERT 800 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 2,200 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 4,150 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 80,250 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,500
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 37,850 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 74,100
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 69,000 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 7,150
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 7,150
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,500 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,500
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 7,150 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 17,450
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,500
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 45,550 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350
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WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350 WITHAM. ALBERT 4 JOYCE 4,150
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 5,350
WITHAH, ALBERT S JOYCE 5,350 UITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 52,900
WITHAM, ALBERT i JOYCE 5,500 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000
WITHAH, ALBERT i JOYCE 18,000 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 55,350
HITHAH, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 43,300 UITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 18,000
WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 20,100 WITHAM, ALBERT 4 JOYCE 45,500
WOODMAN, CHERYL J 4 HARK C 152,200 WOODS, H DONALD 4 MAUREEN E 152,750
WOODS SR, JOHN J 57,900 WRIGHT,. BRUCE C 4 CATHERINE A 104,100
WRIGHT, CHARLENE S 118,300 YANAK, STEVEN P 164.350
YEANY, MYRTLE 2,050 YEANY, MYRTLE 2,400
YEE, WARREN C 4 LOUISE H 185,750 YOUNG, DONALD V 4 DONNA L 143,050
ZAGARELLA, JOHN W 99,700 ZSIROS,, ATTILA 80,950






Anderson, Hjalmer & Christine














Benedetto Jr, Alfred P
Benishen, George & Cynthia
Benishen, George & Cynthia
Benishen, George & Cynthia
Bertram, Gary E
Bloomquist, Elizabeth




Bowles, Kevin H & Avis
Boyd, Morris & Nancy
Bradford, Jimmie & Emma
Braley, Jane E & Brook V
Brett, Nicholas U & Nancy
Brown Family Trust, Nathaniel K
Brown Family Trust, Nathaniel K
Brown Family Trust, Nathaniel K
Brown Family Trust, Nathaniel K
Brown Family Trust, Nathaniel K
Brown Family Trust, Nathaniel K
Burley Family Trust, H B
Butler, Gertrude I
Butler, Gertrude I
Casino, Michael & Hall, Cynthia
Chase, Frances B Intervivos Trust
Clark, Richard & Emelia
Cole, Harlow












Downing, John D & Lorraine
Drowne, Albert I
Drowne, Albert I
Dube, Francis P & Janice M
Eames, Jeffrey C & Rachel D
Eames, Jeffrey C & Rachel D
Freeman, Bonita
Freeman, Bonita




























































































Hall Realty Trust, Florence
Hamilton, Brian T
Hartford, Howard E & Olivia F




Healey, Braley, Jalbert & Howard
Heselton, Estate of F Carroll
Hobbs Trust
Holt Heirs, Frank J





Jensen, Richard A & Mary M
Johnson, Faye
Johnson, Faye
Kach, James M & Nancy L
Kearney, Phillip
Kelley, James & Lisa
Kelliher, Joseph F & Mary E
Kelliher, Joseph F & Mary E
Kelliher, Joseph F & Mary E










LeClair, Fred M & Joyce I
LeClair, Fred M & Joyce I
LeClair, Fred M & Joyce I
LeClair, Fred M & Joyce I
LeClair, Fred M & Joyce I
Legere, Michael B




Lyford, Sidney J & Sheila E
Lyford Heirs, John
Lyons, Jerome J & Maureen F








Menard, Stephen H Sr & Phyllis
Moore, Ronald B & Faith
Nailor, Jack R & Margaret J
Nicolaisen Sr Revoc Tr, Chester E
O'Connell, James M & Cecelia L
Ordzie, Thomas F & Elaine B
Paint Mine Hi Us Inc
Pa i nt M i ne Hills I nc
































































































































































Peterson, Albert U & Judith A
Peterson, Phi I ip E & Virginia
Peterson, Philip E & Virginia
Peterson, Philip E & Virginia
Peterson, Phi lip E & Virginia
Peterson, Phi lip E & Virginia
Paint Mine Hills Inc
Paint Mine Hills Inc











Pierce, Richard A & Lynette J
PJP Incorporated
Plante Jr, Emile J






Rankin, David A & Enma J
Ray, Lois Towle
Richardson, Artemas & Frederica
Roe, Kevin & Angela
Rogers, Richard M & Sharon A
Roue, Charles K & Louise H
Rowe, Charles K & Louise M
Rydeen, Robert J & Karen Ann
Schranm, Elmer A




Sloan, R P, D A, A R
Smith, Robert & Richard
Smith, Robert & Richard
Stilwell, Larry & Linda
Stiner, Robert N
Strength, Phillip B & Camilla
Sullivan, Charles M & Jean G


















Tonas, Costas L & Sharon J
Town of Fremont
Turner, Florence
Waddell, Estate of Robert A
Walker, Byron & Betty
Walker, Byron & Betty
Ware, Ben Harrison
Webb, Forest H & Janet R
Weeks Jr, Lewis E
West, Wilfred W & Dorma E





















































































































































































































































OFFICERS OF THE FREMONT SCHOOL DISTRICT
1996-97
SCHOOL BOARD
Lori Holmes Term Expires 1997
Susan McNulty Term Expires 1 997
Michael Miller, Chair Term Expires 1998
Joan Roy Term Expires 1998
















STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Fremont, New Hampshire, qualified to
vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said District on the eleventh day of March,
1997, at eight o'clock in the forenoon to act upon the following subjects: (The polls may not
close before seven o'clock in the evening.)
1
.
To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
4. To choose two School Board Members for the ensuing three years.
5. To transact any other business which may legally come before this meeting.
Given under our hands at said Fremont this 7th day of F e,b r u a r y , 1997.
Fremont School Board




STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Fremont, New Hampshire,
qualified to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Laurence Pettengill Hall, Ellis School, in said
District on the 8th day of March, 1997, at five o'clock in the evening to act upon the
following subjects:
1. To hear reports of agents, auditors, and committees or officers chosen and pass any
vote relating thereto.
2. To see if the District will vote to approve the cost item included in the collective
bargaining agreement reached between the Fremont School Board and the Fremont
Education Association which calls for the following increases in salaries and
benefits:
School Year: 1997-98 Estimated Increase: $27,167.00
and further to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Seven Thousand One
Hundred Sixty Seven Dollars ($27,167) for the 1997-98 fiscal year, such sum
representing the additional costs attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits
over those of the appropriation at current staffing levels paid in the prior fiscal
year .
(Recommended by the Fremont School Board)
(Recommended by the Fremont Budget Committee)
3. To see if the District will raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Sixty
Eight Thousand Dollars ($168,000) to purchase deeded land from Paint Mine Hills,
Inc. and to cover associated legal costs, and to authorize the withdrawal of Eight
Thousand One Hundred Ninety Five Dollars ($8,195) and all accumulated interest
from the Capital Reserve Fund for Land Acquisition. The balance of
approximately One Hundred Fifty Nine Thousand Eight Hundred Five Dollars
($159,805) will come from general taxation.
(Recommended by the Fremont School Board)
(Recommended by the Fremont Budget Committee)
4. To see if the District will appropriate up to the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars
($10,000) to add to the expendable general fund trust known as the Ellis School
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Building and Grounds Maintenance Fund. This appropriation is to be funded with
available surplus audited funds at the close of the 1996-97 school year on June 30,
1997. If the surplus audited funds are less than the requested appropriation, the
trust fund appropriation will be reduced to that amount.
(Recommended by the Fremont School Board)
(Recommended by the Fremont Budget Committee)
5. To see if the District will raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Thousand
Dollars ($20,000) to pave an extension for additional parking and school bus
passage at the Ellis School.
(Recommended by the Fremont School Board)
(Not Recommended by the Fremont Budget Committee)
6. To see if the District will appropriate the sum of Four Thousand Dollars ($4,000)
for the purpose of cost and fees (ex, legal fees, assessment fees) incurred by the
Cooperative Planning Committee. This appropriation is necessary for cooperative
planning on behalf of the town of Fremont. Warrant submitted by citizen petition.
(Recommended by the Fremont School Board - $4,000)
(Recommended by the Fremont Budget Committee - $2,000)
7. To see what sum of money the District will raise and appropriate for the support of
schools, for the payment of salaries for school district officials and agents, and for
the payment of statutory obligations of the District.
1100 . Regular Programs $1,947,369
1200 Special Programs 624,280
1300 Vocational Programs





2210 Improvement of Instruction 17,109
2220 Educational Media 32,018
2310 School Board 23,240
2320 SAU Expenses 95,538
2400 School Administration 97,854
2540 Operation of Plant 136,716
2550 Pupil Transportation 158,190
2900 Other Support Services 40,359
4000 Facilities 12,500
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5000 Debt Service 193,095
2560 Food Service 57.234
TOTAL APPROPRIATION $3 ,555 ,543
(Recommended by the Fremont School Board - $3,555,543)
(Reconmiended by the Fremont Budget Committee - $3,489,455)
8. Shall the school district accept the provisions of RSA 195 (as amended)
providing for the establishment of a cooperative school district, together with
the school districts of Sanborn Regional and Fremont, in accordance with the
provisions of the proposed articles of agreement filed with the school district
clerk?
Yes No
The amended Articles of Agreement are on file with the Sanborn Regional school
district clerk and are included in the school warrant for this aimual school district
meeting. Such vote to be contingent upon acceptance of a similar warrant article
by Sanborn Regional School District at its April 8, 1997 annual school district
meeting, second session.
Articles of Agreement Between the Fremont School District
and the
Sanborn Regional School District
as approved by the
Cooperative School District Planning Board
ARTICLE 1
The Sanborn Regional School District shall be enlarged by the addition of the
Fremont School District to form a cooperative school district which shall be
named Sanborn Regional School District.
ARTICLE 2
There shall be eleven members of the school board of the Sanborn Regional
School District. The voters of each pre-existing district shall be entitled to
elect qualified voters of their districts as members of the school board. Each
of the pre-existing districts shall be entitled to three members.
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The three members elected previously by Kingston and the three members elected
previously by Newton, shall retain their positions on the school board as will
three members of the previously elected Fremont School Board. The three
members of the Fremont School Board will be determined in the following
maimer: One member shall be determined by lot between the two members
whose terms expire in 1998. The second member shall be determined in the like
manner between the two members whose terms expire in 2000. The third
member shall be the member whose term expires in 1999.
The tenth and eleventh members shall be elected at large, with elections to be
held before June 30, 1997. The members of the school board who are elected
and qualified shall hold office until their successors have been elected at the
armual election day in each town of the cooperative.
Fremont 1 member 1998
1 member 1999
1 member 2000
Kingston 1 member 1998
1 member 1999
1 member 2000
Newton 1 member 1998
1 member 1999
1 member 2000
member at large 1 member 1999
member at large 1 member 2000
All members of the school board shall be elected for three-year terms except
those members elected at the special election to be held before June 30, 1997.
The members of the school board shall assume office in accordance with RSA
671:22.
All members of the school board shall be elected by the use of the non-partisan
ballot system under RSA 671.
ARTICLE 3
The Sanborn Regional School District shall be responsible for Grades 1-12.
Elementary schools shall be maintained in Fremont, Kingston, and Newton. A
middle school shall be maintained in Newton. If an additional middle school




The Sanborn Regional School District shall acquire all the property, including
equipment, of the Fremont School District. The following is the property that
will be acquired by the Sanborn Regional School District: Ellis School, and any
other real property, claim against, or lien held by the Fremont School District.
Not included in the acquisition is the Fremont town vault located in the Ellis
School, and which will remain the property of the Town of Fremont. The vault
will be accessible during regular school hours or by special arrangements made
through the Superintendent's office.
ARTICLES
The operating expenses of the Sanborn Regional School District, payable in each
fiscal year, shall be apportioned with the ratio of 50% based on the average daily
membership of pupils in approved public schools residing in each town of the
cooperative school district during the second preceding fiscal year as determined
by the New Hampshire Department of Education, and 50% based on the ratio of
the equalized property values in Fremont, Kingston, and Newton, established by
the New Hampshire Department of Revenue Administration for the preceding
year, to the total equalized property value of the towns in the cooperative district.
ARTICLE 6
The capital expenses of the Sanborn Regional School District payable in each
fiscal year shall be apportioned on the ratio of the average daily membership of
the second preceding fiscal year plus the growth in average daily membership
over the previous five year period in each pre-existing district as a ratio of each
pre-existing district to the total.
ARTICLE 7
A schedule of payments based on the sum of the respective shares of the
pre-existing districts for operating expenses and capital expenses shall be
established in accordance with RSA 195:14-1 (f).
ARTICLE 8
The Sanborn Regional School District shall assume all the indebtedness of the
pre-existing districts which is outstanding on the date of operating responsibility.
ARTICLE 9
The State Foundation Aid to which each pre-existing district would be entitled if
it were not part of the cooperative school district, shall be credited to each pre-
existing district's share of the total operating budget.
ARTICLE 10
The State Building Aid which may be available to the Sanborn Regional School
District shall be applied to reduce the total capital expendimre prior to the
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apportionment of costs under the provisions of Article 6. Those State Building
Aid funds due to any pre-existing district shall be applied to that district.
ARTICLE 11
Any other school aid which may be available to the Sanborn Regional School
District shall be applied to reduce the total operating budget prior to the
apportionment of costs under the provisions of Article 5, unless otherwise
provided by law.
ARTICLE 12
All trust funds held by the pre-existing districts shall be held and applied to such
pre-existing districts as the terms of the trusts indicate.
ARTICLE 13
The Sanborn Regional School District shall provide transportation for all pupils
Grades 1-12 to the schools within the district. Such transportation shall be
consistent with and in addition to the provisions of RSA 189:6, 189:8, 189:9, and
189:9-a.
ARTICLE 14
Those students who live in Fremont, who were enrolled in a public high school
or public academy other than Sanborn Regional prior to the date of operating
responsibility, shall be allowed to continue attendmg those schools with district
support up to the level of the Sanborn Regional Cooperative District cost per
pupil for high school pupils as determined by the New Hampshire Department of
Education. The Sanborn Regional School District will not supply transportation
to those students who attend high schools other than Sanborn Regional High
School.
ARTICLE 15
The school property and buildings of the Sanborn Regional School District may
be used as they are presently being utilized and for such other civic and town
purposes, as determined by policies adopted by the cooperative school board.
ARTICLE 16
The date of operating responsibility of the Sanborn Regional School District as
provided in RSA 195:5, shall be July 1, 1998.
ARTICLE 17
J.; The Sanborn Regional School District may accept tuition students from nearby
school districts, the tuition to be determined yearly by the Sanborn Regional
School District school board.
ARTICLE 18
Apportionment of net worth of existing property shall be determined on the basis
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of equal net worth per pupil. The outstanding debt as of June 30, 1998 shall be
deducted from the appraised value of the existing property as determined by the
New Hampshire Department of Revenue Administration. The sum of these
values will determine the net worth of the cooperative. The average daily
membership during the 1996-97 school year for grades 1-12 for each pre-existing
district as a percentage of the total average daily membership of grades 1-12 of
the two pre-existing districts shall be the basis for apportionmg net worth. The
difference between apportioned net worth and achial net worth per pre-existing
district shall be paid or received by each pre-existing district. The annual pay-
ment shall be ten per cent (10%) of this amount for ten (10) years.
ARTICLE 19
When the main building of Sanborn Seminary is found no longer required for
school purposes, there shall be consensus between the school board and the
Trustees of the Sanborn Seminary Trust Fund regarding consideration of making
the building into a museum or historical site.
ARTICLE 20
For the 1998-1999 school year exclusively, the Sanborn Regional School District
will offer employment to all teachers currently teaching in grades 1-12 of the
pre-existing districts, except that (1) the cooperative school district will not
employ more teachers than the number of teaching poistions established in the
cooperative school district, and (2) the cooperative school district will not employ
more teachers from pre-existing school districts than the number necessary to
teach a comparable number of students attending from that pre-existing district.
ARTICLE 21
These Articles of Agreement may be amended by the Sanborn Regional School
District, consistent with the provisions of RSA 195:18(111) (i), except that no
amendment shall be effective, unless the question of adopting such amendment
is submitted at a cooperative school district meeting to the voters of the district
voting by ballot with the use of the checklist after reasonable oppormnity for
debate in open meeting, and unless two-thirds (2/3) of the voters of the district
who are present and voting shall vote in favor of adopting such amendment.
Furthermore, no amendment to these articles shall be considered except at an
annual meeting of the cooperative school district and unless the text of such
amendment is included in an appropriate article in the warrant for such meeting.
It shall be the duty of the school board to hold a public hearing concerning the
adoption of any amendment to these articles of agreement at least ten (10) days
before such annual meeting and to cause notice of such hearing and the text of the
proposed amendment to be published in a newspaper having a general circulation
in the district at least fourteen (14) days before such hearing. Until the date of
operating responsibility is assumed, the school board is empowered to call a
special district meeting under the procedures outlined above for the purposes of
amending the articles of agreement
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9. To transact any other business which may legally come before this meeting.













STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
MS-27




BUDGET FORM FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 24
BUDGET OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
Fremont N.H.
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for Fiscal Year From
July 1. 1997 to June 30. 1998
IMPORTANT: Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1. Use this form to list ALL APPROPRIATIONS in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area. This means
the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When compleied, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed on file with the
school district clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address above.
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE SCHOOL WARRANT
Budget Committee:(Please sign in ink.) D^te rV/ ////
iitJiMMM^
jxL^A 'as^












































































































































































































Year iqQ7-QR Budget of the School District of Fremont MS-27
Acct.
No.










REVENUE FRCm STATE SOURCES Ickx^kkxxx iocxxiacxxx 3CXXXXXXXX
3110 Foundation Aid 181,813 168,896 146,621
3210 School Building Aid 54,000 54,000 54,000
3220 Area Vocational School
3230 Driver Education
3240 Catastrophic Aid 34.246 38,993 47,937
3250 Adult Education
3270 Child Nutrition 1,388 1.388
Kindergarten Aid
Other State Aid (Specify)
REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES icxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx SorxxxTfxxx
4410 ECIA, Chapter I & 11
4430 Vocational Education
4450 Adult Education
4460 Child Nutrition Programs 11,205 11,650 11,205
4470 Handicapped Programs
Federal Forest Land
Other Federal Sources (identify) 16,480 25,000 16,000
Medicaid
LOCAL REVENUE OTHER THAN TAXES xxxkxxxxx xxxxxxxxk xxxiBcxxxx
5100 Sale of Bonds or Notes
5230 Transfer from Capital Projects Fund
5250 Transfer from Capital Reserve Fund 3 8,195
5255 Transfer from Expendable Trust Fund
1300-1360 Tuition 32,382 45,180 15,300
1500-1599 Earnings on Investments
3.039 2,400 2,700
1700-1799 Public Activities 1,000
Other Local Sources (identify) (1900-1999)
1900 Sale from Food Services 33,293 35,713 44,641
Dividends 10,679
Page 5 of 6
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Year iqQ7-98 Budget of the School District of Fremont MS-27
Acct.
Ho.








THIS SECTION FOR CALCULATION OF REIMBURSEMENT
ANTICIPATION NOTES (RAN) PER RSA 198:20-0 FOR
CATASTROPHIC AID BORROWING
RAN. Revenue This FY less
RAN. Revenue Last FY =
NET RAN
SuppLenentaL Appropriation (Contra)
Appropriations Voted From "Surplus" 4 icKxxjffiao!: 10,000 10,000
"Surplus" Used in Prior Year to Reduce Taxes ptkxjdcjqcx S7^Sq4 xxxxxxxxxx
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 449,426 358,987
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Fremont FISCAL YEAR ENDING: 1998




2. Principle: Long-Term Bonds & Notes 180,000
3. Interest: Long-Term Bonds & Notes
13,095
4. Capital Outlays Funded From Long-Term
Bonds S Notes per RSA 33:8 & 33:7-b.
5. Mandatory Assessments
6. TOTAL EXCLUSIONS (Sum of rows 2-5)
193.095
7. AMOUNT RECOMMENDED LESS RECOMMENDED
EXCLUSION AMOUNTS (Line 1 less line 6)
3.503.527
8. Line 7 times 10%
350.353





Ellis School - Pettingill Hall
March 8, 1996
The School District Meeting was called to order at 7:00 P.M. by Moderator Gusti
Buhrman. There were 60 residents in attendance. The Official School District Warrant
was read. A motion was made to continue the meeting to the following Friday (March
15) at 7:00 p.m. because of the inclement weather. The motion was seconded and the
meeting was adjourned.
The March 15 School District Meeting was called to order by acting School
Moderator Ray Bemier. There were 223 registered voters in attendance. Mr. Bemiei
read the results of the elections. The rules of the meeting were gone over, including a
motion that would be made to restrict reconsideration on any articles that are passed. The
guests were then introduced; Mr. Robert Bell (Superintendent), Barbara Munsey
(Business Manager) and Mary Jo Reynolds (Principal). The school board members in
attendance were Laurie Hohnes, Michael Miller, Aimmarie Gilligan, Sue McNulty and
Joan Roy.
Mr. Bemier then read the first article.
Article 1: To hear reports of agents, auditors, and committees or officers chosen and pass
any vote relating thereto.
Article was moved and seconded.
Discussion called for. Laurie Cunningham gave report on the Fremont Cooperative
Planning Committee. Due to the fact EUis School is at capacity , alternative plans are
needed. Letters were sent to surrounding towns to see if any were interested in
Cooperative Plans. The Sanborn School District was the only one responding with any
interest. Mrs. Cunningham urged the passing of Article 4. Mr. Miller then spoke to the
fact that Ellis is school is at capacity. The septic system was buUt to a 475 person
capacity. There are 423 students and 52 adults in the building. Next year the options will
be to use the Library or portable structures for additional classroom space. These are quick
fixes and in the long run land will have to be purchased and a school built. Mr. IVIiUer
then discussed the land that the school board felt would be a good option to purchase. He
stressed the land would not be purchased unless it passed all inspections and legal
searches. In answering the question of why the land purchase was not put on the School
Warrant as an article, Ivlr. Miller explained that the opportunity to purchase the land came
up after all the deadlines were over. Mr. K'liller went over figures comparing: (A) the
purchase of land, the building and costs of running the new school with (B) the tuition
paid out for the middle and high school students. During the discussion that followed, the
question was asked why we could not add a septic system and then build up. The answer
was: 1) there Ls not a proper foundation for that to happen 2) when the addition was put
on, it was the final addition for the building. A waiver had to be obtained and it maxed
out the site to what the state would normally allow 3) the site is too small for any more
expansion, the state has acreage ratio requirements per building and stiident.
Article was called for and seconded and passed by voice vote.
Article 1 PASSED by VOICE VOTE. Motion made to restrict reconsideration moved,
seconded and passed by voce vote.
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Article 2: To see if the district will appropriate up to the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars
(10,000.00) to add to the expendable general trust fond known as the Ellis School
Building and Grounds Maintenance Fund. This appropriation is to be funded with
available surplus audited fonds at the close of the 1995-1996 school year on June
30,1996. If the surplus audited funds are less than the requested appropriation,
the trust fond appropriation will be reduced to that amount. (Recommended by
the Fremont School Board and Budget Committee)
Article was moved and seconded. Discussion called for. Laurie Holmes spoke to the fact
that this was surplus money only. Article called for and seconded, passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 2 PASSED by VOICE VOTE. Motion made to restrict reconsideration
moved, seconded and passed by voice vote.
Article 3: To see if the District wiU raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand
Dollars ($10,000.00 ) for the purpose of emplo^Ttig an educational consultant and
architect to study building alternatives and to develop a feasible plan for the
economic and educational foture of the Fremont School District.
(Recommended by the Fremont School Board and Budget Committee)
Article was moved and seconded. Brief discussion followed. .'Article was called for and
seconded, passed by voice vote.
Article 3 voice vote unclear. Card Vote done. YES 121 No 102
Recount vote called for. Voice vote on recount NO.
ARTICLE 3 PASSED. Motion to restrict reconsideration moved, seconded and
passed by voice vote.
Article 4: To see if the School District, pursuant to RSA 195:18 will vote to
create a Cooperative School District Planning Committee consisting of three
qualified voters ofwhom at least one shall be a member of the School Board: and
to see if the Distiict will vote to authorize the School District Moderator to appoint
the members of the committee. Warrant submitted by citizens petition and printed
as received.
(Not recommend by the Fremont School Board)
Article was moved and seconded. Discussion called for. Gene Cordes made a motion to
amend the article to say that the report and analysis wiU be printed in next years Town
Report. Opinions were voiced on the expense of a town high school and that in effect we
have a voucher system. The town should have some more time to think things over. The
article was called for and seconded, passed by voice vote. Vote on Amended Article
passes by voice vote.
ARTICLE 4 as amended PASSED BY VOICE VOTE
Article 5: To see what sum ofmoney the District will raise and appropriate for the
support of schools, for the payment of salaries for school district officials and
agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of the District.
1100 Regular Programs $1,811,836
1 200 Special Programs 543,151
1300 Vocational Programs






2210 Improvement of Instruction 17,109
2220 Educational Media 27,867
2310 School Board 15,778
2320 SAU Expenses 90,418
2400 School Administration 93,765
2540 Operation of the Plant 132,168
2550 Pupil Transportation 156,100
2900 Other Support Services 29,586
4000 Facilities Acquisition 10,000
5000 Debt Service 206,010
2560 Food Service 57,234
TOTAL APPROPRIATION $ 3,298,452
(Recommended by the Fremont School Board and Budget Committee)
Article moved and seconded. Discussion called for. Mrs. Gaddis made a motion to
amend the bottom line by $165,000 specifically for the purchase of land to make the total
appropriation $ 3,464,452. Amendment was seconded. Discussion on the amendment
was called for. It was brought up that if we have no land to build then building is not an
option open to the town; that the town has in the past let opportunities pass by.
It was restated that the land would not be purchased until all the required legal and
safety investigations were done. It was mentioned that it was unfortunate the town and
school board had not worked together. The fact was brought up that adding any money
amounts to the bottom line of the budget made it possible for the money to be spent on
anything. Mrs. Holmes reassured the audience that if the land was not purchased then the
money would be returned to the town. Article was called for, seconded and passed by
voice vote. Amended Article 5 will be voted on by secret ballot, by request of a petition
of registered voters. Amended Article 5 defeated. YES 89 NO 124.
Article was called for, seconded and passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 5 PASSED BY VOICE VOTE. Motion to restrict was moved, seconded and
passed by voice vote.
Article 6: To transact any other business which may legally come before this meeting.
There being no further business, motion made to adjourn and was seconded.
ARTICLE PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
Meeting Adjourned at 10:15
Respectfully,




Currently, the Ellis School comprises three distinctly separate, yet interdependent, units:
the elementary school, the middle school, and the special needs preschool. Our principal,
Mary Jo Reynolds, has done much to improve the curriculum and climate of all three of
these areas.
During the 1995/1996 school year, Mrs. Reynolds introduced the Won Way program to
grades 1-3. Won Way provides a structured phonetics component to our whole language
approach to Reading. Teachers continue to use Won Way this year as an integral part of
the Reading curriculum.
In August, we hired Janet Sherrard to be our Reading Specialist-a position which also
requires her to be our Title 1 Program Manager and our middle-school Literature teacher.
Mrs. Sherrard has actively recruited and trained parents and community members to help
out with our Irst and 2nd grade students in the Title 1 program. These volunteers are
much appreciated at Ellis School.
Due to Mrs. Reynolds' grant-writing abilities, our school was one of 16 in the state to
receive a Goals 2000 grant. The $15,150 grant has been spent on MathLand math
manipulatives and math curriculum kits for grades 1-6.
Our new Media Specialist, Deidre Wahl, is implementing the Technology Curriculum
adopted last year. And in January, Ellis went on-line and students now have access to
the Internet (ellis@nh.ultra.net).
Other new staff members include: Jane Slade, a Certified Occupational Therapist
Assistant (COTA); and Kathryn Harrington, Speech Aide; both of whom already have full
caseloads.
There are many positive things going on in Ellis School. Many classroom teachers have
come up with creative ways to implement new strategies for teaching and learning. The
student handbooks were rewritten with input from community members (the Fremont
Round Table), teachers, the administration, and the School Board. The earlier arrival and
departure times of the middle-school students has helped alleviate some discipline
problems, both on the buses and within the building, and has helped create more of a
middle-school atmosphere.
As has been the case for some time, the most pressing problem facing the school is
overcrowding. We were fortunate this year in that we did not have the number of 1 rst
graders we had anticipated, so we did not lose the art room. Next year, we do expect to
have a third Irst grade.
Increasingly, storage of supplies and equipment is becoming more difficult as our student
population's needs have become more diverse.
Our lack of parking space poses a significant safety issue. We will be presenting a
warrant article to address the parking problem at the School District Meeting.
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The major warrant article we will present for voter consideration is for land for future
school expansion. We would like to purchase a 90-acre parcel of land off of Main Street.
We feel that the town will need this land for school space regardless of whether the town
votes to join the Sanborn Cooperative in March. Currently, the engineering firm of Provan
and Lorber, Inc., is looking at all aspects of site development relative to this piece of









ELLIS SCHOOL STATISTICAL DATA, 1995-96












ELLIS SCHOOL SEPTEMBER ENROLLMENT - 1996
Grade 1 42 Grade 5 45
Grade 2 58 Grade 6 43




HIGH SCHOOL SEPTEMBER ENROLLMENT -
Grade 9

































The 1996-97 academic year has been an exciting one for the Ellis School. Eariy in
the fall, we were notified that we had been awarded a Goals 2000 grant, one of only
sixteen grants awarded in the State ofNew Hampshire. This two year, $30,000 grant
provided a multitude of math manipulatives as well as extensive training for all teachers in
Grades 1-6. While mathematics continues to include computation, emphasis today is on
communication and complex problem solving. Our new math materials incorporate these
skills.
In January we were notified that we had won a second competitive grant, the
Eisenhower, in the amount of $4,000.00, which will provide continued training of teachers
in the area of Critical Skills and critical thinking. These are the skills of the future, the
skills employers expect fi-om their employees. These grants help to position us well for the
future. Student fundraising has allowed us to buy a great deal of computer software
programs as well as to connect the Ellis School to the Internet. Students are now
involved in a variety of investigations and projects with other schools throughout the
country, including a project with the National Weather Bureau that measures acid rain
across the United States.
Enrollment is presently at 430 students, and the building is filled to capacity.
Limited space does impact on programmatic planning, and there are a number of activities,
particularly with our older students, that we are not able to do because of space restraints.
Our growing population caused the Ellis School to move to a staggered opening this year,
in which students in grades 5-8 have a 45 minute difference in their arrival and departure
time. With population projections indicating that this growth will continue, it is
anticipated that this school year will be the last one in which students will have their art
education in the art room. The Art room will more than likely be used as a classroom next
year. While a great deal of energy has gone into coping with the changes wrought by a
rapidly increasing population, the faculty at Ellis School have continued to move forward
with many new educational initiatives begun last year.
We thank the School Committee, the Superintendent of Schools and his staff and
the parents of our students for making this year a successful one for our staff and the







Once again this year the Ellis School has made significant progress in many areas of its
curriculum. The New Hampshire Educational Assessment Program test scores for 1995-96 show
that our third graders did quite well. In Language Arts we are above state averages in our
writing, comprehending literary passages, practical reading, grammar and spelling, listening and
viewing. In mathematics we did an item analysis and found that we were above state averages in
practically all test items. Third grade assessment scores were very encouraging and show that our
students are at or above grade level with all other third grade students in the state.
This summer Mrs. Reynolds and I worked very hard to reorganize certain parts of the school. We
feel that the staggered bus schedule has been very successful, improved learning and decreased
the amount of discipline problems in the school. We also reorganized the middle school program.
We tightened the middle school schedule and allowed for more academic time. These changes
have improved the climate of the school immensely and I am pleased with the progress that has
been shown.
I would like to also commend Mrs. Reynolds for obtaining a Goals 2000 grant for Fremont. This
grant is a two year, $30,000 grant which will be spent on math manipulatives and math training
for our staff. We have also received another supplemental $5,000 math grant for this year. Her
efforts and grant writing skills will be of great benefit to our students.
I have been working with school board members and community members on the Alternative
Building Committee. We are all aware that the school enrollment is growing and we are looking
at various alternative ways to deal with this issue. There have been several informational
meetings held discussing different building alternatives and a report of the committee's findings
will be given to the town in March.
We were fortunate this year in not having to take the art room for a regular classroom. We have,
once again, budgeted for a third first grade teacher and will analyze during the summer whether
we need this position and whether we need to use the art room for a classroom. This would be
the last full sized classroom that we have in the building.
I am pleased with the progress that the Ellis School has made this year. Through the efforts of a






Fremont Cooperative Planning Committee Report
What is the pgrpose of a Cooperative School District?
The purpose ofa cooperative is to provide each member community with increased educational
opportunities, complete school boardparticipation in the governance of all grades within the
cooperative and improved instruction through the efficient use ofschoolfaciUties, school
administration, and schoolpersonnel within the district
Why is Fremont lookiiig at the Cooperative option?
The Ellis school is at capacity, with projections offurther growth and no ability to expand on the
present site. At the last school district meeting, March 8 ,1996 the Fremont school district voted to
continue a Cooperative Planning Committeefor another three year term, to study this option. The
district directed this committee to complete it's study by the March 1997 school district meeting and
publish it'sfindings in the 1997 town report
What has this committee achieved?
This committee consisting of Helena Dreyer, Marj Jo Dzioba and Keith Stanton as voting
members with Christine Kenneway as an alternate began it's work in April of 1996. The first order
of business was to vote in a Chairperson and secretary. Helena Dreyer was voted chair and Mary Jo
Dzioba was voted secretary by unanimous vote. Several months into this committee's work Keith
Stanton requested to switch to the alternate position putting Christine Kenneway in as a voting
member. This was done with approval of the committee members and Gusti Burhman this town's
school district moderator. The following goals were set and met:
To evaluate if a cooperative school district would be beneficial to the town of Fremont
The committee determined that the Ellis School is at capacity and by looking at grmith
projectionsfor the next ten years decided that a cooperative study was indicated as a possible
solution to the problem.
To formulate a town suney which would guide the committee in planning on the town's behalf.
This was accomplished through aforum which gave some basisfor questions and was paidfor
through the generosity ofprivate citizens and the Fremont school board The results ofthe
survey may be obtained at the Ellis school and toivn libraries.
To look at all options presented to us from the surrounding towns of:
1. Eieter School District
The Exeter School District informed the committee that they were toofar along in their
negotiations to admit an additional community into their recentlyformed cooperative school
district They would be able to talk to Fremont infive years when their articles of agreement
could be amended
2. Timberlane School District
The Timberlane school district opened their articles ofagreementfor amendment nithin
their school district, but was not willing to enlarge their cooperative
3. Epping School District
Epping did notfeel that a cooperative nith Fremont would befinancially beneficial to the
residents ofEpping to warrantfurther study nith this committee. Epping was only interested in a
grades 6-12 cooperative which -will not meet Fremont's needsforfuture growlh at the
elementary level
4. Sanborn School District
Although Sanborn became the only district nith which toform a cooperative this committee
could find no factual information that would prevent it from forming a Joint Cooperative
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Planning Board with Sanborn. The Board was formed, elections were held with Herbert Noyes
voted in as Chair, James Doggett recording secretary, and Don Brown as an "at large"
representativefor Sanborn.
Note: This committee was unable to contact a Chester Cooperative Planning Committee due to
the fact that they did not vote to form a committee While reviewing options Pinkerton
Academy, a tuitioned based high school, was eliminated from our study as it did not fail within
this committee's jurisdiction, since we were not formed to negotiate high school contracts.
How is a Cooperative estabUahed?
A joint cooperative planning board must beformed and it's members must prepare "Articles of
Agreement"for the proposed Cooperative School District The articles must contain thefollowing
information:
(a) The school districts which arejoining together and the name ofthe proposed school district
(b) The number, composition (how many members per town), method ofselection and terms of office
ofit's cooperative school board Per RSA: 195:5
(c) The gradesfor which the cooperative school district shall be responsible
.
(d) The specific properties ofpre-existing districts to be acquired and the general location ofany
proposed new schools to be initially constructed by the cooperative school district Per RSA 195:9
(e) The method ofapportioning the operating expenses ofthe cooperative school district among the
several pre-existing districts and the time and manner ofpayment ofsuch shares.
(f)
The indebtedness ofany pre-existing district which the cooperative school district is to assume.
(g) The method of apportioning the capital expenses ofthe cooperative school districts among the
several pre-existing districts, which need not be the same as the methodfor apportioning
operating expenses, and the time and manner ofpayment ofsuch shares. Capital expenses shall
include but are not limited to, the costs of acquiring land and buildingsfor schoolpurposes
.Per RSA 195:6
(h) The manner in which state aid is allocated and distributed between the pre-existing school
districts. Per RSA 195:15
(i) The method by which the articles ofagreement may be amended tvith the approval ofthe board;
except that no amendment may permit secession of territory and the provisions adopted under
either subparagraph (e) or (g) above may not be amendedprior to the expiration of five (5) years
from the date ofthefirst annual meeting ofthe cooperative school district or thereafter, within
five (5) yearsfollowing the adoption ofany amendment to such provisions respectively, but such
provisions may be amended at any time in order to permit the enlargement of a school district or
increase in the number ofgradesfor which the cooperative school district shall be responsible
(j) The date of operating responsibility ofthe proposed school district, andproposedprogramfor the
assumption for operating responsibilityfor education by the proposed cooperative school district
and any school construction, which the cooperative school district shall have the pmver to vary by
vote as circumstances may require
• The Articles of Agreement formulated by this cooperative joint planning board, according to
the guidelines stated above, may be found within the Warrant Article to Enlarge the Sanborn
Cooperative School District, published within this Xowa report When re>iewing these articles
please note articles #3 and #14 which were not based on state guidelines but were included to
address projected growth at Ellis school and to guarantee Fremont high school students the
stability of an uninterrupted education.
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During the fuial phase of this board's work the articles of agreement and the apportionment
formulas necessary to determine the costs involved in joining and operating this cooperative were
completed. These items became part of the warrant article which if passed will form the enlarged
Sanborn Cooperative School District with an operational date of 7/1/98.
Note: This date is a yearfrom the end ofthis 96/97schoolyear.
The next step, with the assistance and cooperation of the Business Managers of both districts as
well as valuable input from Fremont's Budget Committee members, was to develop a cost estimate to
be presented to the Fremont and Sanborn school districts. This includes an operating budget for the
98/99 school year, huv in costs (based on assessments performed bv the DRA per RSA 195:9. ID and
any anticipated capital expenses ( such as a four room addition to the Sanborn middle school in
Newton and extensive renovations to the Sanborn high school) which would be incurred by the
enlarged Sanborn Cooperative School District The members of the cooperative planning board are
prepared to share those figures with the communities at their respective school district meetings in
the spring of 1997 . However the board has been advised that these figures must be presented for
ballot vote , to the residents of Fremont, Kingston and Newton through the cooperative efforts of the
Fremont Kingston and Newton board members at School District Meeting in the spring of 1998.
Please note the time line created here:
M March 8. 1997 => The vote toform the enlarged Sanborn Cooperative School District
consisting ofFremont, Kingston, and Newton
m Julyl,1997 to June 30.1998 Fremont School District operates on it's 97/98 budget as voted
at the March 8,1997 School District Meeting and Ellis school remains a grade 1-8 school
M Fall / 1997 . The ne>v Cooperative School Board composed of Fremont, Kingston and
Ne^vton members, yvill work to develop an operational budget and other cost items to be
voted upon by the new Cooperative School District in the Spring of 1998.
M Spring / 1998 => The vote to appropriate the amount ofmoney necessary to operate the
enlarged Sanborn Cooperative School District, including a possible warrant article to add
four classrooms to the Sanborn middle school in Netvton. (As approved by the school board.)
M July 1, 1998 The enlarged Sanborn School District is operational
Fremont students grades 6 - 8join Kingston and Newton students at the Sanborn middle
school in Newton. (As approved by the school board.)
You willfindprinted copies ofthisjoint cooperative planning board's estimatesfor an
operational budget, anticipated capital project costs and buy in costs at the Fremont Tmvn
Hall, Ellis school and the Fremont Public Libraries. These calculations will be presentedfor
discussion at the March 8, 1997 School District Meeting.
This committee recognizes that their are important decisions that the community
of Fremont needs to make. It is the hope of this committee that we have provided
the proper information to make those critical choices. We understand that you will
have many questions and would like to encourage community members to call the
representatives of this joint board.
Respectfully submitted,
Herbert Noves Helena Drever
Chairperson, Kingston, Sanborn school board Fremont, community representative
Mary Jo Dzioba Don Brown
Fremont, Fremont school board representative Kingston, community representative
James Doggett Christine Kennewav
Newton, Sanborn school board representative Fremont, community representative
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School Building Alternatives Committee
This committee was created to address the space problems at Ellis School and look at
options of building a school in Fremont. Sanborn Regional School District has announced they
are no longer interested in accepting Fremont's high school students under a tuition basis. They
are interested in Fremont joining the present Sanborn School District involving grades 1 through
12. Please see the report from the Sanborn Cooperative Committee for more information about
joining them
Doug Brown was hired as an educational consuhant to assess the spacing issues at the
Ellis School. We are at capacity and something needs to be done in the near future to
accommodate the growing number of children attending school in Fremont. Some of our
classrooms are overcrowded, others are at capacity. He has given us recommendations about
buildings that can be built in town to accommodate our students. Our Educational Standards
Study, was prepared by members of the Building Subcommittee, using the State ofNew
Hampshire Curriculum Frameworks and the New England Association of Schools and Colleges
Standard of Accreditation to help us provide our students with a quality education especially for
our middle and high school students.
This committee is also interested in having the town purchase land to build a school in
town. As there is not enough land on site, an addition to the Ellis school is not an option. The
Sanborn Cooperative Committee has stated that if Fremont joins the school district a school will
be built in Fremont when the Sanborn Regional Middle School can no longer accommodate more
students.
The land is located near the intersection of Main Street and Danville Road (routes 107
and 1 1 1 A). This site has about 90 acres of land, approximately 26 acres are cleared and graded.
There was a public tour of this land on November 2, 1996. The price of this land is $165,000
which can be paid in flill by the town in one year for approximately $1 .05 per thousand dollars on
the tax rate. The present owner of this land has had 6 wells tested for many years and the test
results have been clean of contaminants.
The firm of Provan and Lorber, Inc. has been hired to create a site plan and take core
samples of the land to establish that this lot can have a school built on it. The report states that a
school that houses approximately 1,000 high school students (largest student per acreage
requirements) can be buih on this site.
We held information nights along with the Sanborn Cooperative Committee on December
3, 1996 and January 13, 1997 to help Fremont residents understand the options that we have to
house and educate our students in the future.
Research has been done, many towns have been notified of our interest in Fremont joining
them in educating our children. The only options that we have been presented with are the
cooperative with Sanborn or to build our own school here in town.
When you come to the School District meeting in March 1997, please be aware of how
important this decision is and how it will effect the education of the children of Fremont, and how
it will effect your tax dollars. A decision needs to be made this year.
RespectfijUy submitted,
School Building Alternatives Committee
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1100 Regular Education $1,588,031
1200 Special Education $548,931






2210 Improvement of Instr $17,770
2220 Educational media $27,396
2310 School Board $20,097
2320 Offices of Superint. $90,426
2400 School Administration $98,305
2540 Operation of Plant $134,125




5000 Debt Service $218,745
General Fund: $3,035,568
2560 Food Service $48,235
5250 Capital Reserve $10,000
Total Budget: $3,093,802
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FREMONT SCHOOL BUDGET ACTUALS 1995-96
1000 -INSTRUCTION
1995-96
1100- Req jiar Education Actual Spent
1-1100 112-1 Teacher Salaries $569,695
1-1100 114-1 Aide Salaries $2,222
1-1100 122-1 Subs - General $13,476
1-1100 123-1 Subs - Personal $2,223
1-1100 124-1 Subs - Professional $4,430
1-1100 211-1 Health Insurance $52,082
1-1100 212-1 Dental Insurance $4,693
1-1100 213-1 Life Insurance $2,153
1-1100 214-1 Workers Compensation $6,075
1-1100 222-1 Teachers Retirement $13,083
1-1100 230-1 PICA $45,713
1-1100 260-1 Unemployment $1,531
1-1100 440-1 Repair Equipment $0
1-1100 561-3 Tuition Public HS $764,336
1-1100 563-3 Tuition Academy HS $63,367
1-1100 610-1 Supplies $16,058
1-1100 612-1 Workbooks $1,392
1-1100 630-1 Textbooks $17,503
1-1100 635-1 Reference Books $631
1-1100 640-1 Periodicals $736
1-1100 650-1 Computer Software $3,013
1-1100 741-1 New Instruct Equipment $2,243
1-1100 742-1 Replace Instruct Equipment $1,080
1-1100 751-1 New Furniture $254
1-1100 752-1 Replace Furniture $44
1100 -Reg uiar Education Total: $1,588,031
1995-96
1200 - Special Education Actual Spent
1-1200 112-1 Teacher Salaries $76,928
1-1200 112-4 Pre-School Teacher Salaries $30,863
1-1200 114-1 Aide Salaries $107,948
1-1200 114-4 Pre-School Aide Salaries $6,335
1-1200 118-1 Extended Year Salaries $6,309
1-1200 •i19-1 Occupational Therapist $19,992
1-1200 121-1 504/ESL Tutor $200
1-1200 122-1 Subs - Special Education $0
1-1200 211-1 Health Insurance $15,352
1-1200 212-1 Dental Insurance $639
1-1200 213-1 Life Insurance $292
1-1200 214-1 Workman Compensation $1,285
1-1200 222-1 Teachers Retirement $2,655
1-1200 230-1 PICA $17,338
1-1200 260-1 Unemployment $529
1-1200 330-1 Contracted Services $104,969
1-1200 331-1 Contract - Psychological $3,327
1-1200 332-1 Contract - Speech $323
1-1200 333-1 Contract - Pre-School $0
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FREMONT SCHOOL BUDGET ACTUALS 1995-96













1 Tuition Public Schools








-1 New Spec Ed Equipment















1-1400 112-1 Athletic Salaries
1-1400 113-1 Extracurricular Salaries
1-1400 230-1 FICA
1-1400 314-1 Athletic Officials
1-1400 440-1 Repair Athletic Equipment
1-1400 442-1 Field Maintenance
1-1400 610-1 Program Supplies
1-1400 740-1 New Program Equipment
1-1400 890-1 Assembly Programs















2100 -Attendance: Actual Spent
1-2100 112-1 Truant Officer $0
1-2100 230-1 FICA m
2100 -Attendance: $0
1995-96
2120 -Guidance: Actual Spent
1-2120 113-1 Guidance Salaries $19,591
1-2120 231-1 FICA $1,499
1-2120 350-1 Contracted Services $0
1-2120 370-1 Test Scoring Service $662
1-2120 371-1 Test Purchase $343
1-2120 610-1 Guidance Supplies $185
1-2120 635-1 Guidance Reference $0
1-2120 640-1 Guidance Periodicals $0
1-2120 890-1 Assembly Programs m
2120 -Guidance: $22,279
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FREMONT SCHOOL BUDGET ACTUALS 1995-96
2130 -Health
1-2130 113-1 Nurse Salary
1-2130 230-1 PICA
1-2130 330-1 Physician
1-2130 440-1 Repair Health Equipment
1-2130 610-1 Health Supplies





































2210 - Improvement of Instruction:
1-2210 112-1 Staff Development Coordinator
1-2210 230-1 PICA
1-2210 270-1 Course Reimbursement
1-2210 290-1 In-Service Workshops
1-2210 580-1 Staff Expense & Travel
1-2210 630-1 Professional Books
1-2210 640-1 ProfessionalJournals











2220 - Educational Media:
1-2220 113-1 Libranan Salary
1-2220 230-1 PICA
1-2220 440-1 Repair AV Equipment
1-2220 610-1 Library Supplies
1-2220 631-1 Library Books
1-2220 635-1 Library Reference Books
1-2220 640-1 Library Periodicals
1-2220 650-1 Computer Software
1-2220 741-1 New AV Equipment
1-2220 742-1 Replace AV Equipment
1-2220 751-1 New Library Furniture
1-2220 752-1 Replace Library Furniture

















FREMONT SCHOOL BUDGET ACTUALS 1995-96
2310 School Board:
1-2310 110-8 School Board Salaries
1-2310 111-8 Moderator
1-2310 112-8 Treasurer
1-2310 115-8 School District Clerk
1-2310 230-8 PICA
1-2310 380-8 Legal Expense
1-2310 381-8 Annual Meeting
1-2310 382-8 Auditor
1-2310 522-8 Liability Insurance
1-2310 530-8 Postage & Telephone
1-2310 532-8 Treasurer Postage
1-2310 540-8 Advertising
1-2310 541-8 Legal Advertising
1-2310 550-8 Printing Annual Meeting
1-2310 570-8 School Board Secretary
1-2310 610-8 School Board Supplies
1-2310 810-8 Memberships & Dues























2320 - Offices of the Superintendent:
1-2320 351-1 SAU #14, Expense





2400 - School Administration:
1-2400 111-1 Pnncipal Salary
1-2400 114-1 Administrative Assistant
1-2400 115-1 Secretarial Salaries
1-2400 116-1 Office Aide
1-2400 230-1 PICA
1-2400 290-1 Principal Conference ,
1-2400 291-1 Staff Workshop
1-2400 440-1 Repair Office Equipment
1-2400 531-1 School Telephone
1-2400 532-1 School Postage
1-2400 580-1 Pnncipal Expense & Travel
1-2400 610-1 Office Supplies
1-2400 741-1 New/ Office Equipment
1-2400 742-1 Replace Office Equipment
1-2400 751-1 Nevi/ Office Purniture
1-2400 810-1 Pnncipal Dues
1-2400 890-1 Graduation Expense






















FREMONT SCHOOL BUDGET ACTUALS 1995-96
1995-96
2540 - Operation of Plant: Actual Spent
1-2540 118-1 Custodial Salaries $43,595
1-2540 138-1 Custodial Overtime $0
1-2540 230-1 PICA $2,903
1-2540 421-1 Water Testing $1,572
1-2540 422-1 Septic & Sewer $3,130
1-2540 430-1 Carpet Cleaning $0
1-2540 431-1 Trash Removal $627
1-2540 433-1 Heating Controls $477
1-2540 435-1 Recharge Fire Extinguishers $316
1-2540 437-1 Fire Alarm Monitor $1,360
1-2540 440-1 Repair Plant Equipment $4,709
1-2540 441-1 Repair Plant/Building $6,076
1-2540 442-1 Repair Grounds $968
1-2540 443-1 Bells/Clocks/Emerg Lights $431
1-2540 444-1 Piano Tuning $0
1-2540 520-1 Multi-Peril Insurance $8,153
1-2540 610-1 Custodial Supplies $7,623
1-2540 611-1 Painting Supplies $1,276
1-2540 612-1 Repair Supplies $3,464
1-2540 613-1 Vehicle Supplies $74
1-2540 652-1 Electricity $34,150
1-2540 653-1 Fuel Oil $6,574
1-2540 657-1 Propane $0
1-2540 741-1 New Custodial Equipment $0
1-2540 742-1 Replace Custodial Equipment $6,647
1-2540 751-1 New Custodial Furniture $0
1-2540 752-1 Replace Custodial Furniture m
2540 - Operation of Plant: $134,125
1995-96
2550 - Pupil Transportation: Actual Spent
1-2550 510-1 Regular Transportation $99,900
1-2550 513-1 Special Transportation $48,255
1-2550 514-1 Pre-School Transportation $59
1-2550 519-1 Athletic Transportation $854
2550 - Pupil Transportation: $149,067
1995-96
2900 - Benefits: Actual Spent
1-2900 211-1 Health Insurance $24,083
1-2900 212-1 Dental Insurance $1,093
1-2900 213-1 Life Insurance $411
1-2900 214-1 Workers Compensation $3,388
1-2900 221-1 Teacher Retirement 1,2,668
1-2900 222-1 Non-Teacher Retirement $2,465
1-2900 230-1 FICA $132
1-2900 260-1 Unemployment $584
2900 - Benefits: $34,824
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FREMONT SCHOOL BUDGET ACTUALS 1995-96
4000 - FACILITIES
4100 - Facilities/Acquisition/Construction:
1-4100 701-1 Site & Land Acquisition
1-4100 702-1 Site & Land Improvement
1-4100 703-1 Professional Fees









5000 - OTHER OUTLAYS
5100 - Debt Service:
1-5100 830-1 Debt Service - Principal







2560 - FOOD SERVICE
1995-96
2560 - Food Service: Actual Spent
2-2560 118-1 Cafeteria Salary $17,972
2-2560 214-1 Workers Compensation $935
2-2560 230-1 PICA $1,375
2-2560 260-1 Unemployment $139
2-2560 440-1 Food Equipment Repair $0
2-2560 620-1 Food $26,865
2-2560 651-1 Propane Gas $949
2-2560 741-1 New Cafe Equipment m
2560- Food Service: $48,235
5000 - CAPITAL RESERVE
5250 - Capital Reserve:
1-5250 441-8 Expendable Trust - Maintenance






Fremont School District Amortization Schedule
FREMONT SCHOOL DISTRICT AMORTIZATION SCHEDULE
Annual Requirements to Amortize General Obligation Debt;
The annual requirements to amortize all general obligation debt outstanding as of




TOTAL $360,000 $39,105 $399,105
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
AND
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #14 MEETING
A Public Hearing and a School Administrative Unit #14 Meeting on this proposed budget for
School Administrative Unit #14 will be held on Monday, December 9, 1996, 7:30 p.m. at the
Epping Middle/High School, Epping, N.H..
School Administrative Unit #14 includes the School Districts of Chester, Epping and Fremont.
1997-98





01-2320-211-8 Health, Life,LTD Ins.











01-2320-580-8 Outside Unit Expense
































Title I (Chapter 1)
Title II (Eisenhower)
Title IV (Drug Free)
Title VI (Chapter 2)
PL 94-142 (Special Education)
PL 99-457 (Early Childhood)
PL 89-313 (Special Education Chapter 1)
Total Budget:
Less: Interest - Now Account
Federal Programs















Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street • Concord « New Hampshire • 03301-5063 603-225-6996 » FAX-224-1380
INDEPENDENT A UDITOR 'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of the School Board
Fremont School District
Fremont, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general-purpose financial statements of the Fremont School District
as of and for the year ended June 30, 1996. These general-purpose financial statements are the
responsibility of the School District's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
general-purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and Government
Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require
that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general-purpose
financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the general-purpose financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management,
as well as evaluating the overall general-purpose financial statement presentation. We believe that our
audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general-purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets
account group which should be included in order to conform with generally accepted accounting
principles. As is the case with most municipal entifies in the State of New Hampshire, the Fremont
School District has not maintained historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that should
be recorded in the general fixed assets account group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described in the
preceding paragraph, the general-purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of the Fremont School District, as of June 30, 1996, and the
results of its operations and the cash flows of its nonexpendable trust funds for the year then ended in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general-purpose financial statements
taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements listed in the table of contents
are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the general-purpose
financial statements of the Fremont School District. Such information has been subjected to the auditing
procedures applied in the audit of the general-purpose financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly
presented in all material respects in relation to the general-purpose financial statements taken as a whole.




Combined Statement ofRevenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Governmental Fund Types and Expendable Trust Funds
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1996
Governmental Fiduciary
Fund Tvpes Fund Tvpe
Special Total
Revenue Expendable (Memorandum
General (Food Service) Trusts Onlv)
Revenues
School District Assessment $2,614,126 $ s $ 2,614,126
Intergovernmental Revenues 286,539 17,060 303,599
Charges for Services 32,382 31,271 63,653
Miscellaneous 14,015 1,597 772 16,384
Other Financing Sources
Operating Transfers In 11.512 10.000 21.512
Total Revenues and






Instructional Staff Services 45,166 45,166
General Administration 110,523 110,523
School Administration 98,305 98,305
Business 283,192 55,412 338,604
Other 34,824 34,824





Operating Transfers Out 21.512 21.512
Total Expendimres and
Other Financing Uses 3,057,122 55.412 3.112.534
Excess CDeficiencv) of Revenues and
Other Financing Sources Over (Under)
Expenditures and Other Financing Uses (110,060) 6,028 10,772 (93,260)
Fund Balances - Julv 1 1^7,90$ 3.W1 27,730 199.239
Fund Balances - June 30 $ 57.848 S 9.629 $ 38.502 S 105.979













TOWN OF FREMONT NH 03044
EMERGENCY NUMBERS
POLICE: 679-2225
FIRE: 895-2512
AMBULANCE: 895-3384
